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FOREWORD 

The Structures and Materials Panel of the NATO Advisory Group for Aerospace 
Research and Development (AGARD), is composed of engineers, scientists und technical 
administrators from industry, governmental establishments and universities in the NATO 
nations. Our concern for the advancement of aerospace technology is reflected in the Panel 
activities which cover more than 20 different technical subjects, one of which deals with 
problems and progress in the field of Brittle Materials application. 

The development of re-entry and other high speed flight vehicles, in which structure 
is exposed to a severe thermal environment beyond the capability of most metallic materials, 
gave rise to our interest in brittle materials.  In turning to the study of refractory inorganic, 
non-metallic materials, designers face a novel situation.  Firstly, at temperatures of interest, 
these materials show no plastic deformation before failure; yet designers have implicitly relied 
upon material ductility to accommodate local deviations from the average conditions assumed 
in conventional design practice.  Secondly, brittle materials exhibit a scatter in properties far 
greater than that normally encountered in conventional metals. 

A need was identified to provide designers, meeting these materials for the first time, 
with the best statement possible of design practices and of the quantitative data to apply in 
these practices.  The achievement of this objective required not the view of one man, no matter 
how eminent, nor the collected disparate views of several such men.  The Panel sought to achieve 
its ends by the collection of opinions and data from a wide field and their distillation into a 
Handbook which could reasonably be held to represent a consensus of opinion amongst a group 
of practitioners in the field. 

A co-ordinator, appointed in 1965, first outlined the Handbook and its requirements.  He 
made contact with other designers with experience of design in brittle materials.  Reporting to 
the Panel's Working Group he agreed with them a series of questions and problems requiring 
resolution and a small, carefully programmed symposium was held in 1967 to obtain answers to 
the problems he had framed.   By this process and subsequent extensive consultation between the 
co-ordinator and other NATO experts, a Handbook has been constructed which represents the 
ucst statement of practices and data which can be made available at the present time. 

December 1970 Anthony J.Barrett 
Chairman, 
Structures and Materials Panel 

in 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

1.1  INTEREST IN BRITTLE MATERIALS 

Interest In the structural use of brittle nonmetalllc refractory materials in aerospace 
vehicles arises as a result of interest In re-entry vehicles and the continuing need for 
propulsion cystems of increased performance.  In both of these situations performance is 
dependent on the temperature capability of the structural materials.  The presence of 
temperatures beyond the capability of most metallic materials has encouraged designers 
to study "ceramics" but, with the possible exception of innerts in the throats of some 
solid rocket motors, significant applications have not developed.  Characteristically 
these materials show no plastic deformation before failure at temperatures of interest, 
and they have little toughness to arrest crack growth. These characteristics have resulted 
in a lack of confidence by designers, in such materials, and an unwillingness to use them. 

Conventional methods of structural design involve approximations which limit typical 
engineering analyses to the study of average conditions. Local departures from these 
average conditions, including the effect of inherent and fabrication induced material 
defects, are accommodated by material ductility.  When completely brittle materials are 
used these design practices are insufficient to produce a reliable structure.  In the past 
this problem has been  avoided by using brittle materials at very low stress levels and 
restricting their use to applications where the resulting weight penalty was of no concern. 
For airborne and space vehicle applications, however, this weight penalty is not accept- 
able and, hence, tliere is now interest in developing design techniques for brittle materials 
which will produce structures with a weight efficiency and a reliability comparable with 
metallic structures. 

This brittle material technology is new and will be unfamiliar to most designers who 
have occasion to use nonmetalllc refractory materials. Furthermore, in the numerous areas 
where the technology departs from conventional design practice, the designer is in need 
of quantitative design data. This handbook is intended to satisfy these needs by providing 
both a coirnrehensive description of brittle material design technology, in terms of differ- 
ences from conventional design, and also an assembly of the best and most generally 
accepted and available practical data.  This latter is presented in the form of the 
typical "Structures Manual", involving, whenever possible, step-by-step procedures with 
graphs and charts to facilitate numerical evaluations. 

The materials to vhlr-'i Uli: handbook Is intended to apply include oxides, carbides, 
borldes and similar compounds. Graphite, in its many forms, is also included. The import- 
ant characteristic of these materials is refractoriness, which permits them to be used in 
applications where the more structurally efficient metalf are useless.  Such materials 
have been used extensively in the past for high temperature applications, such as furnace 
linings, but these have involved ground installations where weight was generally not 
important.  Currently the interest Involves the high temperature applications generated 
by re-entering space vehicles and rocket engine compounds, but since these are extremely 
weight critical applications, substantial improvements in structural efficiency and 
reliability over those typical of the furnace type application must be obtained. 

Among the applications which are of current Interest for this class of material are 
numerous components for winged re-entry vehicles or hypersonic atmospheric vehicles, and 
these include leading edge elements, nose caps, surface panels, which may or may not 
include insulatlve elements, control surface structural parts, and engine intake structural 
parts.  Rocket engine nozzles and chambers are the obvious propulsion applications. 

These applications may appear limited and insufficient to Justify the development of a 
whole new technology.  Experience shows, however, that when a new technology is developed 
its applications become much more extensive than was originally anticipated.  There are 
already indications, in fact, of application of these techniques to nonalrcraft commercial 
uses of the materials, where the interest is not in less weight but in more efficient 
design, leading to lower initial cost, less frequent replacement, etc. 

1.2  THE DESIGN PROCESS AND THE EFFECT OF BRITTLE MATERIALS 

The process of structural design Involves two distinct parts which generally are used 
consecutively and repeatedly in an iterative process as the design is refined and finalized 
The first of these two parts involves the selection of material and type of construction 
and the establishment of the structural dimensions to support the applied loads. To make 
these selections use is made of parametric studies, approximate stress analysis for the 
more obviously critical design conditions, and optimization techniques, and consideration 
is given to methods of fabrication, cost, and the program schedule. 

The second aspect of design involves the process of verifying, by analysis and test, 
that the structure has the strength and stiffness to maintain its integrity under all of 
the required loadings, temperatures, and other environmental conditions.  Often this 
analysis requires minor adjustments in structural dimensions as local deficiencies in the 
initial design are revealed. 

The process of structural analysis involves a number of distinct steps, including the 
determination of critical loads, pressures, temperatures, etc., the determination of 
stresses due to static, repeated and vibratory applied loads and temperature gradients, 
determination of the mechani;u: properties of the material under the appropriate environ- 
mental conditions and after exposure to an approoriate stress history, and the comparison 



of  the mechanical  properties  with  the applied  stresses  to establish structural   Integrity. 
In many cases  the permissible  stresses Eire controlled by Instability of  the  structure, 
requiring predictions  of buckling.     Detemlnatlons   of  structural   stiffness  or displacements 
under loading conditions where dynamic effects are  potentially critical may aluo bo  required. 

The introduction of brittle materials  into a structure  as  primary load  carrying elements 
requires no change in  the design  process as  described  above.     Changes  are  required,   however, 
in the degree of design  refinement which must be used in conducting "flM cf  thoo« utapu. 
Conventional design with ductile metallic materials  involves  a mrr.ber of approxlmationr. 
which are made in the  interests of analytical and experimental  slinplicity,   and  which 
generally Involve the use of average or mean values  of applied  stresses,   applied  loads, 
etc.     Such methods have,   indeed,   been very successful  because structures  built with ductile 
materials are not sensitive  to local effects and  are,   consequently,   forgiving of approxima- 
tions made by the designer.     Examples where these methods begin to break down  are well 
known,   they generally Involve  complex stress  situations  where  the effective ductility of 
the material  is  reduced,   often in combination with  high  strength,   low ductility materials 
and  often under repetition of the  critical  loading  condition  so that the  locally yielding 
material is rapidly fatigued.     With metals  even these situations,   however,   can  be handled 
successfully by small  corrections  to and modest modifications of,   tne conventional  design 
methods. 

With brittle materials  these  simplifications can no longer be  tolerated  and  additional 
refinement and  realism must be Introduced  into the   standard  design procedures.     The  areas 
where these refinements  are most important include   stress analysis,  where  a much more 
precise understanding of  the  stress distribution is  necessary;  mechanical  property testing, 
where the peak stresses must be measured,  or avoided  by appropriate test  specimen and 
apparatus design;   specification of material mechanical  properties,   where  the variability 
in these properties from one  sample of material to  the next must be considered;   and  the 
establishment of design criteria,  which should be based on orobability of load  occurrence 
rather than specified  singular conditions with arbitrary  safety factors.     In every case 
these changes  represent  a refinement of technique  so  that the present practice with ductile 
materials becomes a particular case of a more gensre.!  technology. 

Brittle material   design technology involves,  however,  more  than refinement of analytical 
and experimental method.     These ere the tools necessary to assure a "safe" structure;   to 
achieve such a structure with an efficiency suitable  for airborne and aerospace  applica- 
tions also requires  changes  in design concept in certain areas,  particularly at Joints  and 
connections.    Again,   such changes  represent refinements,   which are mandatory for brittle 
materials,  but which could probably be used  to advantage,   to  the extent which increase'] 
weight and manufacturing cost Justify,  with ductile materials. 

1.3     HANDBOOK OBJECTIVES,   SCOPE AND FORMAT 

In view of the growing interest in the use of brittle nonmenalllc refractory materials 
for structural  purposes  and  in view of the changes  required  in design technology  for their 
successful use,   this handbook has  been prepared to  summarize,   for the designer,   the teat 
current practice.     It is  further Intended that the material  be presented  in a form most 
useful for the direct application by the designer in his work.    This handbook  is not 
intended,  however,   to assist the engineer concerned  with material development or matsrlal 
processing,  or component fabrication,  except to the  extent  that such an individual  can 
benefit from a knowledge of the designer's problems.     For this reason any dlacusslor. of 
specific materials,   their mechanical  and physical properties  or the effect of variations 
in composition or structure or the effect of various  processing parameters,   is  avoiied. 

This handbook is also  confined  to those areas of  design where differences with conven- 
tional  design technology  are necessary.    No attempt,  is made  to present any of the t.tandard 
stress analysis methods which can be found  in text  oooks,   and  reports and  papers,   and  for 
which convenient design  charts are available at any  organization which practices  structural 
design. 

The handbook presents,   first,   a general  discussion  of  those  areas of design  technology 
where  different  techniques or different concepts are  required  for applications  involving 
brittle materials,   and   then each of  those areas  Is   treated  in  detail,   in Individual   sections. 
Within these  sections  each  topic  is  discupsed  to present  concepts,   assumptions,   theories, 
etc.   and  also the  recommended  approaui.     Emphasis  is  placed  on those techniques   recommended 
for design purposes  and  a variety of Ideas or approaches  is  discussed only when a unanimous 
opinion on the best technique is not  available.    Associated  past developments  are not 
discussed  unless necessary for an understanding of  current practice.    The  review of  the 
most generally accepted  current practJcos  Includes   Indication of their shortcomings  and 
limitations,   together with a? much quantitative data as  can be found.    Where possible  this 
has  been presented  in  the  form of  charts,   tables and   curves  to facilitate its  use  in  routine 
design  exerciaes. 

Throughout this  volume  it has  been recognized  that   the  designer is usually faced with the 
need  to produce hardware,   and  that  the dermnd  cannot generally be deferred because  analyti- 
cal   technique is not  as  advanced  as it couid  be.     Therefore,   wherever useful  information 
has  been found  on a particular branch of  the  technology  it has been Included,   regardless 
of limitations or of  differences  of opinion within  the technical  community on its validity. 
fuch limitations  or dlfferoncec  of opinion are,  however,   clearly Indicated,   so  that  the 
designer can  establish  test  program:;  for design verification where doubt  exists. 



Certain  aspects  of brittle material   design  require digital   computer techniques  to  achieve 
sufficient analytical   refinement.     Complete details of the computer programs  required  are 
not included,  however,   since theue will generally be built up,   by each organization,   over 
a long period of time,   to suit the facilities and requirements of that organization. 

Assembly of the handbook has been chiefly the work of one  Individual,   based on Informa- 
tion available in the literature  or on  research work In progress.     No attempt has been made 
to  advance the  art by the addition of original  work not otherwise published except on  the 
subject of design criteria,   where no data exists In the literature.     However,  material  has 
generally been rearranged to preuent  It In a more convenient form for the designer.     Again, 
recognizing the uncertainty and  leu..* of practice In many areas,   and  the need for supple- 
mentary opinion and Judgment,  much of the material has been reviewed by recogi Ized 
authorities  in the Individual   subjects.     To further pursue this  process a symposium was 
held during 1967,   under the  sponsorship of the Structures and Materials Panel of AOARD for 
the  purpose of  reviewing the more basic unresolved questions associated with the technology. 
Many of the foremost research investigators and design practitioners  in the various  subjects 
were present and the symposium was used to obtain agreement on the best available answers 
to these questions.    The methods  and  data presented in the sections of the handbook which 
are affected by the results of thle  symposium are consistent with these agreements. 

1.4     DEFINITION OF TERMS 

The  term brittle materials is used  in this handbook to describe materials which show no 
plastic deformation under stress but which,   instead,   deform only elastically until failure 
is  reached.     Furthermore,   since  the  elastic modulus of the materials of Interest is high, 
the  resulting total  deformation  at failure is  small.     This is  in contrast to most ductile 
metals of  structural usefulnes;-. where  the plastic deformation before fracture may be from 
ten times  the elastic deformation in the case of high strength,   low modulus,  materials  such 
as  titanium alloy to 500 times  for a low strength carbon  steel.     To further define termi- 
nology,   distinction must be drawn between brittleness as defined above,   and involving zero 
inelastic  deformation,   and  the conventional use of the term  bo describe materials such as 
the ultra high strength rteels,   steels  operating below the ductile to brittle transition 
temperature,   beryllium,   tungsten,   etc.     Each of these materials  shows  some ductility which, 
though small  compared with mure conventional metals,   is nevertheless  sufficient to make  the 
methods of this handbook unnecessary. 

:: 



2.  PRINCIPLES OF BRITILE MATERIAL DESION 

2.1  GENERAL 

Experience  shows that structural design techniques which have been developed and used 
saccessfully for structures fabricated  from ductile metallic materials cannot be used with- 
out modification with completely brittle materials,   If the same degree of structural reli- 
ability Is  required.    In the previous section the reasons why conventional design tech- 
niques are not satisfactory with brittle materials ware reviewed In general  terms.    In this 
section the prlnciplus and practices which must be followed to achieve reliability with 
structures constructed with brittle materials are described In detail.    However,  It should 
be recognized  that experience with structures In which brittle materials  support significant 
tension stresses without the benefit of metallic  reinforcement Is presently very limited, 
so that many of the concepts to be presented  in this  section are based on theoretical 
considerations.     Where these practices have been followed the results have been satisfactory, 
but whether all of these practices are necessary or whuther they are sufficient for all 
materials and applications can only be determined by experience. 

All of the considerations Involved In brittle material design result from the condition 
that the material  shows no yielding prior to failure,   that Is,   that  the stress-strain 
curve Is a straight line of constant slope to the  stress level whe^e failure occurs.    The 
consequences of this assumption are Illustrated and  summarized In Figure 2.1,  which shows 
a series of dependences and the design consequences that follow from each.    The Initial 
assumption of no yielding leads to failure at points of maximum stress,   regardless of the 
fact that these high stresses might be localized.     As a consequence additional  requirements 
are imposed on the  stress analysis methods  since they must define these localized maximum 
stresses.    New concepts must be Introduced Into the design of Joints and  connections and 
Important changes  are required In the methods  for experimentally determining the mechanical 
properties of  the materials. 

One of the  sources of very localized high  stresses may be flaws within  the material,  and 
thus the apparent  strength of the material becomes dependent on the  size,   type and  frequency 
of such     laws.     This  requires an Improved understanding of material   fracture mechanisms and 
the estaiilshment of appropriate material  fracture theories,  particularly under complex 
stress conditions. 

Since the material  strength is affected by the presence of flaws,   which are In  themselves 
random phenomena,   a variability In material   strength among supporedly identical   specimens 
can be expected.    Such a variability Is present In all materials,   but tho Inability to 
relieve high local  stresses by local yielding makes the variability in brittle materials 
sufficiently great that It must be considered  in the design.    It  thus beuomes necessary to 
use a statistical  rather than a deterministic definition of material   streng'1!.     This vari- 
ability also requires attention,   by the  designer,   to the material  processing   md quality 
control to minimize  such variability,   and hence maximize the strength that can la expected 
with a specified level of reliability.     Variability also Introduces  the consideration of 
other methods  of achieving high working stresses In conjuration with high reliability,  and 
these methode  will generally affect the design processes. 

With such fundamental  changes In the material  failure characteristics,   the estaollshed 
methods of specifying structural design criteria also require revision.    For example,  the 
conventional   factor of  safety loses meaning If a single value cannot be specified for tnu 
material  strength.     Finally,   the conventional optimization techniques for defining minlmtun 
weight or minimum cost structures also require revision to Introduce  reliability 
considerations. 

Figure 2.1  shows ten areas where changeg In design practice are necessary whan brittle 
materials are used.     The  remainder of this  section discusses each of  thc".e  areas  in detail 
while the remainder of this manual provides charts and other information to facilitate thf; 
application of these practices. 

2.2    REFINED STRESS  ANALYSIS 

Conventional   stress analysis involves  a number of  simplifying assumptions,   including the 
assumption of no sudden change of cross  section,   freedom from end effects.   Idealized 
boundary conditions,   etc.     Such methods neglect changes in the  stress distribution which 
occur at sudden changes In structural cross  section or at the locations where external 
loads are applied.     Changes In cross section may arlne  for a number of reasons;  gradual or 
abrupt changes  In  the basic cross  section In an attempt  to minimize weight by matching the 
component strength to the Internal  forces  and moments,   abrupt cnanges  in cross  section at 
the ends of a component;   local changes due to the presence of stiffening members;  holes, 
splices and Joints;   changes due to the presence of material provided  for attachment and 
support of the  component or for attachment of adjacent structural components.     The applica- 
tion of concentrated loads,   such as occurs at attachments between  structural   components, 
and the presence of distributed external loads which vary appreciably across a component, 
are also a source of changes  in the stress distribution. 

All of these  effects will generally produce local  strains which may be greater,   at  some 
point,   than those predicted by simple   "strength*  theory.    Generally,   with a ductile metallic 
material,   such localized  strains can be absorbed by yielding and  redistribution of stress 
and,   since the  average strength across  the section will  be sufficient to support the applied 
loads,  no failure results.     Sometimes,   under repeated loads,  fatigue cracks may develop at 



these  points where yielding occurs.     Where It Is necessary,   as a consequence,   to examine 
such effects analytically It can still be done sufficiently accurately by applying correc- 
tion factors  to the  simple stress distribution.     These correction factors have been compute^ 
using the theory of elasticity,   for a number of simple cases  and  the results are suffi- 
ciently accurate for application to metallic  structures. 

If the material  Is completely brittle,   so  that stress is a linear function of strain  to 
fracture,  it can be expected that If these local effects Include the regions of maximum 
strain  they will  be the source of failure.     As  a c^nsequance,   they cannot be neglected, 
however localized  they may be.     These considerations are particularly important if the 
stresses are produced by temperature gradients.     Typically the thermal  expansion of a 
brittle nonmetalllo  refractory material  at  the  temperatures where such materials will 
frequently be used  Is greater,   in the absence of yielding,   than the strains  required to 
produce failure.     Thus the success of a structure of brittle materials.   In a high tempera- 
ture environment,   depends on the control of temperature gradients,  i.e.   the differences 
of temperature throughout the component,   and  on the external  restraints  against thermal 
deformation.     Hence an accurate thermal  and   stress analysis is necessary for structural 
reliability.     In a typical metallic  structure,   on the other hand,   temperature gradients 
will  rarely produce  static failure,   since they represent a seli'-balanclng internal load 
system which is Immediately relieved by local yielding at points of excessive thermal 
strain.     Thermal gradients may thus produce buckling of unstable sheet metal  parts,  or 
fatigue cracking from repeated yielding if the environmental  conditions  are repeatedly 
applied,  but they will rarely produce short  time fracture. 

From considerations such as these,  a most Important principle of successful design with 
brittle materials Is believed to be the use of stress analysis methods which avoid the 
limitations of both the  "simple" strength theory and the classical theory of elasticity; 
the former limitation involves extremely simple component geometry and loading conditions 
and  the  latter,   while giving precise results,   is limited by mathematical   complexity to a 
few specialized loading conditions and geometric  shapes.    Fortunately an analytical tool 
which meets these requirements is available.     It Involves division of the structure into a 
very large number of elements of sufficiently simple shape that relationships between loads, 
stresses,   and deformations of each element can be easily written,   and of  sufficiently small 
size that all  complexities of the component geometry and loading can be accurately repre- 
sented.     Equations  expressing equilibrium and  displacement compatibility at the Junctions 
of the elements  are  then written in matrix form and solved for the internal  displacements 
and  stresses.     Since a large number of elements are required for accurate  representation 
of a typical structure a computer 1B generally required for  solution of  the matrix. 
Similarly it is necessary to computerize the  stress-deformation rslationships of the vari- 
ous types of elements that are used in the analysis so that the matrix can also be assembled 
by the   computer.     This technique is  explained  in some detail  in  Section 4,   although a 
specific  procedure for eotabllshlr 4 the computer programs is not given.     Generally,   such 
a capability requires an appreciable amount of time and effort for its establishment and 
it must be related  to the specific needs,   capabilities and equipment of  each organization. 

For the benefit of those organizations who are active in the use and development of 
brittle material  technology,  but who do not have access to an appropriate  computer program. 
Section 4 also Includes curves of correction factors to be applied to stresses calculated 
by the  simple bending theory,  and  to account for some of the local effects mentioned 
previously.    These curves are similar to those which can be found  in any book on elastic 
theory and which give stress concentrations  due to holes,   fillets,  etc.     Howtver,  by the 
application of the matrix methods of r^ress analysis desciibed above,   it has been possible 
to present correction factors for a wider range of concentration effects  than is possible 
using the class!-  theory of elasticity. 

2.3    ADDITIONAL DESIGN RULES AT JOINTS 

The previous considerations,  involving refined  stress analysis,   clearly  apply at splices 
and Joints between elements of a brittle material  structure,   and at the points where brittle 
components are attached to metallic  structure,   since these areas will normally involve 
severe changes  in cross section,   the presence of holes,   fillets,   etc.  and  points of 
application of concentrated loads.     There are  in addition,  however,   a number of other 
principles which must be followed in order to design a successful  Joint with brittle 
materials. 

Typically,  in metallic construction.   Joints  and connections contain multiple fastenerr. 
and a relatively accurate assessment of the ultimate strength of  such a Joint can be made 
by assuming loads divided between the fasteners in proportion to the cross  sectional area 
of each fastener,   and  to its position with respect to the center of rotation of the con- 
nection.     With brittle materials,  and the absence of yielding,   the load path through a 
multiple conn.ction will be dependent on the deformations in the various structural parts 
of the connection,   and on the respective fits between the bolts and the holes.    Because of 
tolerances on bolt and hole diameters,   and on  the positions of the holes  in the adjacent 
connected  elements,   the loads or moments will  be transferred through those bolts which make 
contact first with the material surrounding the bolt hole.    Consequently the load distribu- 
tion cannot be calculated.    The distribution may also be modified by the deformations of 
the Joint elements,   but these deformations are  difficult to calculate,  even with the 
methods discussed in Section 2.2,  because of the complexity of the geometry and the stress 
distribution in a typical Joint,   and because of the presence of deformations  due to bearing 
in the bolt holes  and   shear in the bolt. 



Generally the load Is likely to pass through one or two bolts that contact first,  and 
these will probably fall before there is sufficient deformation for the other bolts to pick 
up a proper share of the load.    Thus multiple connections are likely to be ineffective,  in 
a Joint,  and will  represent useless weight. 

This discussion ie not intended to imply that the use of redundancy in a properly designed 
connection is undesirable.     Indeed,  In a later section the use of redundant load paths to 
increase structural reliability without reduction in allowable stresses is discussed and 
recommended.    The significant point is, however,  that the redundancy must be of the type 
which permits the loads through each load path to be accurately determined.    If a connec- 
tion is reduced  to a single pin,   to avoid the above problems,  the parts may deform 
relatively,  and  then the same principles must be applied.    A single pin will generally 
provide rotational freedom only about one axis,    unknown moments may be introduced about 
the other two axes and critical  stresses,  which would be relieved by yielding in a metallic 
component, may be introduced.    Section 7 discusses the design of Joints in more detail and 
presents oxamples of Joints which avoid the problems mentioned above,  and also charts  to 
facllitato their design. 

One additional  principle is involved when connections are made between brittle components 
and supporting metallic structures.    It will generally be found that a brittle component 
operating at high temperatures and subjected to temperature gradients will need to be 
supported in a manner permitting free thermal deformation.    For most applications complete 
restraint against overall thermal deformation must be avoided,  otherwise the thermal  strains 
at the temperatures where brittle refractory materials will normally bo used are greater 
than the strain required to produce fracture.    Furthermore,  it will generally be necessary 
to provide not only for thermal growth but for changes in curvature due to temperature 
gradient!.    Thus,   again,   the connections to the supporting metallic structure must provide 
both translational and rotational freedom in all directions.    A similar requirement exlntj 
if the supporting metal component is subjected to loads which produce significant deforma- 
tion and change in curvature.     Such deformations must be prevented from inducing unknown 
forces in the brittle components by using connections which provide complete translational 
and rotational freedom.     Igaln,   Section 7 discusses how these conditions may be achieved 
In practice. 

Instances have been found where partial restraint against deformation due to temperature 
gradients can be beneficial.     In materials which have much greater compression strength 
than tensile strength,  which is true of essentially all full density "brittle" materials, 
restraints which increase compressive thermal  stresses,   but thereby reduce tensile thermal 
stresses,  could improve reliability.    Whether it is practical  to control  restraints  to such 
a degree is not known. 

Another problem which requires special consideration concerns thermal expansion differ- 
ences at the point of connection between a metallic and  a nonmetalllc component.    Depending 
on  the materials  used and the difference in thermal expansion characteristics,   conventional 
bolted connections may become loose or alternatively sufficiently tight to fracture the 
brittle material   component as  the temperatures are raised.     Techniques to avoid this 
problem are available and are  discussed,  together with appropriate design charts,   in 
Section 7. 

2.4     IMPROVED MECHANICAL  PROPERTY TEST METHODS 

The basic mechanical property data used for structural  design is the uniaxial  tensile and 
compressive stress-strain curve,   which is normally obtained from axially loaded specimens. 
With brittle materials problems  result In attempting to conduct tensile and  cou-pressive 
strength test because of the inability of the  test materials to absorb local   stress  concen- 
trations.    To obtain the true  ßtrenßth of the material,   therefore,  very uniform stress 
distributions must be developed across the test sections.     Specimens and  apparatus must 
permit extremely accurate load  alignment and maintenance of alignment during testing, 
specimens must be  fabricated  to close tolerances,   and specimen shapes must be developed 
which will  accommodate the  stress concentrations  that normally arise at load application 
points.    Experience shows  that  these requirements are difficult to meet,   but the testing 
problem is further complicated by the high cost of fabricating many of the refractory non- 
metalllcs due to extreme hardness.    Thus the requirement for extremely accurate close 
tolerance specimens,   together with the need for statistical  strength data requiring a 1 %rge 
number of such specimens,   can  result in extremely expensive programs. 

Many type.) of tensile test have been tried  to avoid  the problems described above,   generally 
involving different types of load application grips,  with arrangements for alignment and 
adjustment,   and soft spacing materials to accommodate local  surface imperfections.     Strain 
gages on the test  section,   in combination with adjustable grips, have also been used to 
obtain accurate load alignment.     None of these methods has prove- particularly satisfactory 
except perhaps the  use of strain gages.    This technique again is too expensive to consider 
for large numbers of specimens.     In some programs  the bending strains on tensile test 
specimens resulting from load misalignment have been measured and the values are  surpris- 
ingly high.    Values between 20 and  35$ of the tensile strain are apparently common when 
special precautions to obtain accurate alignment are taken,   and values of 50% and above 
are easily obtained in the absence of such precautions.     Probably the magnitude of this 
difficulty Is related to the size of the test specimen.     Ttiese are generally small In the 
Interests of conserving material,   and the small test section increases the difficulty since 
many of the  tolerances in the test equipment are of a fixed magnitude and Independent of 
specimen  size. 



Tests with photoelastlc  specimens to check misalignment,   eccentricity,  and stress con- 
centration affects are commonly conducted but the evidence is that such tests are not 
sufficiently sensitive to determine the suitability of test methods for brittle ceramic 
materials. 

Numerous other types of tensile specimen have been examined.  Including ring specimens, 
and the  "Theta" specimen,  but where these are at all satisfactory they are extremely 
expensive to manufacture.     Compression testing also has problems;  first,  the requirements 
for perfectly flat and parallel loading surfaces to prevent the concentration of load on 
some local  unyielding high spot and,   secondly,   the elimination of friction at the load 
application surface.    Friction prevents lateral strain due to the Polsson's ratio effect, 
and produces highly complex  scress distributions which lead to premature fracture. 

Because of the difficulties of producing a satisfactory tensile  specimen the most common 
test is the bend test, but these,  too,  have problems.    Such specimens are generally made 
with increased cross section at the point of load application so that the resulting stress 
concentrations do not initiate fracture.     However,   friction effects under the load applica- 
tion points have been shown to produce errors of over 25$ In the measured stresses.    Vari- 
ous devices  such as loading Jigs with ball bearings  at the load application points have 
been developed to minimize friction,   but the literature contains no comments on their 
performance. 

The problem of accurate alignment of load application devices also exists with bend 
specimens and most of the methods which have been tried Introduce twist,  in addition to 
bending,   across the test section. 

All of the above problems,   of course,   are additionally complicated by the fact that 
extremely high temperature testing will generally be required with brittle materials,   since 
such materials are most commonly used for high temperature applications. 

From the above discussion it will be evident that conventional  testing methods cannot be 
used with brittle materials  and that  specla"   techniques must generally be developed.     Fur- 
thermore,   even with special  techniques,   the effects of brittleness  show up in many 
unexpected ways.    This  subject is,   therefore,  discussed in more detail in Section 8 
where the best of current practice for mechanical property testing of brittle materials 
is defined In a form suitable for application by the  structural  designer. 

2.5     FAILURE MECHANISMS 

At present any discussion of matbrial  failure can take one of two forms;  we can discuss 
fracture mechanics,  which attempts to explain in physical terms the details of the initia- 
tion and progression of failure in the material,   or we can discuss  failure theories,  which 
define material  Ptrength under complex stress conditions,   but which are based on gross 
considerations.    The study of failure mechanisms Involves a description of the failure in 
terms of atomic rupture or  slip,  the effect of dislocations in the atomic structure, 
mlcrocrack formulation and growth,  the effect of grain boundaries,  precipitates,  etc. on 
crack propagation,  etc.    This  subject is generally limited to the consideration of simple 
unlaxial  tension.    It does not,   at present,  provide the designer with quantitative informa- 
tion,   but it is nevertheless  desirable  that he understand material fracture mechanics in a 
general manner,   so that the failure theories that he does use can  reflect the proper 
parameters.     This subject is  therefore covered in the present section. 

Failure  theories,  on the other hand,   provide a quantitative statement of the stress 
conditions which will  result in material  failure,  whether it be yielding or fracture.     Such 
theories  are based on overall  consideration which are assumed to control material behavior, 
such as  the  assumption that fracture will  occur when the maximum temile stress  reaches a 
limiting value or that yielding will  occur when a limiting value of deformation energy is 
reached.     These failure theories require empirical verification but they do provide quanti- 
tative data which can be used in design.     This subject is therefore discussed in the next 
section. 

The  study of the fracture mechanics of metals is complex because many types of fracture 
are involved.     It is commonly assumed  that metals are  ductile,   involving slip and low in 
the atomic  structure,  but this picture is modified by the complexity 01' many metallic 
materials,   and by the fact that many  such materials show a sensitivity to temperature, 
strain rate  and  stress-state which can produce brittle,   or combinations of brittle and 
ductile fracture.    This  sensitivity,   in turn, may be  critically dependent on such factors 
as heat treatment,  work hardening,   residual  stresses,   etc.   so that it is unsafe to make 
general  etatements about the  failure mechanics of a particular material in a particular 
application,   in the absence rf experimental  data.    On the otner hand it is not practical 
to take the  conservative view and assume that all metals are brittle,   since this would 
greatly limit the strength levels which can bo quite  safely developed in very many cases. 

The situation with brittle material«   such as oxides,   carbides,   borides is believed to be 
more simple  since,   although  such materials may show ductility at temperatures near the 
melting point,   brittle failure will   almost  always be  the critical   strength consideration. 
The  study of  the  fracture mechanicn  of   these materials   is nevertheless  extremely  limited 
at present. 

The beet  description that  can presantly be assembled  from the literature In terms  that 
wlli  be useful  to a declgr.ur is a:) follows.    The material is made up of grains within which 
the  atoms   are  arranged  In  a  particular  order.     At  some points  this   order is  disturbed  by an 



excess or deficiency of atoms producing local Internal stresses In the material  structuu. 
Upon the application of external  stress these so-called  "dislocations'1,  which are the weak 
points In the material structure,  will move until they meet obstructions.    At these obstruc- 
tions  they collect eventually In sufficient numbers to form mlcrocracks.    Various mechanisms 
for obstructing the movement of dislocations,   and thereby Initiating crack nucleation,   have 
been postulated Including grain boundaries,   the Intersection of two slip  systems,  etc.     The 
stresses which cause the dislocations to move and collect may be due to external loads,  or 
temperature gradients produced by external  thermal environments,  but they may also be 
produced by material processing or by the  presence of different phases or Impurities within 
the material,  with associated differences In thermal  expansion.    Accordingly,  mlcrocracks 
may exist In the material before the component Is put Into service.    Furthermore,  the 
mlcrocracks  can be expected to form at points of stress concentration within the material 
such as  are caused by pores,  voids between adjacent material grains or other flaws. 

With cracks present,  large stress concentrations will be formed at the tips.    The stress 
distribution around  such a region may be computed by using elastic theory and from such 
computations It Is known that the  stresses may be as large  as the theoretical atomic bond 
strength.    When this  situation occurs the atomic or molecular bonds at the crack tip will 
be ruptured and the crack therefore grows.    As  the crack Is lengthened elastic strain 
energy in the  surrounding material is released,   but lengthening of the crack requires the 
addition of  surface  energy.    A spontaneous  increase In the length of crack will occur when 
the obcrease of strain energy is greater than the corresponding Increase of surface energy. 
Initially this propagation may be periodically disturbed by obstructions within the material 
and may in fact be stopped by voids,  but generally the stress concentration Increases as 
the crack lengthens,   the energy balance can no longer be maintained,   and  the crack propa- 
gates  rapidly through the material,   leading to complete failure.     The rate of crack 
propagation will  reach a limiting value for a particular material and,   when this velocity 
is reached,   any extra strain energy released must find other dissipation mechanisms.    In a 
completely brittle material  some of this  excess energy is  transformed Into extra surface 
energy by producing multiple branching of the running crack. 

At present,  within the literature,   there is no consideration of stress condition,  that 
is whether the  stress is tensile or compressive or unlaxlal  or multlaxlal,   and particularly 
there is little understanding of the significance of the type of material.    As the applica- 
tion of these materials increases,  however,   studies of failure mechanics  can be expected 
to increase in the effort to develop materials of Improved mechanical properties.    The 
application of such  technology to the prediction of quantitative mechanical property data 
cannot,   however,   be  foreseen. 

2,6     ESTABLISHMENT OF MATERIAL FAILURE MODES 

For a simple unlaxJal  tension slfress in  a ductile material  the establishment of allowable 
stresses,  whether for initiation of yielding,   or fracture,   is  a simple matter of pulling 
tensile specimens.     It ir not essential  that the designer know the mode of material failure, 
in such terms  as atomic slip or cleavage,   dislocation pile up,   crack propagation,   the 
effect of grain boundaries,  etc.,   in order to use this data for design purposes,   edthough 
such knowledge is useful  in assessing the  significance of stress concentrations,  fatigue, 
etc.    When a more complex biaxial or triaxlal  stress situation exists,   the material strain 
in a specified direction is no longer related to the stress in that direction in the manner 
Indicated by the unlaxlal  stress  strain curve.     Consequently it is no longer obvious at 
what  stress level   the material will   show yielding or at what point it will  fracture.    One 
can ask,   for Instance,  whether these conditions are controlled by a limiting stress,  or a 
strain,  or an energy limitation,  etc. 

In order to have  some basis for determining allowable stresses under conditions of 
üomblned stress,  which are often encountered in design,  various  strength theories have 
been advanced  for metallic materials.     The purpose of these  theories is  to establish laws 
by which,  from the behavior of a material  in  simple tension or compression tests,  the 
condition of failure,   either yielding or rupture,   can be predicted under any kind of 
combined  stress.     Such theories are strongly empirical,  with a basis in a very general 
understanding of material  failure,   but the  actual  failure mechanics,   on an atomic or 
microscopic basis,   are not involved. 

Among the theories  which have been proposed for yielding of ductile materials are  the 
maximum stress  theory,   the maximum strain theory,   the maximum shear theory,   the maximum 
strain energy theory and  the distortion energy theory,   of which the latter best fits 
experimental   data. 

For brittle materials a different approach 1 
yielding make the shear and energy theories in 
theory is most commonly used. This theory pos 
maximum tensile stress In the body reaches a 1 
to be Independent of the other two principal s 
It neglects both compressive utressun and the 
is also the lo-called stress Invariant theory 
strength values six timna the tension strength 
literature of its  application. 

s required,  since the lack of shear slip and 
appropriate.    Consequently the maximum rtress 
tulates that fracture will  occur when the 
imiting value.     This  theory predicts fractun 
tresses,  which is contrary to observation,   and 
compression strength of the material.     There 
which does realistically predict compression 

although there is no evidence in the 

The 'irifflth crack   theory and  the  Weibull   theory have also  been  extended  to complex stress 
conditions  no that  they become failure  theories  relating strength values.     The Griffith 
theory predicts  failure under biaxial   tension when  the maximum normal  stress  acts upon a 
flaw of critical   si7,e.     It is  thun  equivalent  to the maximum  stress  theory In  the tension- 



tension quadrant,   but It also predicts a unlaxlel  compresslve  strength equal to eight  times 
the uniaxlal  tensile strength,   so  that It also defines the compression quadrant of the 
failure envelope.     In the compression-tension quadrant,   however,   the theory does not predict 
an Increase In allowable tensile  stress due to a normal compresslve stress,   though limited 
test data suggests  that this may be the case. 

The Welbull  theory predicts values less than the maximum stress theory In the tension- 
tension quadrant,   and In the compression-tension quadrant It predicts that the presence of 
compression will Increase the allowable tension In the normal direction. 

The  Griffith theory suffers from  the limitation that  the  assumed flaws  are sharp whereas 
many brittle materials  show flaws which are not sharp.     Recent work by Sines   has considered 
flaws of various  shapes  and the result Is a predicted uniaxlal  compresslve stress that 
varies with the shape of  the critical flaw.     In this  respect the theory Is a better fit 
with experimental  data,   although In the tension-tension quadrant it predicts an Increase 
in  strength due to a biaxial  stress  state, which seems very unlikely. 

Very little quantitative experimental data is available  to verify which failure theory 
should be used for brittle materials.     In much of the experimental work,   variability In 
mechanical properties between supposedly identical   samples has not been considered,   and 
this  effect alone may be greater than the difference between the predictions of  the various 
theories.    Furthermore,  very few materials have been examined under complex stress states, 
so that it is not known whether different failure theories  are  required for different  types 
of brittle materials.     Certainly it must be anticipated that th^ material manufacturing 
process will have a significant effect,   since it controls  such factors as porosity,   grain 
size,   and  the absence,   presence and  degree of microcracks.     Nothing is yet known,   for 
example,   about the effects of anisotropy under complex strets conditions.     Such data as is 
available is presented,   in conjunction with the predictions of  the various theories men- 
tioned above,  in Section 5,   and this data may be used for preliminary design purposes.     In 
view of the severe limitations mentioned above,   however.   It is  recommended that material 
tests be conducted  for any significant application,   until  a substantial body of data Is 
built up. 

For metallic structures  the use of a failure theory,   as  described above,  has been found 
inadequate in many Important instances.    As already exp^lned,   these theories    are 
established generally on the basis  of a ductile materiti,   while  experience  shows  that 
many metals fall In a brittle manner under certain conditions  of temperature,   loading 
rate,   etc.     Under  such conditions  flaws  in the metal,   which  act  as local   stress   raisers, 
become critical and can result in failures at average stresses much less  than would other- 
wise be  expected.     This problem is   rather like  the fatigue problem in metallic  structures; 
it results from simplified analytical  treatments which consider only average stresses  and 
which depend upon ductility and local yielding to take care of local concentrations.     Under 
conditions where  the metal  will  not  yield,   trouble  results   and   special  treatment  is  called 
for. 

It  is   assumed  that no parallel  to  this  situation will  exist  in  brittle material  design, 
since yielding is never assumed.    Local  stress concentrations due to component geometry and 
loading configuration are  accounted  for in the stress analysis   (see Section 4),   while  cracks 
and  other material  flaws  are accounted for in the determination of material properties. 

As will be discussed in some detail in the next section,   the mechanical   strength of other- 
wise identical  samples of a brittle material shows considerable  scatter,   since failure is 
precipitated by the stress concentrations present at flaws,   and   the flaws  are random in 
size,   direction and distribution.     Thus any mechanical property test conducted on a sample 
of material with the expectation of defining a point on the failure envelope,  does not 
specify a single-valued material property,  but rather is associated with a probability of 
occurrence.    Each point on the  failure envelope should therefore be determined by conducting 
a series  of identical  tests,   defining a strength distribution curve under  the particular 
stress  ratios and other environmental conditions of interest,   and then selecting a strength 
value  associated with  a certain probability of  failure.     Thus  the  failure  envelope becomes, 
not  a  single envelope  as   in  the  case  of ductile materials,   but  a series of  envelopes  each 
associated with a certain probability of failure.     Ihls in turn requires the combination of 
a  failure  theory and  a  statistical   theory.    This  again Is  a  subject which  currently has 
received  no attention in  the  literature. 

Again,   because of  sensitivity to  stress  concentration,   the   strength of a particular 
material,   such as  aluminum oxide,   is  not  a single value or  even  a single  distribution  curve. 
If  strength variability is  accounted  for.     The  strength,   and  the mode of  failure will   also 
be  dependent on the material  structure,   such as porosity,   grain  size,   the number and 
character of the various  secondary phases,   etc.       Qnplrlcal   relationship  that account   for 
some  of these  effects .are given in  Section 5,   but whichever failure theory Is used,   specific 
values must be detürmined  for tue particular material   and   the particular material 
character!sticf.. 

Also obscure,   from  the  literature,   is  the significance of  shear as  a potential   failure 
mode.     The  subject  receives  no discussion  and  yet compression failure is accepted  and 
certainly  can be demonstrated  experimentally.     Assuming a compression  test method which 
does  not  introduce  extraneous  stresses,   a questionable  assumption in many cases,   it   ihoulJ 
be  anticipated  that  a compression  failure,   particularly  in  a very dense material,   might  be 
produced  by a snear failure within  the material. 
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With respect to failure modes under repeated loads,   again the literature contains very 
little data.     There Is very limited  evidence of flaws growing with repeated stresses  so 
that fatigue as a failure mode must be anticipated.     In Section 6  some suggestions are givan 
with respect to the extension of the fracture mechanics concept to the prediction of 
fatigue In brittle materials,   and the strength variability considerations are appropri- 
ately Introduced.     However,   there  Is  at this  time no experimental verification of this 
approach. 

2.7     STATISTICAL  DEFINITION OF FRACTURE STRENGTH 

Typically,   In design with ductile metallic materials,   the critical   strength of the 
material,   whether It be fracture or yielding.   Is defined by a single value for a given set 
of environmental  conditions.    Metallic materials produced to the  standards of quality and 
process control  typical of the aircraft Industry show little variability In mechanical 
properties,   either throughout a single piece of material or between batcher of material 
produced at  substantially different times,   or between material  produced to the same 
specification by different suppliers.     This  situation Is due partly to the refined process 
control techniques which have been developed by the material   suppliers and partly due to 
the ductility of the materials,  which accommodates very localized  stress  concentrations 
caused by microscopic flaws and defects In the material. 

Because of these characteristics  a consideration,  by the designer,   of possible variability 
In the properties of metallic materials Is not generally necessary.     Reductions In allow- 
able strength properties,   from the mean value  of a very large number of samples from many 
different  sources,   to a value which will  ensure an extremely low probability that material 
of lower strength will be encountered,   are very small and are ncrraally made In compiling 
the  standard  tables of minimum properties  such as those presented In MIL-HDBK-5. 

The processing of nonmetallic  inorganic materials which are of potential interest for 
structural  applications has not generally reached the stage of development and refinement 
associated with the processing of metals,   so that substantially greater variations In the 
mechanical  properties of supposedly identical  batches of material  is  apparent.    Of much 
more  significance,   iowever.   Is the  sensitivity of the mechanical properties to flaws,   as 
a consequence of the lack of ductility.     These  flaws Include pores,   microcracks,   inclusions 
of foreign materials,   etc.,   and will  generally be random in size «und distribution.     They 
will produce local  stress concentrations which will depend on  the  size and configuration 
of the  flaws  and,   since the apparent material  strength will be  controlled by the peak 
stress.   It follows that a randomness will  exist in the  strength of the material. 

Experience  shows  that the total variability in the ...echanlcal properties of brittle 
materials is great enough that a single  strength value cannot be assigned,  but rather that 
the usable  strength level must be associated with an acceptable probability of failure. 

By conducting tests on a large number of  samples,   strength data can be obtained from 
which a curve can be plotted to show an expected failure rate against stress level.     This 
is  typically an S-shaped curve and for structural applications,  where the probability of 
failure must be extremely low,  only the extreme lower tall of the  curve is of Interest. 
The definition of material  strength as a matter of probability rather than certainty is 
perhaps one of the most Important differences between brittle material design technology 
and the  technology used with ductile materials. 

In addition to  the analytical  techniques  required to calculate the probability of failure 
for a complex structure,  this statistical  concept Introduces changes in design criteria 
philosophy,   with the need to define an acceptable failure probability,   and the possibility 
of trade-off between allowable stress level and failure probability.     Testing to obtain 
material  property data is greatly complicated,   since a single characteristic requires 
numerous  test  specimens to define the curve describing the variability of that character- 
istic,   and the lower part of the  curve,   whjch is of design Interest,   1B difficult to 
obtain experimentally,   since only a small   proportion of a batch of test specimens will 
give extreme values of mechanical   strength.     As will be  shown in the  section devoted to 
statistical   theory,   there is  also Introduced  the dependence of the  strength level on 
volume of material,   since the greater the volume the greater the probability of a critical 
flaw.     Obviously,   this statement is  tempered by the stress distribution,   and the prediction 
of strength becomes dependent not on the maximum stress at some particular location but on 
the  summation of the failure probabilities of each element of  the component.     For Instance, 
a low stress distributed over most of  the volume of component may contribute  significantly 
to the failure probability despite very localized high stresses,   since the low stress is 
more likely to be  associated with a larger  flaw. 

Attempts to specify the strength of brittle materials as a function of failure probability 
were made by Welbull  in 1939 and,   until  recently,   little additional work had been conducted. 
Welbull  established a series type model  to describe a material  containing flaws of random 
size  and  distribution,   and he  selected the  simplest mathematical  relationship which would 
fit the model.     The expression contains parameters which must be evaluated experimentally 
from samples of  the material  of Interest.     Despite the apparent inadequacies of the assumed 
material model  and the  simplicity of  the mathematical  expression,   the Welbull description 
of the failure probability of the material  has been reasonably well  confirmed in practice, 
although experimental work is presently quite limited. 

Welbull  limited his considerations  to uniform unlaxlal  and  biaxial  tension stresses and 
simple bending.     Under conditions  of unlaxlal  tension and  simple bending he also considered 
the possibility that the material   could have a threshold  strength level below which there 
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was no probability of failure. He assumed further that compression stresses and shear 
stresses do not contribute to the probability of failure and he gave no consideration to 
anlsotropy or to the effect of repeated loadings. 

In the application of statistical theory to the design of structured components, an 
assessment of the probability of failure under the most critical loading conditions must 
be made and compared with the acceptable failure probability. This process contrasts with 
the calculation of maximum stresses and the comparison of these stresses with the ultimate 
or yield strength of the material, which Is the procedure for ductile materials.  In 
Section 3. procedures and charts are given to facilitate the calculation of failure prob- 
ability.  They are based on the methods of Welbull, since these currently are the only ones 
available.  Welbull's methods have been extended to Include, In combination, trlaxlal 
stresses and the possibility that the material has a zero probability of failure stress. 
The method can alro be readily applied to a component of any shape with any stress distribu- 
tion, and It recognizes that the variability of the material may be different In different 
parts of the component, due to environmental conditions such as a variation of temperature. 
While the method.• given represent a very simple technique for the assessment of failure 
probability, the numerous Influential factors which Welbull neglected make It only a 
temporary expedient, and require either design verification testing or the use of large 
factors of nnfety In assessing the acceptable failure probability.  Furthermore, the modest 
extensions of Welbull's work which have been made In the preparation of this handbook 
Indicate fundamental limitations in the method as the design condition departs more and 
more from a uniform unlaxial tensile stress. 

2.8  IMPROVED MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION, PROCESS CONTROL AND INSPECTION 

The large reductions from the average strength of a brittle material, which are necessary 
to establish allowable stresses wl ich will give a very low probability of failure, make It 
necessary that the designer give attention to minimizing this variability in order to avoid 
unnecessary structural weight. There are ways in which this can be done; control of pro- 
cessing, control of inspection methods, and control of material characteristics. Again, 
this contrasts with practice with metallic materials where the simple reference to a 
material specification is often all that is required of the designer. The purpose of this 
control is not only to maximize the strength of the material but also to minimize the 
variation in strength, so that the controls are concerned less with what is actually done 
during processing, and more with ensuring that each step is repeated identically for each 
piece of material.  In this respect it is also important that the process be Identical 
between the structural components and the test specimens used to establish the strength 
characteristics of the material. 

The problem of process and Inspection control in complicated, with respect to nonmetalllc, 
inorganic refractory materials, by proprietary considerations of the supplier.  Most of 
these materials have been developed to their present state by a long process of trial and 
error, and as a result the details of some of the constituents and the values of some of 
the important process parameters are often closely guarded. Probably, in time, this 
situation will change, particularly with the application of Government research funds to 
the development of such materials. Certainly it is desirable that the material obtained 
from different sources be a» nearly Identical as possible, and that the material suppliers 
assume the responsibility for rigorous process control.  Unfortunately, the present demand 
for such high quality material is Insufficient to interest the manufacturers to this extent, 
so that the desi^ier must assume responsibility. 

Another problem is the fact that the significance of various processing parameters on the 
variability of the mechanical properties of the finished material is not genorally known, 
so that it is not generally possible to impose close control on one or two processing 
factors and thereby ensure reproducible material characteristics.  Until much more is known, 
with respect to individual materials, the only approach seems to be to control every process- 
ing step and every processing variable that can be controlled.  This will Include control 
of the raw Ingredients, the weight and chemical purity of each, their source, and process- 
ing and handling, to the point where they are ready for mixing. Similarly with the material 
mixing; consideration should be given to the control not only of mixing time, but rate, 
atmosphere, temperature and humidity, cleanliness of mixing equipment, type of construction 
material of this equipment, etc.  If compacting is involved there will be parameters such 
a;i pressure, temperature, time, atmosphere, storage time and conditions before and after 
compacting, etc.  Similar lists of possible control parameter: can be established for 
sintering, subsequent machining, etc. 

Consideration should also be given to Inspection techniques for use both during process- 
ing and for inspection of the finished material.  In addition to the more conventional 
methods, consideration luigni, be given to various crack detection techniquer; die penetrant 
for the surface, and acoustic for internal cracks; X-ray inspection for density variability 
and  porosity, etc.  Obviously, also, for every inspection step a criteria of acceptance or 
rejection must be established.  Experience with nondestructive inspection methods for the 
quality control of "ceramic" materials is also very limited.  Attempts have been made to 
correlate NDI results with physical and mechanical properties of the material but only very 
limited nuccesu has been achieved.  This subject is also discussed further in Section tj. 

In addition to controlling the processing parameters, the inspection techniques and the 
inspection criteria, it is necessary to define, so far an is possible, the material 
characteristics to be achieved.  Again the relationship between such characteristics as 
grain size, surface finish, 'laterial phases, porosity, etc. and the required mechanical 
and physical properties 1c very Incompletely known and the general practice is to 
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specify any characteristic that might be significant and that can be measured.     Guidance 
Is given In Section 3. 

Clearly the deslsi task,  with materials of this class.  Is greatly Increased by the require- 
ment for the preparation of detailed material processing and Inspection specifications. 
Preferably,  also,   these should be compiled before extensive mechanical property testing of 
the material is undertaken,   so that such ter.tlng can be performed on a true specification 
material.    Ideally,  also,  test specimen material should be processed to the limits of the 
tolerances on the various parameters so that the maximum variability in the material from 
this source can be examined.    However,  thie will not generally be practical, because of 
the large number of parameters involved,  and reliance will generally be placed on obtain- 
ing a satisfactory statistical distribution from numerically large samples. 

It should be emphasized that the significance or the necessity of adopting all of the 
above procedures on the variability of the material mechanical properties is not yet under- 
stood.     It is not generally known,   for any materials of this class, how much of the vari- 
ability is due to processing variations,  and how much is Inherent in the brittleness.   In 
combination with microscopic and atomic scale flaws.    Furthermore,  the controls mentioned 
will be costly; nevertheless,   until  these materials are much better understood,   there  seems 
to be no other- alternative. 

2.9    METHODS OF ACHIEVINO HIGH ALLOWABLE STRESSES 

The significance of the variability in the mechanical properties of nonmetallic refractory 
materials on the allowable stress level that can be used,  if a specified level  of struc- 
tural reliability is required,  has been discussed in previous sections.    The importance to 
the designer of applying close control of material processing and inspection techniques 
to minimize variability has also been mentioned.     In the basence of ductility,however,   it 
is not expected that variability of mechanical properties  can be reduced to the level where 
it has no significant effect on allowable stress,  and hence on component weight.    It there- 
fore becomes necessary,   during design,   to consider other steps which can be taken with a 
material  of given variability to maximize allowable stresses without sacrifice of 
reliability. 

A promising technique  for achieving increased  strength levels  is the use of the proof 
test,   which involves  subjecting each component  to a predetermined stress to eliminate by 
destructive testing the occasional  sample of low strength and  thus raise the allowable 
stress  level for a given  failure probability.     In terms of the Welbull strength distribu- 
tion curve,   proof testing has the effect of truncating the curve by cutting off the long 
tall on  the low strength side.     The proof stress in effect becomes a  "zero probability of 
failure"  stress but with the advantage  that it is determined directly by test.     The distri- 
bution curve thus has a definite arid experimentally determined  end point and the use of 
the curve to predict stress levels  for failure probabilities greater than zero becomes a 
matter of Interpolation between available test data rather than extrapolation well beyond 
the limits of the experimental  results.     Thus,  not only is  the allowable stress level for 
a given failure probability Increased,   but the  confidence  in the value is  also substantially 
Improved. 

In describing the strength distribution curve that applies after proof testing and after 
rejection of the low r-trength  samples which are destroyed during proof testing,   two methods 
are  available.    Either a new distribution curve can be determined,  based on the  remaining 
samples,   or the original  distribution curve can be truncated analytically to include the 
effect of the proof test.     The  latter method is considered preferable since it uses more 
experimental  data,   although It cannot be used where proof testing causes material  damage 
in tho  remaining samples.    Methods  are available to make this adjustment when the Welbull 
distribution curve is used.    The appropriate analytical  techniques are Included in 
Section  3- 

Numerous studies are alreatfy available in the literature to show quantitatively the 
benefits  of proof testing and  these generally predict very significant improvements in 
permissible stress levels.    However,   such studies generally consider failure probabilities 
between  o.Gl  and 0.10,  which are  completely Impractical  for airframe structural  applica- 
tions.     If the probability of failure is  to be  reduced to 1  x lO-6 or 1 x 10"',   for 
Instance,  it will generally be found that the allowable stress is nearly coincident with 
the  proof stress.     Thus,   in  the  simple case where both  the  applied  stresses  and  the proof 
stresses  are unlfonn throughout the  specimen,   and where in addition the proof test does 
not damage the material.   It appears  that the statistical  considerations are  eliminated. 
In the more general  case,however,  which will be discussed below,   this is not  so. 

The Introduction of the  statistical  approach in expressing the failure of a brittle 
material makes the probability of failure dependent on both the state of stress and the 
strength properties,   throughout  the part.    As a result a low stress level applied  over 
most of the volume of the  component might contribute as much to the probability of failure 
as  the maximum  stress,  which may be present only in very localized areas.     By extending 
this  reasoning,  any proof  stress  distribution will  result in Improved allowable  stresses 
by elimination of low strength components,  and it Is not necessary that the proof  3tress 
match the  applied stress  In distribution.     Thus,   a proof test can be selected on  the basis 
of convenience and low cost.    A leading-edge component,  for instance,  which is stressed  in 
service by a complex  system of aerodynamic loads may be effectively proof tested  by induc- 
ing thermal   stresses  by heating and  subsequently cooling.     In determining the effect of  a 
given  proof stress distribution on the probability of failure,   statistical methods must 
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again be used.    The necessary analytical treatment,  together with charts which facilitate 
numerical  computations.  Is given In Section 3 for the case of a Welbull  distribution curve. 

Proof testing raises the question of material  damage,  and limited studies which have been 
made,  particularly with graphite,   show that damage In the form of mlcrocracks can be pro- 
duced by a proof test.    Presumably this question of damage will be one of the considera- 
tions Involved In selecting the proof stress level.    This will require test  specimens which 
can be examined before and after the application of proof stress  to check for material 
damage.    As a sa.~~.id method of checking whether the selected proof stress level Is causing 
significant material  damage,  tests to failure can be conducted on a series of proof-tested 
specimens to ensure that the test points lie on the truncated distribution curve predicted 
by the methods In Section 3.    In practice the material damage an* to proof testing must be 
kept small,  either by the proper selection of material or proof stress level,   since It Is 
not practical to design a structural  component such that extensive material damage is 
occasioned by a  single load application. 

The other consideration in selecting the proof stress level is one of economics.    The 
higher the proof stress the higher will be the resulting allowable stress for the selected 
failure probability,   and hence the lower will be the component weight.    High proof stresses, 
however.  Increase the proportion of components which will be destroyed.     It has been 
postulated that the allowable stress In a component can be raised  to any level by proof 
testing at a sufficiently high level,   and accepting a very large rejection rate.    On this 
basis it is considered that weight optimization loses its usual meaning and becomes an 
economic  consideration with a trade-off between weight and the cost of the number of 
components which must be made to achieve one having the selected strength level.    More 
realistically.  In brittle material design,  optimization will probably Involve the usual 
determination of geometric characteristics to sustain the necessary loads with minimum 
weight,   but this will  be supplemented by a study of allowable stress level,   and hence 
weight,   against cost in terns of the type of proof test and  the component rejection rate. 

To date,  proof-testing is the only method of Improving allowable stresses,   for a given 
structural  reliability and with a material of given variability,   that has been studied, 
but there are two other considerations which can be mentioned although no data exists on 
their significance.     The first of these is the use of redundant load paths which Increase 
allowable stresses by penriittlng a higher failure probability in any single load path, 
for the  same overall  component failure probability.    Redundancy,  however,  must not violate 
the  rule,  which has been discussed in an earlier section,  and which requires  that there be 
no external restraints to brittle material components which introduce unknown or undefln- 
able loads.     It is also necessary that redundancy be provided by disconnected load paths 
so that failure of one path does not produce failure of the other as,  for instance,  by 
crack propagation.     In other words,   the construction should be redundant but fall-safe and 
determinate.     Considerations of redundancy are discussed further in the  section on Joints 
and  connections,   since it is in the design of Joints where  the problem of achieving 
redundancy without introducing unknown loads becomes most apparent. 

2.10     NEW DESIGN  CRITERIA CONCEPTS 

The conventional  practice in establishing alrframe design  criteria is  to determine limit 
loads,   the maximum loads which are expected to arise in service,   and to design so that  the 
alrframe will function satisfactorily under these  conditions.    This is generally inter- 
preted as  designing so that the yield  strength of the material is not exceeded or so that 
instability of compression elements does not occur.    It is also conventional practice to 
increase  these loads  by an arbitrary but experience proven factor of safety,   and design 
so that failure of the alrframe does not occur under these ultimate loads.     Continued use 
of the alrframe without repair,   after exposure to ultimate loads,   is not  required. 

Despite  the probabilistic nature of essentially all loads,   it has  been  customary to 
establish limit loads  on a drtermlnistlc basis,   selecting levels which,   from experience, 
would be unlikely to be exceeded  during the life of the vehicle.     However,   adequate 
statistical  data to determine quantitatively the risk involved,  as  a function of the 
selected load level,   is rarely available. 

More recently the probabilistic approach haa been used in examining the  effect of 
turbulence and gusts on the fatigue life of the structure.     In space vehicle design also, 
it is the practice  to  treat more of the loads probabilistically.     In space vehicles most 
of thu loads are Induced by atmospheric effects or mechanical  subsystems,   and it is easier 
to obtain  sufficient  statistical  data,   than It is  for a manned aircraft of long life.    Even 
with space vehicles,   however,  the probabilistic  treatment of loads  is far from adequate. 

When thermal effects are introduced  the extension of the deterministic  approach becomes 
much more  difficult.     The combination of extreme values of loads,   heat transfer rates, 
temperatures,   etc.  would be simple,  but generally unacceptably conservative.     Alternatively, 
the  selection of combinations of various levels of the many parameters Involved,  to try 
to find critical  combinations,  is often  somewhat arbitrary,   involving much Judgment. 

Extension of the arbitrary safety factor practice also becomes difficult when thermal 
effects are important  and while there is general  agreement that it is unnecessary to apply 
a safety factor to every parameter,   there it  little agreement on Just what txiould be 
factored. 
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The question of repeated loads,  with aaaoclated thermal effoots Is even more complex,  if 
the approach Is by extrapolation of deterministic methods of load specification,   an<i very 
little consideration of criteria for this situation,   particularly where thermal effects 
predominate,  has presently been made. 

Current practice in establishing allowable material properties for alrfrwne design does 
consider the statlctlcal distribution of material  strength.    The variability,  with metals, 
is  small,  and the values that the designer selects from approved handbooks such as 
already allow for this variability. 

However,  the same procedure is not followed with other sources of data which are deter- 
mined experimentally and used for design.    Generally,   the degree of conservatism to apply 
to meaaured aerodynamic coefficients, heat transfer coefficients,  etc.,  is left,  in an 
uncontrolled manner,   to the individual specialist. 

When brittle materials are used as part of the airframe,   the question of structural 
criteria requires review for a number of reasons.    First,   the emphasis on specifying 
material allowables on the basis of failure probability,   requires a corresponding expression 
of loads and thermal effects on a probabilistic basis,   since the significant consideration 
is  the failure probability of the airframe;  a combination of structural failure probability 
and load occurrence probability.    For the same reason the conventional  safety factor 
approach must be examined;  it is desirable to substitute a rational,  probabilistic loading 
condition for the current arbitrary factor of safety. 

The Importance of thermal effects for structural  components requiring  "ceramic" materials 
also Justifies at least an attempt to rationalize such conditions both with respect to 
defining the Important design considerations and with respect to the question of safety 
factors.    Next,  it becomes necessary to establish a basis for selecting material   allowables, 
involving now the  selection of an allowable failure probability,  either for  bhe material 
or  the entire airframe,   and it becomes necessary to consider how repeated loads,   with the 
associated thermal  effects  and  allowable material properties,   should be treated 
probabilistically. 

Finally,   the question of qualification testing,   to demonstrate that the airframe meets 
the requirements of the design criteria,needs examination.    The present practice of static 
and repeated load ground  testing of a complete  airframe can certainly not be conducted on 
a statistical basis  and neither does it seem practical  to conduct pre-ope -atlonal  flight 
testing other than by flying to discreet,  pre-selected and specific conditions. 

xhis subject of structural criteria Is examined in some detail in Section 6.     It is clear 
that In a Handbook of this  type It is not practical  to change the present approach to the 
determination of loads and thermal effects.     To  require that these be established on an 
entirely probabilistic basis at this time would not be acceptable to the Industry and is 
premature because of Insufficient statistical  data.     Furthermore,   there are  significant 
legal Implications  if the allowable operating limits of the vehicle cannot be clearly 
defined.     The concept of limit loads and  associated thermal effects  Is therefore  retained 
with the understanding that  these are conditions which are very likely to occur in the 
life of the vehicle, and  that where probabilistic data can be used for their definition 
a probability of occurrence of  about 1% should be used.     Similarly,   ultimate conditions 
are  retained with factors  proven by experience with the understanding that the probability 
of occurrence of these conditions in the life of the vehicle Is extremely remote but 
unspecified quantitatively. 

It now becomes necessary to treat material failure probability separately since load 
occurrence probability cannot be well defined.     Accordingly,   the approach is  to select 
material allowable  stress  levels which will provide an extremely low probability of failure 
under limit load conditions and  a much higher value under ultimate conditions.     The former 
Is  chosen to be nominally  zero,   and in practice  proof testing of each component will  be 
required to meet this  condition.     The material  failure probability under ultimate  loads Is 
permitted to increase to 10"^ which Is consistent with the value used  to determine mechan- 

Ilcal properties in metal  structures under ultimate loads.     The efiect of this criteria 
should be to achieve  the  same levels of structural integrity as has been the practice in 
metallic  structures while minimizing the need for statistical data of either the environ- 
ment or the structural materials. 

With respect to qualification testing,  it Is  considered  that flight testing must  still 
be  conducted by flying at rredetermined critical   conditions,and with brittle components 
its  chief function would be to verify with the use of  strain gauges  the loads used for 
design and the predicted  stress  distributions.     The  structural ground test,   however,   can 
be  retained,   and  In Section 6 it Is  shown how the design of a brittle material  component 
can be verified with ground testing despite material variability and without  requiring 
large numbers  of tests. 

2.11     OPTIMIZATION  CONCEPTS 

Prerent optimization techniques applied  to metal  structures are concerned principally 
with [.tructures which fall  by compression instability,   and  In which the  strength is 
controlled by both material   properties  and  geometry.     The  techniques  Involve  selection of 
the geometric proportions  for a given type of construction and a given metal natcrlal,   such 
that  the  applied  load   can  be  supported with  the minimum weight of  structure.     An  early 
approach was   to  assume  that minimum weight  is  attained  when  all  elements  of  the  structure 
collapse  at  the  same   stress   level,   a  condition which will   provide  sufficient  equations   to 
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define the geometry of the structure.    For a given loading condition and given external 
component  shape, minimum weight structures can be designed In this manner,  In various 
materials and for various types of construction,   so that an optimum with respect to material« 
type of construction and structural geometry can be determined.    Similar studies can be 
made at different temperatures for structures subjected to heating. 

For many of the loading Int msltles which are common In alrframe practice these techniques 
lead to structural proportions which are Impractical to fabricate,   so that It Is necessury 
to Introduce practical constraints on minimum material thickness,  minimum edge distance 
from rivet lines, minimum stiffener spacing dimensions,  etc.    It Is also necessary to 
Introduce the fact that most structures are subjected to multiple loading conditions,  with 
different loading conditions being critical for different elements or the structure. 
Recently the so-called structural "synthesis' methods have been under development and these 
wjll define a minimum weight structure of given material and type of construction Including 
piactlcal constraints and multiple load conditions.    These structural synthesis methods are 
also useful where the structure Is redundant.    They permit the determination of the minimum 
weight structural proportions where  the structure contnlns multiple load paths but where It 
Is also subjected to multiple loading conditions. 

For structures constructed from brittle nonmetalllc materials the same techniques could 
be used to define structures which are critical with respect to compression Instability. 
Generally,  however,   structural  elements constructed from this class of material will be 
relatively bulky and stable,   so that tension and bending loads become critical.    When only 
a single load path exists and the structural element Is subjected to tension or stable 
compression loadings,   the design procedure with metallic structures  involves simply select- 
ing areas and thicknesses to match the local loadings without exceeding specified stress 
levels.    With brittle materials  the procedure is basically the  same,   with allowable  stresses 
selected on the basis of an acceptp.blc material failure probability and,  again,  the struc- 
tural  synthesis methods can be used to obtain minimum weight proportions if the structure 
contains multiple load paths.    The problem is slightly more complex than the metal  struc- 
tures,  however,   since,  for a given failure probability the allowable stresses are dependent 
on material volume,  which In turn is dependent on allowable stress.    Thus,  an Iterative 
procedure,  or at least the establishment of a number of designs,  using preselected values 
of allowable  stress,   to span the required failure probability.   Is Indicated.    There are, 
however,   some aspects of optimization which are not present with metallic structures. 

The first is to minimize stress concentrations by appropriate choice of local geometry 
as,  for instance,  at fillets,  corner radii,  changes in cross section,   etc.    High local 
stresses contribute substantially to the component failure probability and reduction of 
these concentrations by small local additions of material or by local changes in shape 
will permit,   for a given component failure probability,  a general increase in stress level 
over the remainder of the material.     Hence,  local  small additions of material can result 
In relatively large weight savings.     Since the weight Increments involved will generally be 
very amall  specla]   optimization studies are not Justified. 

Many refractory materials will  be used  for high temperature applications in which 
temperature gradients will  be present through the structural  component.     In many such 
applications  the  resulting thermal  stresses will be a critical design condition.    The type 
of optimization mentioned above is  again required to reduce local  stress peaks and Increase 
the  stress level  throughout the bulk of  the component material.    Now,   however,  the vari- 
ations in geometry affect the heat transfer characteristics of the component,  and hence 
temperature gradients.    Stresses are therel   re affected,  both directly and indirectly,   by 
geometric changes.    There are no methods of establishing the minimum weight component 
geometry systematically and  the  result must be obtained by repeated  analytical trials, 
seeking trends from which the optimum can be deduced. 

Finally,   optimization can be Introduced into the definition of the structural configura- 
tion of a component In the selection of proof-test stress level.    For a given component 
reliability or failure probability,  higher allowable stresses result from the application 
of higher proof  stress,   so that weight becomes directly related to the proof-stress value. 
On the other hand,   as proof stress is increased the proportion of components destroyed in 
proof-testing will Increase,   so that a trade-off between cost and weight results.    In some 
applications It may be possible to realistically evaluate the value of each pound of weight 
saved and,   from such analysis,   together with the cost of component fabrication,  a proof 
stress  level based on minimum total  cost could be determined.     In practice, however,   it is 
not likely that a component failure rate during proof-testing of more than about lOJt would 
be acceptable,   since higher values imply damage to the material of the remaining components. 
Thus again,   optimization studies peculiar to brittle material  structures are not Justified. 
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ESTABLISHMENT OF DESIGN STRESSES 

3.1     THE STATISTICAL  APPROACH 

Conventional   structural  deslcn with metallic materials Involves  a number of basic assump- 
tions  related   to  the  response of the material .    Those which are Important when structural 
design Is  extended  to brittle materials  are  as   Tollows: 

(a) It  Is   asuumed  that  the  strength characteristics  of a complex  structure subjected 
to a complex system of Internal   stresses can be predicted from experimental  data 
on material  properties determined   from small  simple  specimens  subjected to  simple 
stress  systems.    A number of strength theories  such as the distortion energy theory 
and   the maximum £:hear stress  theory have been developed for  this  purpose and have 
proven generally satisfactory with metallic  structures. 

(b) It  is  assumed  that the mechanical   characteristics of the material  for any given 
set  of conditions  can be defined   specifically by a single  unique value,   I.e. 
characteristics under tension loads by ultimate  tensile strength. 

(;)     It Is assumed that the strength of a structi   il  component is determined by  the 
stresses   at  some critical  point  and  that tt-1    strength of the  structure can be 
determined  by an examination of the  stress    ystem at this  single point. 

When brittle,  nonmetallic materials  are used  the same  facility for determining material 
properties  from  small  simple teot specimens,   and using the information to pred-ct  the 
characteristics  of large complex  components  subjected  to complex loadings,  must be  avail- 
able,  otherwise  structural  design with  such materials becomes impractical.    A material 
failure theory which is generally accepted for this purpose,  with brittle nonmetallic 
materials,   is  a maximum stress  theory,   which  assumes that the component will  fail  when 
the maximum prlnclpj.l  stress equals the  strength of the material as  determined in  simple 
tension.     That  is,   the state of stress  is assumed to have no effect on  the limiting value. 
Extensive verification of  this  theory has not been accomplished,   particularly for stress 
states  Involving compression,  but there  is no more satisfactory theory available at  this 
time. 

With brittle mate 
as  a single  number, 
the most that  can  b 
stress  condition, 
presence of   f1 awe 
yielding,   due  to  th 
under a given  stres 
flaws,   and   since  th 
is  the probability 
a flaw of  critical 
under consideration 

rials,   however,   the mechanical  characteristics  are not expressible 
Due  to  the wide variability in any particular mechanical  property, 

e done is  to predict  the probability of failure  for any particular 
Variability in mechanical   properties  is  assumed   to be due to the 
which produce local   stress   concentrations  that  cunnot be  relieved by 
e  complete lack of ductility.     Whether a sample  of material  will   fall 

condition will  depend,   therefore,   on the size  and  distribution of 
■ latter Is   random  the only  statement  that can be made about failure 
of its occurrence.     Furthermore,   since  the  probability of experiencing 
size will  increase as  the  size of component or the valume of material 
Increases,   the strength becomes  a  function of  component  size. 

The introduction  of a statlstlcel  approach  to  the expression of mechanical   character- 
istics,   and   the dependence  of failure probability on volume,   also means  that the  strength 
of a component cannot be determined by the examination of a critical   point.     For example, 
an applied   stress  distribution may have  a very localized peak,   so  that  the probability 
of this peak  combining with  a flaw sufficiently severe  to produce failure  is  small.     On 
the other hand  the  same stress distribution may subject a large volume of material   to a 
lower stress,   and   although a more  severe   flaw  Is needed  to produce  a failure  there may 
actually be  a greater probability of meeting  such a flaw.     Thus the  probability of  failure 
of the  entire   component must be expressed,   and  this  involves  some  type of  summation of 
the failure  probability ut all  points within  the component.    Again  it must be pointed out 
that  the dependence of failure probability on volume is  based on the  assumptions of the 
flaw concept.     Its validity  remain'"  to  be  positively demonstrated,   and  experimental 
evidence  to  date  is  limited,   and  in some  cases  conflicting.     Similar statements can be 
made about most of the procedures  to be  presented  in this Section,   but they  remain the 
best  that are  presently available,   and  the  overall   application of  these  procedures  to 
component design,   while very limited,  has nevertheless  proved  satisfactorj'. 

Additional   details of the  flaw theory  can be found in References   3.1  and  3.2 and  sub- 
stantiating data  for  the  size effect in  References 3.1,   3.3,   0,4,   3.5,   3.6,   3.7,   3.8, 
3-9,   3.10,   3.11. 

The variability In mechanical  properties of  a 'orittl e material,   from supposedly identical 
specimens.   Implies   that there Is  a distribution IMnctlon which chows   the  relative  fre- 
quency with which a particular value of  some mechanical  property m i.y be expected  to occur. 
If frequency of occurrence is plotted,   for Instance,   against tensile   strength,   t-he  plot 
will  show the  frequency rising to a maximum value at some strength level,   t.nd  falling off 
on either side.     Extreme values   of  strength,   either high or low,   do not occur as aften as 
those near  the  center.     Furthermore,   the  curve may or may not be symmetiicel   about  the 
maximum frequency.     Ouch a curve  is  called  a frequency distribution;   it  x" not presently 
known whether all   brittle materials have  a similar frequency distribution,   nor is it 
possible  ',0  analytically detennlne  such  a  function.     The most that  is presently possible 
i.a  to assume  various  frequency distributions  and  seek  a best  fit with experimental   data. 
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By normalizing of the  frequency distribution it is possible to make the  totax  area under 
the curve equal  to unity,   and by integrating the  resulting expression the distribution func- 
tion is  obtained.     This  function expresses the probability of a given value of  the variable, 
such as  tensile  strength in the exemple given above,   occurring.     When plotted,   this  func- 
tion is  typically an approximately  "S"  shaped curve,   approaching or passing through zero 
(absolute impossibility)   at one extreme and aoymptotically approaching unity  (absolute 
certainty)  at the other. 

To construct a distribution curve,   defining a particular mechanical property for a 
particular material,   generally requires a very large number of test specimens  since the 
structural designer is  Interested  in the extreme lower portion of the curve,   where the 
probabilities of failure are very small,  while at the  same time the rareness of extreme 
events precludes a good definition of this part of  the curve.     In order to avoid very 
extensive testing programs  it is desirable to find  a general mathematical  description of 
the distribution function applicable to all brittle materials.     As already stated,   there 
is,  at present, no theoretical basis for completely defining the distribution curve,  and 
to establish such a curve on an empirical  basis Introduces the same problem of lack of 
test data at the lower extremities,   the only part of  the distribution curve of real 
Interest.    As a result  there is no complete agreement en the  type of curve  to  be used, 
although a relationship  established by Weibull  is  accepted  \s  the most  satisfactory to 
date.     The Weibull  distribution function has been found to i't a wide variety of experi- 
mental  data,   covering not only material  strengths but many other statistical  data.     It 
must always be remembered,   however,   that adequate data in the  range of interest 1"  always 
lacking,   although a few programs have been conducted  in which very large numbers  of test 
specimens have been deliberately used  in an attempt  to verify the general  usefulness of 
the Weibull  curve   (Reference 3il2). 

The Weibull distribution function is based on the flaw theory,   with the assumption that 
the flaws are distributed  at random with a certain density per unit volume.     The  strength 
of the  specimen is  then determined by the weakest point in the specimen.     The  result is  a 
representation of the material as a series model,   or a chain in which failure  depends on 
the weakest link.     This 13 perhaps  the major limitation of the Weibull  theory since a real 
material  is perhaps better represented as a series of chains in parallel,   the  so-called 
series-parallel model.     Again,  however,   a convenient,   practical,  mathematical   representa- 
tion of su-^h a model  is not available. 

The Weibull distribution function also assumed  that  the test  specimens or  structural 
components under investigation are all of the  same population,   so that all  data points 
fit one distribution curve.     It also assumes,  when data from small  simple specimens are 
used to design larger,   complex components,   that the material  in both cases  is  of  the same 
population.     In general   these are not good assumptions,   but in order to use nonmetallic 
refractory materials  for the design of aircraft or space vehicle components,  much tighter 
processing controls must be used,  both for material  processing and  selection,   than is  the 
customary practice with ceramic materials.    This  is necessary,   both to reduce variability 
in mechanical properties  as much as possible,  in order to maximize the design  stresses 
for a given reliability,   and also to enaure that Indeed the mechanical  characteristics 
determined on simple   specimens are  representative of more complex components.     If such 
procedures are followed  any adverse consequences  from the two assumptions  Just mentioned 
are minimized. 

The procedures presented  In this  Section will be based only on the Weibull  distribution 
function,   since this  function appears  to be more  appropriate for brittle materials  than 
other available functions.     Its limitations must be  recognized,   however,   and  it  is possible 
that it may not be particularly appropriate for some particular material or material 
combination.    There is however no other procedure  currently available.    Methods  for mini- 
mizing the importance of an accurate definition of  the  distribution curve will  be discussed 
later. 

The Weibull  distribution function is expressed  as   the probability of fracture,   which 1s 
given by 

S ■ 1-exp 
m 

where V is the volume of the element under consideration,   a   is the applied  uniform tension 
•truss,   and    o ,     o    and m are material  constants.     If the Weibull  function is  truly 
applicable to Che material  under consideration,   and  if  the materials used  for small  test 
uptclmens  and for the  structural  components are truly identical,   then    ffu,     »0 and m will 
Indeed be material   constants  and will not change with volume.     In the following section a 
procedure is given  for the evaluation of the material  constants from experimental  data 
and a table to facilitate this process is included. 

The above expression  can be generalized by writing the exponent as an integral  over the 
volume of  the component,   and  expressing    <r    as a variable in terms of V.     In the  completely 
get.eral   case a component  can be divided  into a large number of elements,   each  sufficiently 
mil  that the stress within the element can be considered uniform.    The above equation 
can be applied to each  element,   and by proper summation,   the probability of failure of 
the component can be determined.    Curves to facilitate  euch a computation are given. 
Furthermore,   the equation  can be evaluated directly to give failure probability,   for a few 
cases where  the strejs  distribution is simple and  can be expressed  in simple mathematical 
form. 
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It will  be evident that the use of brittle nonmetalllc materials ^.n structural   c^omponentH 
Introduces  two basic difficulties  If efficient reliable  structures  are to be obtained. 
These difficulties are: 

(a) Variability in mechanical properties,  and the Infrequent but real posniblllty of 
low values,  particularly In large volumes of material,   demands low atresa levels 
relative to mean strength of the material,  and hence high weight,   If high reliability 
or extremely low probability of failure Is to be achieved. 

(b) Accurate definition of the  Important lower p  rt of  the  distribution curve,  which  is 
necessary If a reliable prediction of "allure probability is  to be made,   still 
requires,  with present theoretical knowledge of the problem,   extensive teat programs 
to obtain statistical  data on mechanical  properties.     Furthemore,   these programs 
must be  repeated for each environmental  condition of Interest,   such as  temperature. 

It  is  considered  that the most promising method of circumventing these difficulties Is 
ty subjecting each component to a proof-test.    A proof-test will  reveal  those components 
which  are low In strength and will  have the effect of experimentally fixing the lower 
extremity of  the  distribution curve.     Thus  it becomes possible  to  define much more accu- 
rately the lower branch of the curve with relatively few experimental  data.     Furthermore, 
the  elimiiiation of the  few extreme  values  substantially Increases  the permissible  stress 
level   for a given probability of  failure.    It should be noted  that the proof stress dis- 
tribution need not match the applied   stress distribution  If  the proper relationships  are 
available  to determine the probability of failure of an element of  the component,   when 
subjected  to a given applied  stress  and  a given proof stress.     Accordingly,   proof-tenting 
may be conducted  in any convenient manner.     For instance,   a component designed by aero- 
Jynamic  loadings may be proof-tested  by  Introducing  thermal   stresses  by heating and  cooling, 
If such a procedure Is  convenient  or economical.     It  should be  noted  also that the proof 
stress may be less  than the  applied   stress,   for any particular element,   while  still 
producing  significant Improvements   In  failure  probability  for a given applied  stress,   or 
conversely  improvements  In permissible  stress level  for a given failure  probability.     Maxi- 
mum benefits  are produced If the proof  stress equals  the maximum applied  stress,   but  the 
selection of the  proof  stress level  must also consider the  economics  of the possible 
component  failure  rate  ond  the degree of material   dwnage Imposed  on  acceptable  components. 
More detailed discussions of these various aspects of proof-teiitlng can be found In 
Reference  3.13■ 

Methods  for introaucing any type  of  proof itftfl  distribution  into  the assessment of 
component failure probability are given In the following sections. 

?.2    ANALYTICAL  RELATIüNSHIPS 

From  the oririnal  work by Welbull   (Reference   > ■'()   the probability of failure of a struc- 
tural   component or element Is given  by 

S  - 1  -  exp   [-KJ   , (1) 

where B is the risk of rupture and is given by 

B   /n( a ) d". (2) 

Welbull  uses  experimental  data as  the basl;.  for the p.jsumptlon  that,   for the case of an 
element under uniform,   unlaxlal   tendon, 

For  this  simple  case,   therefore. 

B(t) ■     Kam. (2) 

B   -  K ffV (4) 

where    o    is   the  unlaxlal  stress,   V   Is  the volume  of the element,   and K  and in  are material 
jonstants. 

K can be  fonvenlently  replaced  by  another constant   (1/ o  )m so  that 

(5) 

and S  =   1   -   exp I    -V 1*1    I. (6) 

We recognize the possibility that sc;ne materials may be able to support a certain stress 
level,  ffu, without the possibility ct   failure. To Introduce this stress level, we re- 
write Equation (6), as 

^ l-v FT^1) I • N*)]- 
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If an element Is subjected to trlaxlal   stresses,   and the material   la  Isotropie,  we con- 
sider    vXl       Vy and       9Z as mutually perpendicular principal  streooea  acting at a point, 
The x,  y,   and   z axes  for a potential  element are  to be oriented  i o  that    ffx  is  the maximum 
positive principal  stress.    We can now consider the failure probability of  a rnnall 
spherical volume around this point.     The normal   stress at any point on  the  surface of this 
sphere Is 

ffxcos2(? cos2*    +      »yCos'V sin2*     +       »j.sln'V. (8) 

where 0 1-,  an angle with respect to the xy plane and   *   Is  on angle with reipect to the 
xz planr.. 

The risk of  rupture Is  still defined by Equation  (2),   where 

,iV   =    f ~l cos^dpd* ( if) 
If the material  can  support a stress level   ffu   wit".out the posubllity of fnlture,   the 

stress  contributing to failure probability becomes 

2 2 2 2 2 a   -    ffu =    ffxcos 0cos   iji +    ffycos 0 sin $    +    ffzsin ^ -    au. 

Substituting this expression and Equation   (9)   Into Equation   (8),   and  assuming that the 
form of n( a )   is  the  same as for the uniaxial  case,   that Is n( » )   = K ffn,   and assuming 
also that  the  Integration includes only that part of the  stress which contributes to the 
probability of failure,  gives 

B  - %—   //(  »xC0B 0 cos2*    +    ffyCoe2(? sin2*    +    ff^in^p -    oru)   1   cos^d^d* 

or 

B = 
^r- 

3 

ml JJ   cos^cos2*  +    /^\    cos2J2fsin2* +    f-^j    r.ln2^ -  (—j\ 

10) 

cos?rdgrd*     (ii) 

or 

B 
K1V 
ii, x       J J 

2 2 cos  ^fcos  * + Ä) cos Jfsin* + ®'*''-®r cospdJ?d* (12) 

or 

B 
^V 

VT 
"I       T 

X 

Subscript 1  has been used with K and m to permit  the possibility that  they may have 
different values  from the values  In the previous  derivation for the uniaxial  case. 

//I 2 2 
COS   J?C03   X   + ® cos 0sin x + 

ft) ^ (tf 
cosj?d/dx 

(13) 

113aj 

and the surface integration is limited to the area where the stress is positive (tension). 

For the uniaxial case. Equation (13) becomes 

B 

But 

KiV 

* 

KV a. 

ml 
'x  I( au= az-0) (1^) 

(15) 

These  two equations are of different form,   but Equation  (14)  has been evaluated numerically 
for values of mi  from 2 to 10 and values of    au/ 0^ from 0 to 0.8 and  is found approximately 
equal  to Equation  (15)   If we write 

m. m and KT   - 
4t     <rxK 

'(  a -  » >   <r =0) v    u      y      z     ' 

Then 

B - KV  <r„ 
m 

(   9   " »x.o) 
(16) 
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Hie term In brackets can be evaluated from Equation (13a), for values of m^. m^ can be 
Values of the tem In brackets are given in 

z'    x' ffy/ ffx and mj 
determined for values of m from m^  = m - 1• 
Figures 1  to 6 for various values of    9/ ax, 

Relationships are not available,   at present,   for anisotropic materials.    However,   in 
most brittle materials of Interest the anistropy results because the material  is  a 
composite and is fabricated  specifically to give different properties in different direc- 
tions.     In such a case the differences in the properties will  probably be large and it is 
suggested,  without proof,   that stresses be resolved along the principal material  axes  and 
failure probabilities be calculated for each direction  individually,  i.e.  it is  assumed 
that if the material is strongly anisotropic,   the failure probabilities in the principal 
material directions  are independent. 

If the stress distribution or the material  properties  vary throughout the  structural 
component,   it can be assumed to consist of a large number of elements,   each subjected  to 
a different,  but uniform,   stress.     Then the previous expressions can be generalized  to give 
the failure probability of  the component aa follows. 

For elements subjected  to uniaxial  stresses only. 

1  -  exp ■I M -11 ■ (17) 

For elements subjected to trlaxial stresses, 

S = 1 - exp j- ZB (18) 

where B is given by Equation (16), V la the Individual element volume and the summations 
are extended only to those elements of volume where they have positive values. 

-6 In practice we are interested only in very small values of S, such as 10 
that we can write 

or 10 so 

S - log, 
(-) 

Substituting into Equations (17) and (18) fives, respectively. 

S = tf-v-M 
If the  component is  subjected  to a proof-test,   resulting in a proof-stress distribution 

(19) 

(20) 

expressed by 

when     9   and 

then Equations   (19)   and  (20)  become, 

ffp are both uniaxial  stresses. 

(^ ■ (- 

-   9. 
V, 

when      ffx and      9px are maximum principal  stresses in a trlaxial   stress system. 

1(0 
(  »x) 

-  B 
Vx) 

(21) 

(22; 

These equations express the  probability of failure S of  a component subjected  to a uniaxial 
or trlaxial  stress distribution and having variability characteristics defined by m,     <ru 
and      0o and  subjected to a uniaxial  or trlaxial  proof stress distribution which may be 
different from the applied  stresses.     The equations also recognize that  the material   con- 
stants may vary throughout the  component,   depending on temperature or other environmental 
conditions. 

In the application of brittle nonmetalllc materials,   it  is customary to determine  the 
material  strength characteristics by conducting bending tests  to failure on small,   rec- 
tangular cross-section bars.     A four-point loading system is used,   so that the center 
portion of the bar is  subjected  to a constant bending moment. 

Applying the Welbull  expression to this  condition and  considering,   conservatively,   only 
the volume of material  subjected  to the maximum bending moment,   gives the following 
expression for failure probability: 

S = 1 exp V 
2(m+l) 

( ffb- 9 )(m+1)l 

% 
(23) 

where      'b    Is the maximum bending stress.    If N bars are tested and are arranged in order 
of Increasing failure  stress,   and  if    ff5m is the  failure  stress of the nth bar,   as 
measured in the test,   then the failure probability corresponding to the fracture stress    o 
is brr, 
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■B "   TTTT (24) 

Equations   (17)  and   (18)  can be used to detennine the Weibull   constants  for the material. 
To do this.   Equation  (17)  Is rewritten,   for the nth test bar,   as follows: 

log log (l-HJ   + loe »bn "  (m + 1)  los  ^ ffbn " »tt5  + log    (5(mV+ 1))  " m los    90 (25) 

Equation (25) shows that a plot of the Weibull distribution function will be linear In a 
system of rectangular coor llnates in which log log (1/(1 - a*)] +  log ab is the 
coordinate and log ( ffh« ■ ffu) the abscissa.  The slope will be (m + 1) of the distribution 
function in these coordlnatb». 

A graphical method for determining the Weibull constants au, m, and <r0  Is presented In 
Section 3.3. 

3.3  PROCEDURE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF FAILURE PROBABILITY OF A BRITTLE COMPONENT 

3.3.1 General 

The procedure given Is an analysis procedure,  not a deBlgn  procedure,   and as  such It 
determines  the probability of failure under a given applied  stress  distribution.    Prob- 
ability of failure for brittle materialn is  similar to ultimate  strength for metallic 
materials,   and  a safety factor or margin of  safety can be expressed  if a criterion express- 
ing the  required probability of  failure   is  available.     Clearly  the  procedure  can be used 
for design by  repeated  application in  conjunction with adjustments  of  the design. 

The procedure involves two steps:     (i)   the determination of material  characteristics 
from experimental  data on small  simple  test bars  exposed  to a simple loading situation, 
and   (11)   the  application of these material  fharacterlutlcs  to the determination of failure 
probability.     The material  characteristics are  the constants in  the Weibull  expression, 
and must be ietemined  separately for each envl rrmmental   oondltion of interest.     Such 
conditions will generally involve at least different  tnmperaturec. 

The procedure covers  the completely general   isoe,   In whloh the  component may be of any 
size and  shape,   the applied stresses may have  any lit "f.rlbutlon,   and  the proof teat,   If 
used,  may produce any stress distribution. 

3.3.2 Determination of Weibull  Parameters 

(1)     For each temperature or other environmental   parameter of  Interest  conduct four-point 
bending tests  to failure,  on rectangular or square section test bars.     Tc properly define 
the material  characteristics for each oondition of Interest,   tho application of the 
material must be considered. 

(li)     From the measured failure loads,   determine the extreme  fiber stresses at failure 
using the  simple bending stress formula 

bd^ 

I r/a     p/21 

r    t 
where is maximum bending stress at  failure, 

is  total  applied load  at failure, 

is dimension shown, 

1« width of test bar, 

is depth of test bar, 

A more  refined  expression for failure  stress is given in Section 8. 

(Hi)     Determine,   for each test  specimen,   the value of the  terms 

»b 

P 

a 

b 

d 

log log h-K) + log 'on and     log   ffbn 

To facilitate  the evaluation of    log log    [ 1/(1  -  Sn) J    for test  specimen groups of 10, 
20,   and  30,   Table  3.1 is presented.- 

(Iv)     Plot values  of  J log log [1/(1   -   Sn))   + log   »bn I    against  the  corresponding 
values  of    log    ffbn   .     rf the resulting  curve  is a straight line,   the material  does not 
have a  finite  zero  strength      ffu   .     A concave downward  curve indicates  the material  does 
have a  finite  zero  strength and  a tentative value  Is  taken for u and     log  (  ffb - <TU) 
is calculated  and   the test data replotted.     If the  tentative value  for    ou 13  too 
large  the   resulting curve will  be concave upwards  and  smaller values  for    ff„ must  be 
token until   the  resulting curve approximates  a straight line.     At  this  point use the 
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method of least squares to determine the slope of the straight line and the goodness of 
fit of the test data to the straight line  for values of <ru above and  below the graphically 
determined value.  Select the value for cru which gives the best fit of the test data go 
a straight line.  Having selected the best curve, compute m from 

slope ■ (m + 1) . 

(v)    With   ffu    and m established,    a0    is calculated from Equation  (19)i   using the inter- 
cept of the straight line on the ordinate and  the volume of the  test  specimen which was 
subjected to the applied stress.    The value of  the intercept is equated  to 
log (V/  |2(ffl + 1)|J    - m log   a0    and  the equation solved for   <r0   . 

Further details  of  the graphical method of determining    ffu,  m and    ff0 may be  found in 
References  3.14,   3.15 and  3.16. 

(vlj    Repeat the above procedure for each environmental condition of interest. 

3.3.3      Evaluation of Failure Probability for a Structural  Component 

(i)      Determine  the distribution of principal stresses and  temperature throughout the 
component for the design condition of interest, and determine alao the distribution of 
prlnclpa]   stresses for the selected proof test.    Methods for determining these  stresses 
are given in Section 4. 

(ii)    DlvJde the  component into elements,   the size of each to be  selected  so  that  the 
applied principal  stresses ..vid temperatures can be considered uniform,   and equal  to the 
maximum values over  the element.    Orient the x, y and  z axes for each element  so that 

ffx Is the maximum positive principal  stress. 

(Ill)  Calculate,   for each element,   the following: 

(a)     If the material Is Isotropie,   and  the  stresses are uniaxial 

[(^r (^)T- 
(b)     If the material is Isotropie and the stresses are trlaxial 

'( «o «W 

where KV K 
m 

(   ". <rz=o) 

m 
and    K  - 1/ o0    and the term in brackets is evaluated from Figures  3.2  to 3.6. 

[c)    If the material is strongly anistropic the stresses must be resolved in 
the directions of the principal material  axes and the following value 
calculated for each direction: 

where      ffu,     <r0 and m will have different values for the different directions. 

(Iv)     Sum the above values over the entire  component and the result Is  the failure 
probability. 

3.4     SAMPLE PROBLEM 

An example of the method of computing failure probability of a structural  component,   as 
defined In the previous  section,   is presented below.    A  relatively complex application 
has  been chosen In  order to bring out all  details  of  the method.     The  component  selected 
is  a segment of wing leading edge of a lifting re-entry vehicle.    Figure 3.7 shows  this 
segment schematically,   together with principal   dimensions and   the Integral  lugs   for attach- 
ment to the wing structure.     The leading edge is  subjected to both aerodynamic loadings 
and nonunlform heating which produces  temperature gradients and thermal  stresses.     The 
total   stresses have b^en  calculated by the methods  described In Section 4 which involves 
the  division of the   structural  component Into a number of  small  elements.     Figure  3.8 
shows the leading edge  skin,   developed  Into a flat plate,   and It  shows  also the elements 
which were  used  for  the   Ftress  analysis,   and which will   be used  for the failure probability 
analysis.     The volume  of each  olement,   together with the  average three principal   stresses 
acting at  the center of "ach  element,   are listed  in  Table  3.2.     Figure  3.9 presents   the 
material  properties m ai       <ru as a function of  temperature and appropriate values  corres- 
ponding to  the  temperau»: e of each element are  listed  in Table $»2,     The  remaining material 
constant    v0,   which  1^  u-^ed  in the calculation of K,   has  been assumed  constant with  the 
value of 15.C1.   lb/ln^.     The  calculations  required  by  the previously described  procedure 



•re completed for each element In Tables 3.2 - 3.4 and  summed to give a failure probability 
of 0.010.    In practice this value would be much too high.      An m value of approximately 
3 indicates a material with considerable variability in mechanical properties,  and the use 
of a peek stress of over 11,000 lb/in2 in a material which has a mean strength of only 
12,000 to 13,000 lb/ln2 would not be expected to lead to high reliability.    Therefore, 
for this particular example some modification of the design is indicated. 
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TADLE  3.1 

EVALUATION OF log log     ( ,   ~   B )    FOR  )0,   20  AND  30  SPECIMENS 
(~) 

N    =     30 .'0 10 

1 -1.84645 -1.1^703 -I.38307 
2 -I.53812 -1.36330 -1.05973 
3 -I.35451 -1.17380 -O.85917 
H -I.22183 -1.03851 -O.70709 
5 -I.II694 -0.92795 -0.57965 
6 -I.02952 -0.83475 -0.46544 
7 -0.05406 -0.75319 -O.3572I 
8 -O.88725 -O.68275 -0.24851 
9 -0.82696 -O.61510 -O.13056 

10 -0.77171 -O.55181 -O.OI76I 
11 -O.72946 -O.4916] 
\2 -O.67239 -0.43469 
13 -0.62689 -0.37889 
14 -O.58347 -0.32216 
15 -O.54172 -0.26469 
16 -O.50128 -0.20648 
17 -0.46185 -O.14329 
18 -0.42314 -0.07488 
19 -0.38487 0.00763 
20 -0.34677 0.12016 
21 -O.30855 
22 -O.26988 

23 -O.23037 
24 -O.18953 
25 -0.14672 
26 -O.IOO99 

27 -O.05087 
28 0.00624 

29 0.07580 
30 0.17381 

N 
n 

Total number of specimens tested. 
Rank of specimen fracture stresses when arranged 
In Increasing order from 1  to N. 

'Mt 
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TABLE 3'2 

SAMPLE PROBLEM 

EL EM TEMP ml v»* VOL, 

ll 490 9300 -1400 -4000 2.02 5960 0.642 0.0469 

lo 540 11400 +1400 -4000 2.03 5940 0.520 0.0469 

21 550 9750 -2000 -29OO 2.03 5930 0.608 0.0469 

2o 620 7450 -1600 -2000 2.05 5910 0.794 0.0469 

H 690 4000 0 -4000 2.06 5900 1.472 0.0469 

3o 740 -1000 0 -7100 2.08 5880 -5.88 0.0469 
U 940 -38OO 0 -11400 2.16 5800 -1.526 0.1406 

5 1275 -3500 0 -IO3OO 2.38 5610 -1.602 0.1406 
6 1800 4300 0 -43OO 3.00 5700 1.187 0.1875 

7i 2210 6300 0 -36OO 3.85 4400 0.700 0.0937 

7o 2270 8800 +3100 0 4.07 4280 0.487 0.0937 

8i 2300 6000 0 -3OOO 4.18 4200 0.700 0.0703 

8o 2360 7600 +4500 0 4.45 4050 0.534 0.0703 

9l 2240 5600 -1000 -36OO 3.97 4350 0.775 0.1170 

9o 2340 9200 +300 -1000 4.35 4100 0.445 0.1170 
10, 2160 8000 -2000 -4600 3.72 4510 0.565 0.1562 

10«, 2250 9700 -400 -2000 4.0 4320 0.446 0.1562 

11 

12 
1790 5600 0 -56OO 2.96 5120 0.915 0.3125 
1275 0 -4000 -4000 2.38 5610 CO O.234 

13 940 0 -6000 -6000 2.16 58OO 00 O.234 

1^1 700 2900 0 -2600 2.06 589O 2.03 0.0782 

l^e 750 5000 0 -4200 2.08 5880 1.176 O.O782 

15! 570 6700 -1000 -36OO 2.04 5930 O.885 O.O782 

15o 630 8200 -1000 -3900 2.05 5900 0 720 0.0782 
16, 480 7000 -2000 -29OO 2.02 5950 O.850 0.0782 
l6o 550 9700 -1000 -2000 2.03 5930 0.612 O.0782 

17i 510 5400 c -5300 2.02 5940 1.10 0.0625 

17o 560 7800 0 -5300 2.03 5930 0.760 0.0625 

xh 600 7000 0 -4800 2.04 5920 0.846 0.0625 
l8o 640 10700 0 -7200 2.05 5900 0.551 0.0625 
19i 720 7000 0 -47OO 2.07 5880 0.841 0.0625 

19o 760 9700 0 -7400 2.09 5870 0.605 0.0625 
20 940 7200 0 -4000 2.16 5800 O.805 0.1875 
21 1275 8600 0 -4400 2.38 5610 0.653 0.1875 
22 1780 9700 0 -525O 2.95 5130 0.529 O.250 

23! 2120 7000 -4000 -4450 3.62 4600 O.658 0.125 

23o 2240 6300 -3350 -4000 3.97 4340 0.688 0.125 
29! 2190 3100 -3000 -3100 3.80 4450 1.435 0.0937 
29o 2310 6000 -3000 -585O 4.22 

(m-1) 

4180 

Fig. 3-9 

0.696 0.0937 

Fig. 3.8 
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SAMPLE PROBLEM 
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EL EM ml V »x V »x 'z/9x I »CJ ^(o) 

H 2.02 0.642 -O.1506 -0.430 0.08 2.47 0.0323 

lo 2.03 0.520 0.1228 •0.391 0.217 2.45 0.0886 

2l 2.03 0.608 -0.205 -0.2;, 0.103 2.45 0.0420 

^o 2.05 0.794 -0.215 -0.268 0.0137 2.43 0.00563 

3i 2.06 1.472 0 -1.0 0 2.43 0 

3o 2.08 -5.88 0 -7.1 0 2.42 0 

4 2.16 -I.526 0 -3.0 0 2.36 0 

5 2.38 -1.602 0 -2.94 0 2.20 0 

6 3.00 1.187 0 -1.0 0 1.78 0 

7l 3.85 0.700 0 -0.571 0.007 1.44 0.00486 

7o 4.07 0.487 0.352 0 0.0246 1.37 0.01796 
81 4.18 0.700 0 -0.50 0.00291 1.33 0.00219 

8o 4.45 0.534 0.592 0 O.OO832 1.26 0.00660 

9i 3.97 0.775 -0.1781 -0.643 0.00066 1.39 0.000475 

9o 4.35 0.445 0.0326 -O.IO89 0.00831 1.28 0.00649 

lOi 3.72 O.565 -0.250 -0.575 0.029 1.48 0.01958 

10o 4.0 0.446 -0.0413 -0.206 0.057 1.39 0.0410 

11 2.96 0.915 0 -1.0 0.0031 1.81 0.001711 
12 2.38 00 -GO -00 0 2.20 0 

13 2.16 00 -00 -00 0 2.36 0 

1^1 2.06 2.03 0 -0.897 0 2.43 0 

I** 2.08 1.176 0 -0.840 0 2.42 0 

15i 2.04 O.885 -O.1492 -O.538 0.0074 2.44 0.00303 

iSo 2.05 0.720 -0.122 -O.475 0.041 2.43 O.OI687 

I6l 2.02 O.850 -0.286 -0.415 0.0085 2.47 0.00344 

16O 2.03 0.612 -O.IO3 -0.206 0.116 2.45 0.0473 

17! 2.02 1.10 0 -O.982 0 2.47 0 

170 2.03 0.760 0 -O.68O 0.025 2.45 0.0102 

18, 2.04 0.846 Ü -0.685 0.0078 2.44 0.0032 

l8o 2.05 0.551 0 -O.672 0.150 2.43 0.0617 

2.07 0.841 0 -0.671 0.0105 2.42 0.00434 

191 2.09 0.605 0 -O.763 0.1002 2.41 0.0416 

20° 2.16 0.805 0 -0.555 0.0138 2   35 O.OO586 
21 2.38 0.653 0 -0.512 0.0157 2.20 0.00714 
22 2.95 0.529 0 -0.540 0.101 1.80 0.0560 
23i 3.62 0.fö8 -0.572 -O.635 0.0646 1.50 0.04307 
23o 3.97 0.688 -0.532 -0.635 0.00266 1.39 0.001911 
8I4 3.80 1.435 -0.967 -1.00 0 1.45 0 

^0 4.22 O.696 -0.50 -0.975 0.00226 

Fig. 

1.31 

Fig. 
3.1 

0.001723 

3.2 to   3.6 
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TABLE  3«^ 

SAMPLE PROBLEM 

EX EM m V 0x Vo ( V V ^(o) h 

H 3.02 0.0469 9300 0.620 0.235 0.0323 0.000356 

lo 3.03 0.0469 11400 0.760 0.440 0.0886 0.001828 
21 3.03 0.04b9 9750 0.650 0.275 0.0420 0.000541 

2o 3.05 0.0469 7450 0.497 0.120 0.0056 0.000031 

3i 3.06 0.0469 4000 0.267 0.019 0 0 

3o 3.08 0.0469 -1000 0 0 0 0 
h 3.16 0.1406 -38OO 0 0 0 0 

5 3.38 0.1406 -3500 0 0 0 0 
6 4.00 0.1875 4300 0.287 0.007 0 0 

h 4.85 0.0937 6300 0.420 0.015 0.0049 0.000006 

7o 5.07 0.0937 8800 0.587 0.067 0.0180 0.000113 

h 5.18 0.0703 6000 0.400 0.009 0.0022 0.000001 

8o 5.45 0.0703 7600 0.507 0.027 0.0066 0.000012 

9i 4.97 0.1170 5600 0.373 0.007 0.0005 0.0000004 

9o 5.35 0.1170 9200 0.613 0.072 0.0065 0.000054 
10! 4.72 0.1562 8000 0.533 0.051 0.0196 0.000156 

10o 5.00 0.1562 9700 0.646 0.110 0.0410 0.000704 
11 3.96 O.3125 5600 0.373 0.018 0.0017 0.000009 
12 3.38 0.234 0 0 0 0 0 

13 3.16 0.234 0 0 0 0 0 

1*1 3.06 0.0782 2900 0.193 0.007 0 0 

l^o 3.08 O.O782 5000 0.333 0.032 0 0 

15i 3.04 0.0782 6700 0.447 0.^90 0.0030 0.000021 

ISo 3.05 0.0782 8200 0.547 0.160 0.0169 0.000211 

I6i 3.0^ O.0782 7000 0.467 0.105 0.0034 c.000027 
160 3.03 0.0782 9700 0.647 0.270 0.0473 0.000998 
17i 3.02 0.0625 5400 O.360 0.046 0 0 

17o 3.03 O.O625 7800 0.520 0.140 0.0102 O.OOOO89 
18! 3.04 0.0625 7000 0.466 0.100 0.0032 0.000020 

ISo 3.05 0.0625 10700 0.713 0.350 0.0617 0.001349 
19i 3.07 0.0625 7C0O 0.466 0.100 0.0043 0.000026 

19o 3.09 0.0625 9700 0.647 0.260 0.0416 0.000676 
20 3.16 0.1875 7200 0.480 0.100 0.0059 0.000110 
21 3.38 0.1875 8600 0.573 0.150 0.0071 0.000199 
22 3.95 0.250 9700 0.647 0.180 0.0560 0.002520 

23i 4.62 0.125 7000 0.466 0.030 0.0431 0.000161 

23o 4.97 0.125 6300 0.420 0.013 0.0019 0.000003 
24! 4.80 0.0937 3100 0.207 0.0005 0 0 

2*o 5.22 0.0937 6000 6.400 0.009 0.0017 0.000001 

Fig. 
3-9 •0 -    15,000 

1 - 0.010234 
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Fig.3.7     Sample prohlvm.  Wirn lending edge segment 
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4.       STRESS ANALYSIS METHODS 

4.1     INTRODUCTION 

The Importance,   In brittle material  design,   of detecting the maximum stresnes In a 
component,   regardless of how localized  they might be,   has alrerdy been emphasized,   sa 
has the corresponding need for a sophisticated stress analysis.     The limitations of con- 
ventional  analysis methods,   as used by stress  analysts and structural   designers,   has also 
been reviewed briefly In Section 2.       in the past the practice was  to supplement conven- 
tional  theory with local  correction factors determined by application of  the Theory of 
Elasticity.       The latter Is very powerful  where  It can be used,   but unfortunately Its 
applications   are limited,   by m .the-nail cal  complexity,   to applications of simple geometry. 
Fortunately,   the errors in the application of simple  theory are local  effects,   removed 
from the general   complexity of the structure,   and consequently elaatlc  theory Is,   In fact, 
very useful. 

In recent years a very powerful  stress  analysis method,   the finite element method,  has 
been evolved.     This  technique divides  the  structure into large numbers of  simple elements, 
each of which can be analyzed quite easily.     Coupling these elements  together,   with the 
requirements  of equilibrium and strain compatibility,   produces very large numbers of 
equations which must be  solved simultaneously  for the unknown dtresaeo or displacements. 
The modem computer has made the solution of such equations a practical  proposition.    The 
finite element method  offers the aoility  to handle very complex  -tructures  and  complex 
loading situations,   but it is not convenient for general  studies,   and  it does  require 
elaborate computational   equipment.     Fortunately,   the latter is now available at most 
organizations  conducting sophisticated  engineering work. 

In this  Section useful material  for the designer is presented on  both methodn  and  In 
both cases  the data is  oriented towards  the particular situations  expected   to occur in 
designing with brittle materials.    The   'corrected"  simple theory approach  lo Included 
for the benefit of organizations that do not possess  computational  equipment,   »md  also 
because  the method   is  particularly useful   for  preliminary design,   optimis'.atl on   studies, 
etc.     The  finite  element  approach is  included  because  it is a necessity for good  design 
with brittle  materials. 

4.2     CONVENTIONAL  STRESS  ANALYSIS  THEORY 

The engineer's  theory of bending,   which is  still   an important practical   tool   of  struc- 
tural  analysis  and  design,   is concerned with the prediction of stresses in  a structure, 
but under a number of very simplifying assumptions.     The principal   assumptions  are; 

a) Sections  through the  beam which are plane before  application of  the bending moment 
remain plane  as  the beam strains. 

b) The  structure  is of constant cross  section. 

c) The material  is Isotropie and elastic,   with direct proportionality between stress 
and strain. 

d) The structure  is  subjected to a constant bending moment along its length. 

In applications where these assumptions are  seriously violated,   the only  recourse,  prior 
to the advent  of the finite element methods of analysis which are  to be discussed later, 
was to use the  theory of elasticity.     While this theory produces accurate   results  it Is 
limited,  by mathematical  complexity,   to  situations  involving relatively simple geometry. 
Fortunately,   the assumptions made in the  engineer's  theory generally result In localized 
errors in the  stress distribution.    Practical  engineering practice  therefore uses elastic 
theory to examine these local effects,   which are  removed from the general  geometric 
complexity of  the structure,   and to produce correction factors to be applied  to the 
stresses predicted by simple theory.     The usefulness of this practice varies with applica- 
tion,   and in this sub-section as much assistance as possible will b« given in following 
the practice as  it applies  to anticipated brittle material airframe  components. 

As has been mentioned  elsewhere in this  Handbook,   brittle materials  will  probably be 
used in alrframe structures in relatively small  elements as a result of limitations 
Imposed by manufacturing methods.     Consequently,   the components are  likely  to be  rela- 
tively short compared with their cross-sectional dimensions.    The assumption that plane 
sections remain plane is  frequently violated  at  free  ends and a situation of particular 
significance in components Intended for elevated  temperature applications  results  from 
thermal  stress  effects.     Thermal  stresses  produced by  temperature gradients   through  the 
cross section of a beam produce a self-balancing system and their magnitudes  are easily 
calculated  from conditions of equilibrium and  the assumption of plane  sections.     However, 
these stresses must  reduce  the zero at a free end of the  beam,   even  though  the  temperature 
gradients do not.    As a result warpage of the beam cross  section occurs and   the  local 
stresses are  not predicted by simple  theory. 

During high  speed  flight aerodynamic heating conditions vary as velocity,   altitude,   and 
vehicle attitude vary.     In a typical beam-like  structural   component  temperature gradients 
will  be produced  throughout  the cross  section but,   assuming a constant cross  section, 
these gradients will  be cenctant at each station along the beam.     Thermal   stresses can be 
easily determined  as   already  discussed.     However,   brittle material   fompominta   are  likely 
to contain Integral   transverse ribs and  stiffening mombers,  and local   atti^hmenit lugn. 
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The Importance,  In brittle material design,  of detecting the maximum stresses In a 
component,  regardless of how localized they might be,  has already been emphasized,   as 
has the corresponding need for a sophisticated stress analysis.    The llmltationn of con- 
ventional  analysis methods,  as used by stress analysts and  structural  designers,  has also 
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been evolved.    This technique divides the structure Into large numbers of simple elements, 
each of which can be analyzed quite easily.    Coupling these   elements together,  with the 
requirements of equilibrium and strain compatibility,  produces very large numbers of 
equations which must be solved simultaneously for the unknown stresses or displacements. 
The modem computer has made the solution of such equations a practical proposition.    The 
finite clement method offers the ability to handle very complex structures and  complex 
loading situations,  but It is not convenient for general  studies,  and It does require 
elaborate computational  equipment.    Fortunately,   the latter is now available at most 
organizations conducting sophisticated englneerli g work. 

In this  Section useful material  for the designer is presented on both methods  and  In 
botn cases the data is oriented towards the particular situations expected to occur in 
designing with brittle materials.    The  'corrected"  simple thecry approach is Included 
for the benefit of organizations that do not possess  computational equipment,  and  also 
because the method is particularly useful for preliminary design,  optimization  studies, 
etc.    The finite element approach is Included because It is a necessity for good design 
with brittle materials. 

4.2    CONVENTIONAL  STRESS ANALYSIS THEORY 

The engineer's  theory of bending,  which Is still  an important practical  tool   of struc- 
tural analysis and design.   Is concerned with the prediction of stresses in a structure, 
but under a number of very simplifying assumptions.    The principal assumptions are: 

a) ooctlons through the  beam which are plane before application of the bending moment 
remain plane as the beam strains. 

b) The structure is of constant cross section. 

c) The material is Isotropie and elastic,  with direct proportionality between stress 
and strain. 

d) The structure is subjected to a constant bending moment along Its length. 

In applications where these assumptions are seriously violated,  the only recourse,  irior 
to the advent of the finite element methods of analysis which are to be discussed later, 
was to use the theory of elasticity.    While this theory produces accurate results  it la 
limited, by mathematical complexity,  to situations involving relatively simple geometry. 
Fortunately,  the assumptions made in the engineer's theory generally result in localized 
errors in the stress distribution.    Practical engineering practice therefore uses elastic 
theory to examine these local effects, which are removed from the general gsemetrlc 
complexity of the structure,   and to produce correction factors to be applied to the 
stresses predicted by simple theory.    The usefulness of this practice varies with applica- 
tion,  and in this sub-section as much assistance as possible will be given in following 
the practice as It applies to anticipated brittle material alrframe components. 

As has been mentioned elsewhere in this Handbook,  brittle materials will probably be 
usad in airfraue structures In relatively small elements as u result of limitations 
Imposed by manufacturing methods.    Consequently,   the components are likely to be rela- 
tively short compared with their cross-sectional dimensions.    The assumption that plane 
sections remair plane is frequently violated at free ends and a situation of particular 
significance in components  intended for elevated  temperature applications  results  from 
thermal  stress effects.     Thermal  stresses produced by temperature gradients through  the 
cross  sectioi. of a beam produce a self-balancing system and their magnitudes are easily 
calculated from conditions of equillh -'urn and the assumption of plane sections.     However, 
thet-e  stresses must reduce  the zero a^ a free end of the beam,  even though the  temperature 
gradients do not.    As a result warpage of the beam cross  section occurs and the local 
stresses are not predicted  by simple theory. 

During high speed flight aerodynamic heating conditions vary a.s velocity,   altitude,   and 
vehicle attitude vary.     In a typical beam-like  structural   component temperature gradients 
will  be produced  throughout  the cross section 'out,   assuming a constant cross sectio.i, 
these gradients will  be constant at each station along the beam.    Thermal  stresses  can be 
easily determined  as already discussed.    However,  brittle material  components are likely 
to contain Integral   transverse ribs and stiffening members,   and local  attachment lugs. 
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«11 of which represent heat sinks which disturb the general  tumperatuu-e distribution. 
Discontinuities in temperature may also be produced where adjacent componenta overlap, 
so that part of each component is shielded from direct exposure to aerodynamic heat. 
Thia situation occurs,  for instance,   in ceramic heat shields the edger or which overlap 
to produce a seal, while still accommodating thermal expansion. 

These discontinuities in temperature may also produce cross-section warpige and hence 
violation of assumption (a),   and local  stresses not computed by simple  theory. 

Another Important temperature discontinuity effect which can be anticipated In corumic 
components,  will occur where Integral lugs are provided on surface structures,  ittoh as 
heat shields,   for attachment to the sub-structure.    Such lugs provide a local heat uink 
which produces radial temperature gradients in the surface structure during transient 
heating phases of flight. 

One other important situation in which accurate stresses are not predicted hy Dimple 
bending theory occurs in the region of concentrated loads.    In ceramic alrfram'j (.•omponontii 
these situations will occur where such components are attached to  the sub-structure and 
where provision is made for attachment of adjacent structural elements.    Provlr.ion for 
attachment of a ceramic component will generally be made by some type of lug.  Integral 
with the component.    With this arrangement the load is introduced more or less at a pj.lnt 
and the distribution does not match the normal distribution of shear across the section 
of the beam.    Readjustment of the shear distribution occurs with local  modification of 
the bending stresses. 

A similar situation occurs in plate-like surface structures,   subjected to aerodynamlc 
pressure loadings and attached to the sub-structure at local points. 

Appropriate methods of load introduction into a ceramic component include integral 
stiffeners across the beam,  reinforced and unrelnforced holes in the beam with pins,  load 
pads on the beam caps,  etc.    Since none of these arrangements introduce shear in accord- 
ance with the requirements of the plane strain assumption,  local   "correction" stresses 
are created.    Typical quantitative data is given later. 

Similarly,  the introduction of concentrated loads into surface structures will   be made 
either by integral supports,  or holes will be provided for a mechanical attachment. 

The second assumption, of a constant cross-section, will be violated in many applica- 
tions.    Gradual changes in cross-section,  such as are produced by the typical taper in 
wings, fuselages, etc., are not significant in disturbing the stress distribution pre- 
dicted by simple theory,  but significant effects will result from abrupt and local 
cross-sectional changes caused by Integra1, ribs,  stiffeners,  loid application members, 
holes,  cutouts,  etc.    Such effects will require the use of fillets which will  reduce but 
not eliminate the resulting stress peaks. 

(The effects  resulting from an abrupt change of cross-section are gentsrally very localized 
and can be treated reasonably well by studying stress concentration effects using the 
theory of elasticity.    Data convenient for the design of brittle ntructuros Is given 
later. 

Assumption (c) is not a cause for corrective factors in brittle mHt»srinl ntructures. 
The materials are likely to be very elastic and Isotropie, perhaps to ■ gruatur degree 
than typical metallic materials, and so the assumption is valid. 

Assumption  (d) is generally valid in determining the stresses at a given crons-soction. 
Neglect of the rate of change of bending moment implies neglect of shear and for ceramic 
materials the deflections and deformations due to shear are likely to bo very small 
compared with deflections due to bending.    An exception may occur in beanm which are very 
short compared with cross-sectional dimensions; say less than twice the major cross- 
sectional dimension.    Corrections for this effect are chiefly corrections to deflections; 
the stress modifications due to a short beam are primarily those dua to and effects and 
concentrated load application,  and are covered under assumption (a) . 

In the following sub-section all of the above  "correc ion" effects are re-examined 
quantitatively and, where possible,  useful numerical data,  is given.    This datt  la 
generally limited to simple geometric situations since it has its basis in elastic  theory. 
Where,  as a consequence, it cannot be used directly, however,  it may still be useful as 
a guide.    Much of the data presented is taken from the literature but with modifications 
and extension *o make it more convenient for the needs of the designer working with 
brittle materials. 

4.3    CORRECTIONS TO BENDING THEORY 

a)  End Effects from Thermal  Stresses 

This problem is one of a broad class of problems,  often referred  to as  "shear lag" 
problems,  which are concerned with the diffusion of stresses from material which ends,  at 
some station,   as a free edge.    The shear lag problem is typically encountered in airframe 
shell  structures where wing surfaces are cut for engines,   landing gear or the fuselage, 
and where fuselage surfaces are cut for doors,  windows,  etc.    In these cases the usual 
construction is thin sheet with longitudinal  stiffeners.    A useful general  study can be 
made by treating the problem as a two-dimensional flat plate problem tnd studying the 
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diffusion of stress from the cut stlffeners and sheet Into the continuous stlffeners and 
sheet. Typical examples are given in Reference 4,1, and useful generalized charts for 
the design of structures on this simplified basis, are given in Reference k.2. 

More generally the brittle material components of interest will not be flat (e.g. 
leading edge segments) and the modified thermal stress distribution due to free ends 
becomes a complex function of geometry. Such a case is not treatable in generalized 
design chart nor can such a problem even be solved by other than finite element analysis. 
Even the solution of the problem for very simple geometric shapes is extremely difficult 
and has only been accomplished for a few specific stress distributions. 

Reference 4.3 studies the problem of rectangular strips subjected to a self-balancing 
axial stress distribution applied at the free ends. Two stress distributions across the 
width of the strip, are given. These results can be used to determine the stresses near 
the ends of a rectangular strip subjected to two particular temperature distributions. 
Since, despite their limited scope, such data may provide useful guidance in more complex 
situations, the information is given in Figures 4.1 and 4.3. Similar results are given 
for a solid cylinder (based on Reference 4.4) in Figure 4.3.  Figure 4.4 gives the 
thermal stresses in a longitudinally stiffened plate with free ends, and is appropriate 
for small stiffened surface panels, which may form an application for refractory non- 
metallic materials in very high temperature structures. The case given Involves the 
minimum of only three stlffeners. Figures 4,1 and 4,2 represent the other extreme since 
they can apply to the case of an Infinite number of stlffeners. 

It is important to note, for design purposes, that at no point, for the cases given, 
do the stresses exceed the values that would be calculated by simple theory, for stations 
distant from the free end. However, the generality of this statement for other tempera- 
ture distributions and for much more complex shapes, is not known. 

b) Temperature Discontinuities 

Again this problem is very dependent on geometry so that the 
available are those concerned with simple geometric shapes. Even 
complex. Solutions for a rectangular strip have been developed in 
useful design curves are given in Figure 4.5.  More complex terape 
obtained by superposition. The stresses shown are for conditions 
priate to a very thin strip.  For the plane strain case the values 
by 1/(1-M). Note also that the stresses are reduced as the tempe 
approaches the free edge. Typically the levels are reduced about 
the x and y axes is at a distance ol 0.4b from the free edge. 

only general solutions 
so the analysis is very 
Reference 4.5 and some 

rature effects may be 
of plane stress, appro- 
should be multiplied 

rature discontinuity 
30?6 when the origin of 

Figure 4.6 gives thermal stresses in a plate, such as might arise locally in plate- 
like ceramic surface structures due to attachment to a cool substructure. Such an attach- 
ment represents a heat sink which produces a reduced temperature in the plate at the point 
of attachment. Conduction in the plate then produces temperature gradients radially 
from the attachment point. Since the attachment represents a "cold" spot, these temper- 
ature gradients will produce tensile thermal stresses. 

Figure 4.6 gives data for three cases of practical Interest. Case 1 is a hole in a 
plate where the edge of tie hole, of radius a, is maintained at temperature AT below the 
temperature of the plate. This case simulates the situation when the plate is attached 
by a metal bolt, or other mechanical fastening. 

Case 3 assumes, on the other hand, that the attachment is made through a ceramic post, 
fabricated integrally with the panel. The post is of radius a, and is held at a temper- 
ature /\T below the panel. In this case the Integral post applies constraints to the 
thermal deformations which modify the thermal stresses. 

Case 2 assumes a uniform thickness plate, without a hole or post and might represent 
a clamped or brazed attachment. 

c) Concentrated Loads 

At the point where concentrated loads are applied to a beam,disturbances in the 
"simple" stress distribution occur if the load is not applied in a manner which matches 
the internal distribution of shear in the beam. In general this will not be the casej 
the distribution of the applied load will be dependent on the geometry and stiffness of 
the local structure through which the load is transmitted and of the local geometry of 
the beam. This dependence on geometry again prevents simple or general solutions but 
results for some specific simple cares are given in Figures 4.7 through 4.10. These 
cases have been selected as representative of practical methods of introducing loads 
into beams or plates. 

Figure h.J  gives the local stresses in a simple rectangular cross-section beam near 
a concentrated load applied to the upper surface.  These local stresses are tr  be added 
to the bending stresses calculated by simple theory. Figure 4.7 is based on results 
given in Reference 4.6.  It should be noted that these local stresses are negligible at 
a distance from the point of load application equal to the depth of the beam. 

Figure 4.7 assumes the load applied at an Infinltesimally small point so that 
immediately under the load the stresses are Infinite.  In fact, such stresses are modified 
by local deformations of the beam surface and the surface of the load application device, 

■ 
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so that the contact area Is, in fact, finite. Figure 4.8 gives local stresses Immediately 
under the load and should be used instead of Figure 4.7 for distances of approximately 
26. Figure 4.8 Is based on data given In Reference 4.6. 

Figure 4.9 gives the local stresses, to be superimposed on stressed calculated from 
simple theory, if the load is applied at a hole, typical*of a mechanical attachment. 
Figure 4.9 is calculated using a stress function given in Reference 4.6 end assumen an 
infinite plate. Its application to a beam having finite boundaries will therefore intro- 
duce errors unless, a. Is typically the care, the hole is small compared with the beam 
depth. 

Again Figure 4.9 gives infinite stresses immediately under th) load because It asnumes 
a zero area of contact. Corrections can be obtained from Figure 4.8 for the effect of a 
pin of finite size, used to apply the load. In the preparation of Figure 4.8, it Is 
assumed that the pin will normally be a reasonably close fit», In the ho. u, although not a 
perfect fit. Accordingly, Figure 4.9 is conveniently expressed In terms of the tolerance 
between the hole and pin diameters. 

In ceramic structures integral lugs may be provided for load application to a beam 
and Figure 4.10 gives local stresses to be superimposed on bending stresses calculated by 
simple theory, where this is the case. Again Figure 4.10, (based on relationships given 
in Reference 4.6) is given for an infinite plate and is therefore most appropriate when 
the lug is remote from the boundaries of the beam. The relationships given in Figure 4.10 
are also determined for a point load and accordingly approach infinity as the radius r 
approaches zero. It is therefore recommended that the minimum value of r be the radius 
of the load application lug. Very local effects due to the sudden change of cross-section 
at such a lug are not known. 

The use of ceramic materials in plate-like surface structures, as heat shields, has 
been mentioned. Such structural elements will be subject to normal pressure loadings, 
and will probably be attached to the substructure by Integral lugs, located at discreet 
points. Su:h lugs Introduce concentrated reactions normal to the plate surface. Analyti- 
cal expressions for a large number of cases of plates under normal loading are given in 
Reference 4.7. A case which, it is believed, will have general application to ceramic 
surface structures has been evaluated numerically and the results are given in Figure 4.11. 

Figure 4,11 gives bending moments for a circular plate under pressure on a central 
support. The material is assumed to have a.  n   of 0.3 and it is further assumed that 
the diameter of the support is small compared with the diameter of the plate, (b < .05a) 
It is believed, without proof, that this data should give approximate results for the 
bending moments near supports for a large plate on many supports. 

d) Stress Concentrations at Changes of Cross-Section 

Typical stress concentration factor data for notches and fillets in flat and round 
bars, subject to ixial load and moment, are given in Figures 4.1 through 4.16.  These 
figures are arranged with a basic chart (Figure 4.1) appropriate to small notches and 
fillets, supplemented by additional corroctions factors for large and deep notches and 
fillets and also for elliptical fillets. The data have been a-isembled based on 
Reference 4.2. 

Details of the stress distributions at fillets, such as are required for failure 
probability assessment, are not given, but appropriate data in  given in Section 7. 

Figures 4.16 through 4.19 give data on the effects of holes and the material is 
sufficiently general to cover the effect of hole reinforcement, the effect of hole shape 
and ehe effect of an adjacent boundary. The method of using the curves is self-evident. 
Data for these curves have been taken from Reference 4.2. 

Figures 4.?0 and 4.21 give data useful in the design of tension fittings, while 
Figure 4.22 give ttress concentration data for the design of tension lugs. Such lugs 
are shown on Figur« 4.22 in two forms; with a square end, which is form used for the 
analytical and experimental work on which tht. figure is based, and with a round end, 
which is the lorm generally encountered in practice. Reference 4.8 indicates little 
difference in maximum lug stresses, between these two forms. Note that Figure 4.22, 
which is based on Reference 4.8, includes borne effect of clearance between pin and hole. 
Reference 4.8 indicates that clearance has little effect on the stress at the side of 
the hole for d/D < 0.5 but that the effects of clearance are important when d/D > 0.5 and 
for maximum stresses at all values of d/D. Data for d/D > 0.5 is limited and Figure 4.22 
should be connldert-d as indicating trends. 

4,4  FINITE ELEMENT METHODS OF STRESS ANALYSIS 

4.4.1  General Concepts 

The finite element analysis technique Is a sophisticated numerical method which permits 
the generation of approximate solutions for the deformation, internal loading and other 
behavioral characteristics of complex structures under a variety of external loading or 
stimuli.  Tn employing finite element methods, the geometry of the actual physical struc- 
ture under consideration, which may be either i continuous system or a combination of 
discrete components, is mathematically approximated by replacing It with a large number 
of  Interconnected structural elements with simple geometric forms.  Examples of such 
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eletnentn are flat or curved plates of quadrilateral or triangular shape,  beuns,  bars, 
(.'onloal or cylindrical rings and solid parallellplpeds.    For these elements energy 
principles are used to determine approximate numerical  relationshipn between elemental 
boundary forces and specified nodal displacements.    These relationships, which are usually 
derived  through the use of assumed forms of stress and/or displacement distributions 
within thi' individual elements,  are expressed as stiffness,  flexibility, moss and loading 
matrlctn,    Through imposition of interelement compatibility and equilibrium conditions, 
bohnviorsl  mntrlces for the total  structural  syatem are generated by simple linear 
comblnii-lve uunembly of the individual  elemental matrices.    After specification of the 
iitnu-tural   boundary conditions and applied loads,  the characteristic structural  stiffness 
or flexibility matrix can be solved directly using matrix algebra for the unknown displace- 
mento or forces on the element boundarlen.    once the element edge displacements or forces 
are obtained,  use of the a sumed distribution polynomials for displacements or forces in 
the  Interior of the elements allows the calculation of stress and strain magnitudes 
through application of the material  strain-displacement and stress-strain laws.    Thus, 
the finite element technique allows complex structural analysis problems to be solved by 
providing an approximation to the actual  structural geometry and utilizing piece-Wise 
continuous approximations to the  forces,   displacements,   stresses and  strains in the 
model.    The accuracy of the solutions obtained from a finite element analysis is a 
function of level of sophistication of the assumed element behavior and the degree to 
which interelement compatibility and equilibrium conditions are capable of satisfaction 
with this given element behavior.    In theory as the element is reduced to infinitesimal 
size,  the idealized model approaches the actual structure and solutions become exact. 

In essence  two parallel or related methods are currently usod for finite element 
analysis—the  force and displacement formulations.    In the force or flexibility method, 
Interelement forces are the unknowns,  and  the basic building blocks are element flexibility 
matrices.    A master set of campatibllity equations is assembled using equilibrium condi- 
tions.    The displacement or stiffness method uses elemental  stiffness matrices.    These 
are assembled,  using compatltility conditions.  Into a set of equilibrium equations which 
are then solved for the unknown displacements.    Although both approaches have been used 
for the development of structural analysis programs,  the range of elements available in 
force method programs is relatively limited and does not extend to the types of solid 
elements required for brittle material work. 

The principal  features of the finite element method of stress analysis,  and particularly 
the displacement approach.  Include its versatility with respect to practical structures 
with complex geometry and complex,  multiple loading conditions, and its amenability to 
development In the form of a highly automated computer program. 

The input data to such a program consists simply of a geometric description of the 
structure,   the material properties,   specified loads,  and a definition of the elements 
which constitute the analytical model.    This information is directly referred to the 
portion of the program containing the library of finite element formulations, which must 
contain a sufficient number of different, types of elenu   ia to properly represent the range 
of situations encountered in the structure to be analyzed. 

Once the pertinent element formulations have been drawn from the library and numerically 
evaluated for each element of the structure under analysis,  the next operation is to 
develop and  solve the systems of equations which describe the behavior of the total 
structure.    The element formulations are combined in an automatic procedure to yield the 
desired equations and solution is accomplished through the use of the more efficient of 
the many mathematical subroutines available.    The displacements are solved for in this 
manner and then back substituted into the element formulations  to obtain the internal 
stress distribution. 

Typically  ehe printout of the solution consists of a list of the predicted displacements 
of the Joints which connect the elements,   the state of stress within each element,  and 
the reactions on the boundary of the structure.    Various checks are also built into the 
program and are printed out,  to assess the validity of the results.    Depending on the 
sophistication of the program it is possible to include the determination of principal 
stresses and to develop appropriate graphical output. 

4.4.2      General  Purpose and  Special  Purpose Programs 

Following the general lines described above finite element analysis programs have been 
developed both on a very large  scale,   Involving very broad  capabilities,   and BJ special 
programs of limited capability but with the ability to solve particular problems in the 
most expeditious manner.    There are many special purpose programs available or under 
development and a good review of these is given in Reference 4.9.    None of these seem to 
be particularly suitable for structures constructed from brittle materials however, 
because  the latter require  "three-dimensional" elements.    Typical  ceramic structural 
elements will  have relatively thick walls,   requiring consideration of stresses through 
the wall  thickness and  requiring in turn,   finite elements with this capability. 

Since a number of excellent general  purpose programs, with capabilities appropriate for 
the analysis of brittle material  structures,   are available any organization requiring 
the capability would be advised  to use one of these,   rather than to attempt to develop 
new,   special  purpose programs. 

Tne most Important advantages of a general  purpose program,  if an existing,   fully 
developed program Is ured,  lie in the many cpeclal features which are available,  and 
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which cannot be Justified In a special purpose program. For example, preprinted Input 
data forms, extensive Internal libraries of material property data, options for such 
things as transforming material axes to accommodate arbitrary axes of orthotropy, grid 
point axis transformations to account for Irregular boundary conditions, eccentric 
connection transformations for realistic modeling of frame Joints and shell stlffeners, 
etc. Additionally, special purpose programs frequently encounter difficulties such as 
machine storage capacity that must be avoided rather than summounted In view of the 
limited applicability of the program. 

General purpose programs also Justify adequate documentation, suitable for general 
usage, thus facilitating the training of personnel In program use. Efficiencies alao 
often result from the avoidance of manual transfer of data, with Its potential for 
errors, between special purpose or single step prograns. The Integration of heat conduc- 
tion and thermal stress analyses within a single program Is an example. 

On the other hand, special purpose programs which are developed for the analyslo of a 
very restricted class of problems will generally be much more efficient In operation 
than the Immensely sophisticated general purpose programs. This Increase In operational 
efficiency, which results from the elimination of logic and programming associated with 
the many options of the general purpose program, is only gained at the cost of the 
development effort of the superfast special program.  In deciding whether to use an 
existing program with its higher operational cost or to develop a special purpose 
program consideration must be given to the tradeoff between the factors of cost and 
time. If a great number of analyses of a limited class of structures is desired, the 
reduction In operating costs over a period will probably offset the expense of developing 
a relatively simple special program. If a more general capability is required, the most 
economical procedure would be to use one of the available existing general purpose 
programs with suitable finite elements in the library. 

4.4.3  Capabilities of Available General Purpose Finite Element Computer Programs 

In addition to special purpose finite element programs, there are presently available 
' a number of "general purpose" programs as well. General purpose being loosely defined 
as follows: 

a) A versatile finite element library. 

b) A complete set of element matrices to support each finite element representation. 

c) Large scale problem solving capability. 

d) Applicable to a wide variety of structural classes. 

e) Machine independent. 

f) Available computational procedures to support required analyses,1 .e.  displacement, 
stress,   stability,  vibration,  etc. 

g) User oriented,  as reflected by ease of input and  straight-forward interpretation 
of output. 

h)    Powerful matrix abstraction capability. 

A convenient summary of programs meeting aome or all  of these requirements is presented 
in Reference 4.10. 

The availability of general purpose programs suitable for the analysis of brittle 
material  structures,  which inherently exhibit three-dimensional  states of stress,   is 
limited.    Three of the programs which are available  (either free upon request or by 
purchase)  are as follows: 

NASTRAN      -    NASA General Purpose Program for Structural Analysis 
MAGIC -    Matrix Analysis via Generative and Interpretive  Computations 
ASKA -    Automatic  System for Kinematic Analysis 

These three programs are described briefly below.    The selection of a program for 
Implementation as a permanent structural  analysis  capability requires a detailed 
examination of the characteristics and features of the available programs with renpect 
to the total analysis  requirements and  the available computer facilities.     It is not 
appropriate to include«in a handbook sufficient Information for this purpose,   but 
appropriate references are given. 

NASTRAN 

NASTRAN is described  in detail  in Reference 4.11.     It is a large  scale  structural 
analysis program developed  for the NASA,  with great versatility and  fxexlbllity.     It is 
capable of carrying out analyses of tue static  response   to concentrated  and distributed 
loads,  to thermal  expansion,   and  enforced deformation.     It will also carry out an elastic 
stability analysis,   and  analysis of dynamic   response to transient loads,   steals   state 
sinusoidal  loads  and  random excitation.     It will  determine real and  complex eigenvalues 
for use in vibration analysis and flutter,   and it will  conduct a dynamic  stability analysis. 



Limitations on the size of problem are only those Imposed by running time anJ by the 
ultimate capacity of auxiliary storage devices.    It is not bounded by core Gize. 

The finite elements included in the program are rods,  beama,   shear panels,  triangular 
and quadrilateral plates with both membrane and bending stlffnesß and unisotroplc 
material properties,  conical  shell elanents,doubly curved axiFymmetrlc uhall elements 
and triangular and trapezoidal cross-section ring elements.    Apart from the triangular 
and  trapezoidal  ring elements,   these elementr. are not particularly suitable for analysia 
of thick walled,  ceramic structures.    However,  NASTRAN Is designed  so thut other elements 
can be Incorporated and element derivations for elements more  suited to brittle material 
structures are available in the literature.    They will  be discussed later.    Actual 
experience with NAC'RAN has  shown that the incorporation of new eltments Is,  in fact, 
quite difficult. 

NASTRM is designed for use with essentially any computer.     It li a modular program 
ro that it may be updated by revamping within a module without modifying external  appear- 
ance.     It ie, in fact.   Intended by NASA to update the capability periodically. 

rhe  program Is designed with nlmple Input deck preparation and  to minimize chanceis for 
human error In problem preparation.    For the same reasons the need for manual intervention 
during program execution has been minimized. 

The program contains a curve plotter routine that will generate graphs of response 
quantltlep as functions of frequency or time,  as appropriate.    Vhe plotter Includes 
logarithmic  scales and will   provide titles,  axis labeling,  etc. 

Structure plotting is  also available as an aid  to vlsur.llzing the shaper. of geometric- 
ally complex structures,  the buckling and vibration modes,  deflected structural  ehapes, 
etc.    These plots can be presented  in orthographic,  perspective or stereoscopic projection. 

The program also has restart capability,  essential  for the economic running of large 
prnblems,   and all  aspects are well  documented for maximum visibility. 

IJASTRAN 1c  coded completely In double precision with the exception of element stress 
Dolculatlonu.    This feature,  although designed to minimize errors associated with round- 
off,  etc.,  has In some cases led to unnecessarily long execution times,  especially on 
omputors where double precision is not required. 

In addition,  the lack of a complete finite element library (no solid elements)  as well 
as the lack of a complete library of element matrices  (work equivalent pressure loads, 
fl exural  thermal load matrices) have limited the programs use in some cases. 

NASTRAN la available for purchase,  along with appropriate documentation from Computer 
Software Management and Infomatlon Center (COSMIC).   University of Georgia. 

MAGIC 

The MAGIC System for Structural Analysis Is described in detail in References 4.12, 
4.13 and 4.14.    The MAGIC System and NASTRAN are similar in many respects so that this 
discussion will be concerned primarily with the differences.    MAGIC is generally similar 
in size and scope to NASTRAN but with,  on the one hand,   a more sophisticated set of 
finite element representations and on the other somewhat less versatility ir the area 
of forced dynamic response calculations.    As with NASTRAN,  KAGIC is under continuing 
development. 

The elements presently included in MAGIC II are the frame element,  axial force member, 
quadrilateral  shear panel,  companion interelement compatible quadrilateral and tri- 
angular thin shell elements of zero curvature,  triangular croBs-sectioning,  trapezoidal 
cross-section ring and core element,   doubly curved toroidal  thin shell ring and shell 
cap element.     In addition,  a quadrilateral and triangular plate element along with an 
Incremental frame element are included primarily for the performance of instability 
analyses. 

Of most Importance, however,   are Urn nolld eloments avallabl«   in advanced versions of 
the MAGIC System.    These Include  the  tetrahedron,   mctangular prism,   triangular prism 
and symmetric  triangular priom.     A triangular crosn-uectlon ring which accommodates 
asymmetric loading on axlnymmetrl ■'  thick  wallod otruuturen  Is  also available. 

Included with each t'lnltu fliimnnt,  I'^prmiunt atl m nrv  t-lement matrices for stiffness, 
ctress,   themul  atreou,  prentm I ii   IHM I,   dl r.t.n imti'.l mnrhanlcal   load   (pressure), 
Incremental  itifflMM und  conilitsnt mm», 

Tne  compuuitl oii'il   pro''.luv,     iv i! I'iM <■   I nun   Uin  MAiiM'  .'..vutem  Include  linearly elastic 
displacement,   isr.run.i,   tliHrmal   .tru  ,i,   lw|i,ii  and without  condensation),   prercrlbed 
displacement.",   :;t'iMilty  nrH   v I M-n i I c-n   PUI'II.VMU.I    with  and   without  condensation). 

For very large iiralo anal yuan  Invnivltig m»ny  Uiuunandu of degroes-of-freedom,   the 
powerful   rn'itrl <   'iK t.n   t t ,.n     'i|i'ili I I I i y   ■r.'ill'iMn wl Mi  the   »yntem provides for static 
and dynamic  su^atructurlrm' ait wall.     H w r,   iwn'lem ol.-.e Is limited only by computer 
running  time and the   'HimP/ ot  'U-llltry  Hturagt dtvlcea. 
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MAOIC was  deaigned to be machine Independent   («loded exclusively In. FORTRAN IV)  and Is 
modular In nature.     Additional elements and new computational  procedureo  are easily 
incorporated ao required. 

The  nyntem is also designed to be user oriented.    Preprinted input data forms are an 
ingegral  part of the system,    nutput is  designed  to be easily interpretable by the 
analyst.    Tncludfid  an output aro dirplacemento,   clement forces,   element  stress,   and 
system reactions. 

Many  supplementary convenience features are incorporated.    Orid points may be input in 
rectangula      cylindrical or spherical  coordinate  systems.    Internally generated trans- 
formations  are Included  for grid point axes,   material   axes,   stress  axes,   eccentric 
connections  for shell   stiffeners,   element matrix repeat, etc. 

Selected double precision is used as a basin for coding the MAGIC System.     The program 
is available free upon  request from the Air Force  Flight Dynamics Laboratory,   Wright- 
Patterson AFB,   Ohio. 

ASKA 

ASKA   (Reference ^.15)   is again similar to NASTRAN 'n its scope and versatiblity but has 
the advantage of a very large number of available elements and a capability for sub- 
structurinR.     It is based on the matrix displacement method,   is modularized by systematic 
growth,   and  In addition  to the usual  static  straüs and deformation analysis undtr loads 
and temperatures it will  analyze for instability,   plasticity,   large displacement effects, 
modüfi  and I'requoncies and transient response due to arbitrary time dependent loads,  both 
for damped  and und'unped  structures. 

As with the other programs mentioned ASKA Is problem oriented to relieve the  engineer 
of unnecessary detail  and in particular built in checking procedures  are provided for 
input data.     The program does not  stop  at  the first error found but tries  to clarify as 
much M possible per run,  with automatic  termination if the remaining calculations would 
be meaningless. 

The  substructuring capability pemlts very large problem:-,  to be attacked by solving 
ortions of  the structure Individually,   under boundary loads and  coupling stiffnesses, 

and iterating until  the  boundary conditions  of adjacent substructures are compatible. 
Problems with 9000 unknowns have been solved. 

The  elenant library of ASKA Involves,   in addition to the usual  simple elements,   families 
of ring elements,  membrane shell elements for axisymmetric bodies,   three-dimensional 
sector elements for analysis of problems with axisymmetric geometry but unsymmetric 
loading,  and  threr'-dlmenslonal  elements with  straight and curved edges,   etc.     The term 
families refers to  the  fact that the elements  are available with both linear and higher 
order strain  assumptions,  the latter leading to improved accuracy  (with an increase in 
complexity    and to a much better smoothing of  stresses from element to element. 

4,4.4      Elements for Analysis of Brittle Material Structures 

Since brittle material  structures are expected  to Involve relatively thick-walled 
components,   in contrast to the thin shells of metallic construction,   it will be necessary 
to conrider three-dimensional  stress states  and to do this with finite element computer 
programs requires   "solid  elements".    It must be noted,  however,   that analysis using 
three-dimensional  finite elements is relatively costly in comparison with analysis using 
the more customary one and two-dimensional  finite elements.    The preparation of input 
data and the interpretation of results are substantially more complex  for three- 
dimensional  problems and,  because  the number of degrees of freedom is generally greater, 
so is  the computational  effort.    A number of  solid  elements suitable for this purpose 
are available,   and  are,   or shortly will be.   operational with the MAOIC and ASKA general 
purpose programs.     Typical of these are  the rectangular prism,   tetrahedron,   triangular 
prism and the triangular cross-section ring.     These are shown in Figure 4.23 and 
derivations  can be  found In References 4.16,   4.17 and 4.18,   respectively. 

The rectangular prism element can be used in conjunction with the tetrahedron and 
triangular prism elements for the  analysis of arbitrary solid geometries or it can be 
used with plate elements for built-up  regions.     In the reference given the prism is 
mathematically discretized into a finite number of displacement degrees of freedom by 
the   issumption of displacement mode  shapen.     For the rectangular prism element the 
assumed  displacement function.-  satisfy the requirements of displacement continuity along 
interelement  boundaries  and they reiuire that  the edges of the prism remain linear in 
defomation.     As a   jonsequence the  element cannot bend under any conditions.     The assumed 
functions also lead  to  a total  of 24 displacement degrees of freedom for the  element 
representation.    Linear elastic material behavior is assumed,  with a capability for 
orthotroplc material behavior.    Stress behavior is defined by three direct  stresses 
and three shear stresses calculated at the centroid of the element. 

The tet/ahedrr-  element is used with the  rectangular prism for the idealization of 
solids of arbitrary configuration,   in regions of irregularities.     Capabilities  also exist 
to assemble  three tetrahedrons Into a triangular prism element,   automatically in some 
progmns.     A  considerable reduction in input is  realized,  leading to  a  jorresponding 
reduction  In  the  possibility of Input error when  iarge  scale  analyses  are  performed.    A 
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linear polynomial mode ohape la aßuumed for each of the three displacement functions 
loading to 12 coefflcienta for the element,  correnpondlng to three translatlonal  degreeo 
of freedom at each of the four vertlcttj.    Interelement continuity in displacement la 
satisfied and duo to the acsumption of linear edge displacements the edges of the tetra- 
hedron remain linear in deformation.    Linear elaatlc orthotropic material  behavior is 
asoumed.    Due to the displacement aaoumptions a state of constant strain exists throughout 
the element.    Three direct stresses and three shear stresoes,  calculated at the element 
centroid,  define the stress behavior. 

Oenerally similar coiiunents apply to the axisymmetric triangular cross-section ring, 
which is presently available with axisymmetric loading. 

All of the above element formulations assume linear edge displacement.     Greater accuracy 
and  smoother stress-distributions can be obtained with solid elements involving higher 
order strain assumptions,   end better matching of geometry with fewer elements can be 
obtained with elements having curved edges.    Such sophisticated elements are described in 
Ruference '*.16. 

At the present time a further extension of the above concept is underway,  although so 
far as Is known,  in not yet generally available.    It can be demonstrated  that generally, 
for a given total number of degrees of freedom within a structure,  accuracy Is increased 
for larger elements with a groator number of degrees of freedom.    In order to take 
advantage of this  feature without losing an Important advantage of finite ele.'ir'nt methods, 
tholr ability to model complex geometry, isoparametric elements are being developed. 
These are elements with uurvod  aides which can be adjusted to match geometric boundaries. 
While such elements are complex mathematically,  and require numerical integration to 
develop the element propertlec,   the complexities are not apparent to thj user.    In fact 
the data preparation task is reduced by the fewer number of elements required for a given 
problem. 
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Fig.4.1    Thermal stresses near the end of a rectangular strip 
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Fig.4.2     Thermal stresses near the end of a rectangular strip 
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Pig.4.3    Thermal stresses near the end of a solid cylinder 



Fig.4.4    Thermal stresses in a stilTened plate 
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l'ig.4.5     Thermal stresses due to a temperature discontinuity     rectangular strip 
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liK.4 (•     Stress due to a cold spot in a plate 
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Fig.4.7     Local stresses due to a load applied at the surface of a beam 
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Fig.4.8     Local stresses at point of load application 
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Fig.4.9(a)    Local stresses due to a load applied at a hole 
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Fiii.4.()(h)    I iKiil stresses due to u load applied at a hole 
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Fig.4.10    Lot il stress due to a load applied at an integral lug 
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Fig.4.11    Hendlni inoinenli In prauure loaded plutc with concentrated reaction 
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Fig.4.12      Stress concentration factors for bars and plates with small notches and fillets 

Fig.4.13      Stress concentration factor corrections for large fillets 
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Fig.4.14      Stress concentration factor corrections for large grooves 
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Fig.4.15      Stress concentration factor corrections for elliptical fillets 
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Fig.4.16      Stress concentration factors for reinfo.ced holes - uniaxial stress 
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Fig.4.17      Stress concentration factors for reinforced holes -1:1 biaxial stress 
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Fig.4.18      Stress concentration factors for reinforced holes - 2:1 biaxial stress 
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Fig.4.19      Stress concentration correction factor for holes near a boundary 
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Fig.4.20      Streu concentration factor for "T" fitting 
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Fig.4.21      Stress concentration factor for "T" fitting 
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Fig.4,22       Stress concentration factors for lugs 
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Fig.4.23      "Solid" finite elements 
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5i       MATKRIAI,  CHARACTERISATION 

5.1 GENERAL 

In structural design with metallic materials, the designer has little difficulty in 
characterizing his materials or in determining mechanical and physical property data for 
design and analysis purposes. The situation is quite different with nonmetallic refrac- 
tory materials} the lack of ductility makes thece materials very sensitive to flaws, 
defects, structure, etc., which in turn makes them sensitivJ to every detail of the 
processing. As a reuult detailed standard specifications for ceramic materials are lack- 
ing, as are tables of mechanical and physical property data. In both cases the designer 
must, in general, develop his own. 

To assist in this task, this Section presents general, but quantitative data on the 
effect of various material characteristics and features on mechanical properties, such 
as for instance, the effects of porosity and grain size on strength. This Information 
should be useful in establishing the material characteristics required to achieve the 
most desirable properties.  Information is also given on the subject of characterization 
to assist the designer In preparing material specifications and in arranging process and 
quality controls. The subject of strength under complex stress states Is also covered, 
again without reference to specific materials, in view of Its Importance in stress 
analysis. 

While mechanical and physical property data on specific materials have been avoided, 
because of their dependence on the material manufacturing process, data can be found in 
the literature if very approximate values are needed for preliminary design. A good 
source of such data is Reference 5-1• Even in the earliest stages of design, however, 
consideration should be given to the statistical aspects of strength, see Sections 3 
and 6, and data for this purpose can rarely be found In the existing literature nor has 
it been possible to Include such information in this Section. 

5.2 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

5.2,1      Fracture Mechanisms 

The subject of fracture mechanisms in typical polycrystalllne ceramic materials was 
discussed briefly in Section 2 where it was stated that current fracture theories provide 
little quantitative data that will help  the designer select or develop  the best material 
for a particular application.    A certain amount of qualitative information exists,  how- 
ever,   together with a number of semi-empirical  relationships which show trends.    This 
data should help  the designer,   and accordingly a more detailed discussion of the  subject 
is presented here. 

It is well  for the designer and structures engineer to recognize at this point that 
the physical understanding and the theoretical treatment of fracture in brittle ceramic 
materials Is not,   at this  time,  in a very satisfactory state of development.    A lack of 
complete understanding and  analytical  treatment of all  of the phenomena associated with 
fracture is not surprising considering that Interest in the application of ceramic 
materials for structural purposes has been very limited.    What is discouraging,  however, 
to the practicing engineer,   is  the lack,   within the existing literature,   of any attempt 
to relate the various concepts and Incorporate them into a single rational  theory.     There 
Is,   for instance,   the Griffith theory which assumes cracks and flaws,  and predicts 
failure on the basis of energy unbalance.    Another approach assumes dislocations and 
other defects in the atomic  structure which move under applied stress until  stopped by 
obstructions wh. re the defects collect to form mlcrocracks.    In either case it is not 
clear what is happening at the crack tip,   to    ; use fracture.    Presumably,   the only action 
of a crack is  to concentrate the egresses,  but except for magnitude they are identical  to 
the stresses present in an uncracked piece of material acted upon by external loads. 

Elsewhere within the literature there are indications  that crack growth and fracture 
proceed when atomic bond  strength is reached at the crack tips but the relationship 
between this  concept and  the dislocation theory is obscure.    Similarly,   there is no 
indication whether the  atomic  bond  theory applies at grain boundaries in practical  poly- 
.•rystalline materials.    The literature also discusses many sources of mlcrocracks such 
as thermal  expansion differences between different material  phases,   anisotropic  thermal 
expansion within the  crystals of a polycrystalllne material,   surface damage due to 
abrasion,  etc.,   but again the  real mechanism of fracture which is implicit in the presence 
of a crack is not explained. 

In order to providu a framework for subsequent presentation of quantitative data on 
fracture,  some clarification of this situation is desirable and accordingly the following 
is offered.    Assume  that  the failure mechanism is  rupture of atomic bonds,   either within 
the crystal  structure or at grain boundaries,   in a polycrystalllne material.    Actual 
rupture is probably preceded by the movement of dislocations which in turn are caused by 
an excess or deficiency of atoms in the crystal,  structure,   or by the collection of point 
defects.    These defects move,   under stress,   until  stopped by some obstruction such as 
a grain boundary,   or another slip plane when they pile up until a crack is formed.     Cracks 
oan also be formed by mechanical  twinning,   at least in AlpOo  (Reference 5.2).     The crack, 
in  tum,   concentrates  the  stresses until  atomic bond breakage occurs and the crack 
propagates.    As the crack lengthens elastic strain energy in the surrounding material  is 
released,   and  is  absorbed by    he creation of new surfaces.    When the energy released  by 
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crack lengthening Is greater than the surface energy of the new crack surface3 formed, 
the  crack will propagate rapidly through the material  (Reference 5.3)  leading to complete 
failure.    Presumably either or both of the mechanisms of dislocation movement and atomic 
bond breakage may be acting at the crack tip since both are the consequence of stress 
and both will lead to crack growth.    Reference 5.2 states,  In contrast to the above,  that 
dislocations cannot move in a complete.,/ brittle material  so that whether dislocation 
movement or atomic bond rupture is eventually responsible for crack growth probably 
depends upon whether the material has a slight degree of plasticity;  another unresolved 
subject within the ceramic literature. 

Almost certainly,  the mechanisms described above occur first in areas of stress concen- 
tration within the materiel.    Among such areas of stress concentration are pores and 
voids,  flaws such as luck of bond between adjacent grain faces,  the presence of impurities 
and inclusions which in effect create pores and lack of bonding,   and surface irregulari- 
ties causing geometric stress concentrations. 

Sources of stress to cause crack growth and fracture,  include externally applied loads, 
internal temperature gradients,  localized thermal stresses due to thermal expansion 
differences between different phases in a multiphase material  (References 5.4 and 5.2), 
anisotropic thermal expansion with respect to crystallographic direction in a polycrystal- 
llne material   (Reference S-^)»  volumetric expansion due to phase change (References 5.^ 
and  5•2),  and  stresses at the surface due to machining operations  such as grinding 
(Reference 5.2). 

Superimposed on the above situation is a stress corrosion effect which is important in 
some ceramics  (References 5.5 and 5.^).    Water vapor within the atmosphere certainly 
causes crack growth and premature failure in aluminum oxide under sustained stress, 
(References 5.6,  5.7 and 5»8).    Some  references  (5-^)  indicate that the effect of water 
vapor on aluminum oxide does not occur in polycrystalllne material while, on the other 
hand,  experimental evidence of the effect on polycrystalllne alumina is given in 
Reference 5.8.    The actual mechanism does not seem to bi   tu derstood except that liquids 
may lower surface energy and hence lower strength (Rtf«renci 5.2).    Liquids may also, 
however,  have beneficial effects by rounding crack tips and hence increasing strength 
(Reference 5.2), 

5.2.2    Strength and Stiffnesf. of Ceramics 

Porosity,  grain size and the presence of flaws and microcracks are perhaps the most 
important factors affecting the strength of ceramir materials of a particular chemical 
composition.    Trace impurities are also important,  relative to their volume,  since they 
tend  to concentrate in grain boundaries where they create both defects and crack stopping 
mechanisms.    Stiffness is affected by porosity but not by grain size,   flaws,microcracks 
or grain boundary composition. 

5.2.2.1    Porosity,  Grain Size and Flaws 

Below 10% porosity, which is  the practical  range of interest,  approximations for 
elastic moduli  are given in Reference 5.2,   as follows: 

G/0o    «    1  -  15  (1   -    l»0)  P/(7 -  5    "o) 

K/KQ    -    1  -  3  (1  -    »0)  P/2     (1  - 2    v0) 

where Q      shear modulus,  K  -■    bulk modulus,   G0 and K0 are values at  zero porosity, 
v0  m Polsson's  ratio ^nd P ■  volume fraction of pores. 

The above  relationshipo are good for spherical poresj   the  reduction in stiffness could 
be increased by 50^! for nonopherical  pores  and uneven distribution of porosity. 

other expressions for the effect of porosity on elastic modulus  are given In Refer- 
ence  5.4,   as  follows: 

E      E0e"  1 (Reference  5.9 gives a value of 3.95 for Kj  for alumina) 

E  =  Er 1  + 
K2 P 

1 -  (Kp + 1)  P 

E =  Er (1 K3 P) 

where    E0 is   the modulus for a nonporous body,  P it the volume fraction porosity and K 
Is a material   constant. 

Reference 5.2 also gives an expression for the effect of temperature on Young's modulus 
as follows: 

E - % -  BTJ^O/T)       El BTe 
•T0/T) 

where  E-\   is modulus at absolute  zero;   T ■ absolute temperature;  B and T0 are constants 
for each material.    This expression is for a single crystal but is good  for polycryctalline 
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materials below  the  temperature at which grain boundary eliding occurs, 
at about one half of absolute melting temperature. 

Thla IK typically 

The effect of grain  size and porosity on polycrystalline ceramic  strength is given by 
an equation proposed by Knudaen and reported in Reference ^.2 as  follows: 

S -  Sr (OS)" exp    (-bp] 

(OS^   =  average grain size,  p Is volume percent pores,   S0 a and b are empirical   constants. 
No typical  values  are given for these constants. 

Reference 5.4 gives  a similar expresiion for the effect of grain size on strength,  a£i 
follows: 

-l /2 Bond   strength »SQ+KG' 

Where G ■ grain size,  K is a material  constant,   S0 is frictional  stress on an unlocked 
dislocation as it glides along a slip plane.      S0 la frequently near zero. 

Reference 5.? also suggests that the effect of porosity on strength depends on the ratio 
of pore size to the size of flaw causing failure.    This subject is treated more extensively 
in Reference 5.10 from which the following statements are drawn: . 

{&)    If the pore size is large compared with the critical flaw size,   so that the flaw 
lies entirely within the high stressed material,  then the effect of the pore can 
be treated by the engineering stress concentration theory.    On this basis the 
Introduction of the first pore will produce a precipitous reduction in strength, 
typically a reduction of 50^ as would be expected from a spherical or circular 
pore. 

(b)     If the pore size is small  compared with a critical flaw then the flaw will 
control  strength and will be unaffected by the pore.    In this case strength 
should  show a monotonic decrease with increasing porosity.     Typically,   the 
effect of porosity on high strength polycrystalline ceramics falls  in  this 
range and  the Knudsen equation,   presented previously,   applies. 

(•)     If the flaw alzu is of the order of the pore size so that a segment of the flaw 
is subjected to stress concentration,   then porosity will cause a precipitous 
decrease in strength with the first pore,  but not to a value corresponding to 
the appropriate stress concentration factor.    The Knudsen equation will be 
unconservative for this case,  but the engineering stress concentration theory 
will be overconservatlve. 

Reference 5.10 also gives a relationship for the effect on strength of small additions 
of a second phase material.    On the other hand,  a second phase material effectively 
creates a pore,  but since there is some continuity of load carrying capability across 
the pore as a result of the strength and  stiffness of the second phase material,  the 
effective stress concentration factor is reduced.    The expression given,   for a biaxial 
stress  state,   is: 

S  = (1  - (?) 
-1/2 

where 0 = volume fraction displacement of second phase and K is the stress concentration 
factor whJch includes the effect of the second phase material. Expressions for K can be 
found  in Reference 5.11 • 

When a porous ceramic is subjected to a temperature gradient the pores have a disturbing 
effect on the temperature field.    Local  thermal stresses are produced,  in the vicinity of 
the pore,  in addition to the overall  thermal  stresses produced by the applied gradient. 

Krom Reference  5.12  this micromechanical  thermal  stress is given by: 

'. ■ K ■ B r » 

where a      thermal  expansion coefficient 
T -- temperature gradient 
a is  a measure of cavity size 
K is a constant depending on cavity shape and is 1 for a cylindrical hole 
perpendicular to the heat flow. 

i'hls local  thermal  stress must be added to the macromechanlcal thermal  stress produced by 
the temperature gradient.    Reference 5.12 points out that this micromechanical thermal 
stress may have a beneficial effect by initiating fracture at many pores.    Further propaga- 
tion will  then occur by a large number of cracks limiting the extent of each due to a 
fixed available elastic energy for a self-contained thermal stress situation. 

In ritM'erence 5.9 Oitzen states that for alumina,  brittle fracture appears to be controlled 
by the Griffith Qrowan mechanism in which pre-existing surface defects produced by grinding 
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propagate at a critical streas given by 

'"V? 
Cp Is  the critical crack length,  which is approximately the grain size,   typically 15 
microns. 

E Is Young's Modulus. 

V is Burface energy.    Data on values for surface energy arc given in References 5.13 and 
5.28. 

5.2.2.2 Environmental Effects 

The literature contains a number of references to the effect of atmosphere on the 
propagation of cracks In a body under sustained stress, (static fatigue) but little use- 
ful quantitative data Is given. 

Reference 5-8 reports results for an aluminum oxide tested In an uncontrolled atmosphere, 
under constant static stress. At stresses above 75%  of the short time ultimate the life 
of the material was only a few mlnutea. To avoid damage by chemical attack. It is com- 
mented that sustained stresses rhould not exceed 60$ of the short time ultimate. 

References 5.6 and 5-7 study crack growth in glass and sapphire as a function of moisture 
content in the atmosphere and theoretical relationships are given for glass. In the 
absence of data on other ceramics, these relationships might serve as a guide but they 
must be used very cautiously since glass is not considered typical of other ceramics in 
this respect. 

Reference 5,6 examines the effect of moisture on crack velocity and shows, for glass, 
some very large effects. Orders of magnitude differences occur In crack velocity, for a 
given load or stress, as the relative humidity varies from near dry to 100%.    At any given 
atmospheric moisture content the curves of crack velocity plotted against load, have a 
characteristic shape involving three regions. 

In region I there is an exponential Increase of crack velocity with applied load. The 
environmental effect is an activation process dependent on the chemical potential of the 
water vapor in the environment and is reaction rate limited. 

From 5•7, for region I, 

crack velocity = (.0275a X0
n lbP)/n 

a & b are constants 

n is the order of the chemical reaction with respect to water. 

P is applied forcu 

X0 is mole fraction of water in the gas 

In region II the fracture mechanism changes to a transport rate limited process in which 
the stress activation process at the crack tip is farter than the rate at which water vapor 
can diffuse to the tip.  Hence crack velocity will be struss independent. 

From 5.7, for region II, crack velocity  .0275 c DH 0 XQ/ 6n 

DU_Q Is the diffuslvlty of water vapor in the gas 

c Is a constant 

6   la the thickness of the gas boundary layer li the crack. 

In region III the crack velocity is again exponentially dependent on the applied force 
but the curve has a much steeper slope than region I.  There is presently no physical 
explanation available for this region. 

5.2.2.3 Strength Under Thermal Stresses 

Typically the strength of a structural element subjected to t-ompurature gradients 
would be checked In the conventional manner by calculating the resulting thermal stresses 
and comparing with the material fracture strength.  However, a system of thermal stresses 
is self-contained within the structural element and represents a fixed auount of stored 
elastic energy,  consequently, crack nucleation, once initiated, may or may not proceed 
to complete fracture depending whether the body contains sufficient elastic energy to 
create enough crack surface for the crack to propagate completely through the body. 

This Idea is examined in Reference 5.13 where the concept of degree of damage, result- 
ing from thermal stress, is introduced.  In this reference the stored elastic energy due 
to thermal stress is equated with surface energy to determine the degree of crack propaga- 
tion relative to the .-.ize of the element. The followlug results are obtained: 
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To prevent crack nucleatlon due to thermal stresses the material  should have high 
strength and thermal conductivity but low elastic modulus and coefficient of thermal 
expansion. 

To minimize material damage,  once cracks have been created,   requires low strength and 
high elastic modulus. 

Porosity lowers strength, modulus and thermal conductivity and hence lowers the thermal 
stress fracture resistance of a material,  but it also reduces the degree of damage if 
cracking begins.    The effect of pores in reducing stored elastic  energy Is belJevad to 
be more important than their effect as crack arrestors  (Reftrence 5.12). 

Pores and dispersed second phase material also reduce thernal   stress damage by  Introduc- 
ing ntre^s raisers and initiating early cracking while the average stress, which is the 
driving force for crack propagation,   is low (Reference 5,lh). 

The above ideas are carried further in Reference 5-1^ where it is  recognized that the 
residual  strength after crack propagation by thermal  stresses,  is  the important considera- 
tion.    From the resi1ting analysis it is determined that the extent of crack propagation 
is a function only of the number of cracks   md the initial flaw size and Is independent 
of material properties.    Thus the only way to minimize crack propagation (under thermal 
stresses',   and  to maximize  the  resulting load carrying capability of a given material   is 
to increase  the length of the critical  flaw. 

5.2.2.4    Fatigue Strength 

In ceramic materials both fatigue under cyclic loads and  the so-called static fatigue 
are  recognized.    The latter is generally believed  to be caused by  environmental effects 
and has already been discussed.     It mudt be recognized,   however,   that during repeated 
loading testing both effects will  usually be present. 

Few rel'erences are available on the  subject of cyclic fatigue in ceramics.    Reference  $«| 
reports  tests on alumina conducted in an uncontrolled atmosphere,   with the strea;}  cycled 
in  tension only.    Irom this work the allowable stress at loo cycles  Is approximately 
one half of the single load ultimate.     The curves given do not flatten very much with 
number of  cycles,  to 10",   so that there  la no indication of an endurance limit.    Further- 
more,   the effect of stress  ratio is not particularly significant. 

Reference 55 gives a cyclic  endurance limit for alumina of 50% of the short time static 
ul tlmate. 

5.2 V.5    Strengthening Mechanisms 

rjraln olze 

The  effect of grain size on strength has been indicated  above in various theoretical 
relationships  from which it will   be evident that a decrease in grain size will   Increase 
strength.     This conclusion is generally drawn from bend test data,   which Is very sensitive 
to  surface defects,   and presumably the defect size is  related  to grain size.     Fracture 
test"!rig,however,  leads to opposite concluclons.    Fracture energy Incr'iases with increased 
^raln size.   Reference 5.15. 

Iractlcal   ceramics are polycrystalllne materials with gi 
with other than the basic material .     Fracture energy is a 
the  energies of the grains and  the intergranular material 
the  ratio of transgranular to intergranul ar fracture which 
ature,   grain size,   Intergranular material,   ami grain bound 
Is also affected by the geometric arrangement of the mater 
wil 1 make  the crack go through high fracture energy materi 
Therefore,   large grain size  favors high  fracture energy. 
that optimum strength la obtained with fine grain surface 
Interior. 

ain boundaries which are  laden 
composite  r'uantity derived from 
and is   tnerefore dependent on 
in turn is dependent on tempor- 

ary thickness.    The crack path 
ial  since a large hard grain 
al  or take a long path around. 
It is concluded,  in Reference 5.15, 
texture and  a coarse grain 

Surface  ronditions 
Rupture  strength tends  to  be  sensitive  to surface conditiens  so that surfaces may be 

coated or glazed to Increase strength.     Coating provides protection for the surface or It 
acts  as a barrier' to the exit of dislocations.    Gl axing removes  surface damage but  it may 
lievelop surface craving ^Reference 5.4).     quenching has al :,o been used as a strengthening 
mechanism   (Reference  5,lo   .     It il   assumed  that quenching leads  to compresslvo stresses 
In the surface,   hut some investigators have found the mechanism to be a volume rather than 
a surface effect,    strength increases,   at  room temperature by a factor of S«0|   are  reported 
(5.161   from a combination of quenching and glazing in conjunction with a prior high 
temperature  treatment in a fluorine containing atmosphere. 

H  ferunce  5.16 also Indicates,   as 
thernal   shock. 

would   be expected,   that  too  rapid  quenching can  produce 

The  chemical   addition of  ions  or compounds  to the  surface  it  also   reported  to  Increase 
strength by  the  Introduction of  surface  compress!ve stresses. 
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Composition Effects 

Single element additions,   for example C In T^C or Titanium In  Zr02,   are mentioned In 
Reference  3.h as having a limited  effect on strength but marked improvements in thermal 
shock resistance. 

Additives are often used to Increase density or rate of denslficatlon in slnterir.g and 
strength may be increased through Increased density and reduced porosity,   prevention of 
grain growth,   chemical  reactions  Increasing bond strength,   and grain boundary segrega- 
tion  (Reference 5.U^ , 

Some additives to ceramics will  cause precipitation hardening similar to that found In 
metals.     The strength increase Is due ^o blocking of slip or dislocation motion or In very 
brittle materials to crack stopping.    The addition of a fine uniform dispersion of a 
second ceramic phase can also Increase rupture strength by impeding dislocation motion 
nd  limiting crack and flaw size   (Reference i,k)< 

If a second metallic ion is added uniformly to a matrix  (i.e.   tantalum ions added to 
tantalum carbide) so that the ion is in solid solution the  rupture strength, may be 
Increased   (Reference  5.M. 

Work Hardening 

Ceramics may b^ work hardened  by various deformation methods  significantly raising 
rupture strength.    Deformation techniques vary from tlow tension to explosive sho-'k. 
Powders  can be explosively shocked,   and after pressing and  sintering the work hardening 
is maintained. 

5.3    FAILURE UNDER  COMPLEX STRESS  STATES 

In  oectlons 2.;; and 2.6 the subject of failure and  fraoture of brittle materials is 
discussed   briefly,   and 1c is explained  that present knowledge of fracture does not permit 
the prediction of mechanical  properties on a theoretical  basis.     In Section 5.2 a number 
of empirlcil  relationships have been given to show the characteristic effects of certain 
parameters  such as porosity,  on strength;  the only other type of general  strength data 
which  is available to the designer are a number of theories which define strength levels 
under complex stress  states.    These theories are established on phenomenalogical grounds; 
none arj completely satisfactory and considerable differences of opinion exist about their 
relative merits. 

Some of  the theories proposed for brittle failure are discussed briefly in Section 2, 
and others have evolved very recently since Section 2 was prepared.    All of the theories 
to be discussed are summarized in Figure 5.1,for biaxial  stress  states,  as envelopes of 
JO., binations of principal  stresses which can be sustained without failure.    No data applic- 
able  to brittle materials has lesn  found in the literature on trlaxial  rtress states. 
5.3.1     Maximum Normal  Stress Thet ry 

the most commonly' used criteria for ^escribing the biaxial  fracture strength of brittle 
materials  is the maximum normal  stress theory,  which asfiunes that the material will 
fracture when one of the princlpa'..  stresses becomes equal to the uniaxial strength.    With 
this  theory the strength is not  affected by principal stresses other than the maximum. 
The criterion makes no prediction of compression strength in terms of tensile strength and 
both values must be determined experimentally from uniaxial  tests.    Refe   nee 5.17 presents 
early test data for relatively brittle materials which shows good confirmation of the 
theory in both the tension-tension and tension-compression quadrants.    However,  the range 
of tension compression values included Is very limited and Reference t)J.7 also quotes more 
recent test data to show that the  theory is not valid in the tension compression quadrants. 
Reference  5.18,  on page 208,  refers to a modified form of the maximum normal  stress theory 
which  takes  some account of the principal  stresses other than the maximum,  but there Is no 
method  for applying this modification in the absence of extensive test data. 
5.3.?    Mohr's Failure Theory 

Another  Important failure theory is Mohr's thoory of strength which fonnuiates  the 
■■onditlcn of material   failure in a general manner and can be used  for either ductile or 
brittle materials.     It  accommodates  failure either by fracture,   when  the  largest tensile 
normal   stress has reached a limiting value depending on the properties of the material, 
or by  slip,   when the  shearing stress  in  the plane of slip has  reached  a limiting value. 
The theory  provides  also,   in the latter case,   that the limiting shearing stress  can depend 
on the normal  stress  acting across   the  same plane. 

Mohr's  theory Is developed lr detail  in Reference 5.18 considering first its application 
to ductile materials  In which failure  is  represented by slip.     Based on olseivatlons of 
the orientation cl   slip lines,  which are detectable on the surface of deformed r.etels, 
Mohr neglects the Intermediate principal  stress    03.    Then a failure condition is  repre- 
sented  by  the major principal  stress  circle    corresponding to    o-^  and      ff^ and plotted on 
T-ffaxor.     A number of major principal   stress circles corresponding to failure determined 
experimentally for various combinations of   9\  and    »o can be drawn and Mohr postulates 
that  the envelope cf all of these maximum principal   stress circles is the limiting curve 
describing  failure.     This is illustrated in Figure5.2 1n which the points 1  denote the 
planes  on which failure occurred  for the various  principal  stress  comblnaticns.     In other 
worls  the theory assumes that failure conditions are describad by the envelope of any and 
all   principal üohr circles  representing stress states on the verge of failure.     Clearly, 
failure can be used  to describe either yielding or fracture. 

■*• 
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In general,   sufficient experimental data Is not available to construct the Mohr 
envelope and a simplification is made by assuming that the envelope curves consist of two 
straight lines.    These can be determined from only unlaxial tension and  compression data. 
In this form the Mohr theory is the same as a modification of the maximum shear stress 
theory in which sliding along the slip planes is assumed to be inhibited by friction asso- 
ciated with compression stresses acting on these planes.    The maximum shear stress theory 
and its modifications are not of direct interest for brittle materials but details can be 
found in Reference 5.lSwhere it is attributed to Coulomb,  and Reference 5-19 whera it Is 
attributed to Reyto. 

The simplified Mohr theory la shown in Figure 5-3   Reference 5-17 which refers to this 
theory as the Coulomb-Mohr theo1   ,  defines the straight lines by the equation: 

ÄS.! 
"tu    ffcu 

where    "tu en<i    ac\i are the unlaxial tensile and compressive strengths,   respeclively. 

In order to apply the simplified Mohr theory to brittle materials a number tf consider- 
ations must be made.    Referring to Figure 5.3 extension of the straight line envelope to 
point A implies tensile strengths greater than those demonstrated in the unlaxial test used 
to define    fftu.     in fact,  if the material  could not fail  in shear (as is often assumed for 
brittle nonmetallic materials) and if the presence of a ;hear stresn had no effect on the 
tensile strength,   then the envelope would become a vertical line through point 0.    If an 
experimentally detenalned compression ultimate strength is available,  however,  it probably 
Implies that the material can also fall in shear.    In this case another envelope boundary 
would be a horizontal line through point F .     If there Is an effect of shear stress on the 

tensile strength,   then the shear boundary will havi somo nlope such as  CB.    In the absence 
of test data other than tensile and compression ultimate,  it would cleirly be unwise to 
use any other straight line boundary than CB.    Similarly It Is conservative,  In the ab- 
sence of additional test data,   to assume that at point  H tho type of failure becomes 
cleavage and   that the boundary follows the circular arc  DO.    Any other assumption implies 
circles through point D with diameters greater than 0D.    Such circles would exceed the 
boundary CB and would therefore be Inconsistent.    Similar reasoning requires that the 
compression boundary be the circular arc CE. 

The Mohr envelope is shown for biaxial  stress combinations as a    <r] -  (r   plot in 
Figure 51. The use of the circular arcs BD and CE In Fig.  }»3 produces  the same results 
as the maximum normal stress theory in the tension-tensIon and compression-compression 
quadrants.    In the tenslon-compresalon quadrant the use of the simplified Mohr theory 
produces a linear variation between the unlaxial tensile strength and  the unlaxial  com- 
pression strength.    Since the Mohr criterion uses experimental values for unlaxial tension 
and compression it obviously predicts correctly the ratio of compressive to tensile 
strength. 
5.3.3    Oriffith Failure Theory 

The Oriffith failure theory,  which was developed for brittle materials,  also provides 
a basis for biaxial failure criterion by assuming that failure occurs when a fritlcal 
tensile stress is reached on the boundary of the crack. 

In Reference 5.3 Griffith develops relationships between applied principal stresses 
ff,  and    •« and the critical tensile strength of the material.    By using these relation- 

ships for a unlaxial tensile case,   the critical strength can be expressed In terms of the 
conventional unlaxial ultimate strength    <r«.u.     The result can be substituted back Into 
the biaxial  stress expressions giving the following: 

If (3 »i +    »2)  ls positive: »i   -    «rtu 

If (3 »1 +    »2)  ls negative: 

\ atu      W \ atu      »tu/ 

These expressions  apply only if    a^><T2- 

From the above expressions the unlaxial compression strength Is predicted as eight 
times the unlaxial tensile strength, which is in good agreement with some test results 
on brittle materials,   but not all.    The expressions also show that    al     _ ■,     for any 

biaxial   stress  situation where    »j- is tensile  or if compressive,   Is numerically less  than 
three times    »i .     If   '2 ^B  compressive and numerically greater than three  times    ff^.  the 

quadratic equation above must be used.    Actual values are given in Figure 5.1. 

From Figure 5.1  the Griffith criterion coincides with the maximum normal  stress cri- 
terion in the tension-tension quadrant.    It also predicts an Increase in the compression 
strength in  the maximum principal  stress  direction due to the presence of  a compression 
stress In the  direction normal  to the maximum principal  stress.    This  conclusion is  ques- 
tionable,  although there is very little experimental data to provide any basis for 
verification. 
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5.3''1*    Welbull Failure Theory 
The Welbull theory,  which Is a statistical  theory described at length in other sec- 

tions of this handbook,   also provides a basis for predicting material failure under bi- 
axial stress.    The derivation of the relationship between the applied principal  stresses, 
»1 and    »2»  and the material  strength is given in Reference 5.20. The resultant relation- 

ships are complex and difficult to use and are not reproduced here.    A typical  result, 
for an m of 12,  is shown in Figure 1.    In the tension-tension quadrant,  It predicts 
failure stresses which are generally less than those predicted by all other theories 
but which are consistent with some limited test data  (Reference  >21). The Welbull  theory 
does not predict a compression failure,  which is inconsistent with observation,   and It 
predicts that in the tension-compression quadrant the tensile strength is Increased 
beyond the uniaxial value by the presence of a normal  compression stress.    Again,  some 
very limited test data is available which can be used  to substantiate this prediction, 
but there is also much which disputes it. 
5.3.5    Babel-Sines Failure Theory 

Among the more recent activities intended to develop improved biaxial failure criteria 
is work by Babel and Sines   (Reference 5^^) which generalizes the work by Griffith.    Griffith 
considered only the limiting case of sharp strength controlling discontinuities.    Many 
brittle materials,  particularly porous materials,   show discontinuities which are not 
sharp,  and the work of Babel and Sines therefore included the Influence of discontinu- 
ities of all  degrees of severity.    This  ./as done by studying the effect of flaws of 
ellipsoidal shape on the fracture strength of brittle materials and using the aBsumptlon 
made by Griffith that the flaw will extund to failure when a critical  tensile otrene Is 
reached on the boundary of the discontinuity. 

In practice neither the shape of the flaw nor the  critical  tensile stress are known 
but these  "microscoplcn  parameters can be replaced by  "macroscopic" ones,  the uniaxial 
compression strength   tfcu and the uniaxial tensile strength    »tu»  which can be detnrminad 
experimentally.    The resulting equations expressing 

0 cu are as follows; 
01 and    »^ In terms of    •• tu and 

'tu +1 

tu tu 
1 
7 

gCU //gCu\ a        gCU  g2 ) ^ 

»tu "    \\fftu/     " »tu2 / 

The first of the above equations applies in the tension-tenslc. quadrant and partly 
into the tension-compression quadrant while for high ratios of compressive to tensile 
stress the second equation applies. 

The result of this work is a criteria which predicts a uniaxial compression strength 
between three and eight times uniaxial tensile strength depending on the shape of the 
discontinuity.    Ihe extreme values of three and eight are obtained from the limiting 
cases of a sphere and a sharp crack,  respectively.    Accordingly,  in the tension- 
compression quadrant the Sines criteria gives envelopes which lie between those given 
by the Mohr and Griffith criteria.    Consequently,  it is also inconsistent with some 
test results which show compression strengths greater than eight times uniaxial  tension. 
This is thought to be due to the fact that under high compression loads some cracks will 
close and stresses can exist on the boundary of the discontinuity. 

In the tension-tension quadrant the Sines criteria predicts ^n increase in strength 
over uniaxial values as a result of the biaxial stress state which in also questionable 
on the basis of experimental  data. 

5.3-6    Maximum 5'traln EViGrgy Theory 

Reference 5.18 dismisses  this theory,  which assumes  that the total elastic energy 
stored in the material is  significant as a limiting condition,  because it is not applic- 
able to the hydrostatic pressure case.    Under this latter condition large amounts of 
elastic energy may be stored without causing fracture.    Nevertheless,  it is presented in 
Reference 5.23to correlate with experimental data determined for brittle case iron and it 
is used in Reference 5.24, in modified form,  to represent the results of tests on magnesium 
silicate and graphite.    This modified maximum strain energy theory has the following 
form;     (Reference 5.?4) 

In the tension-tension quadrant 

(y-ftH^H^)1 
In  the tension-compression quadrant 

.2 

(y-"{^&H%) 



A representative curve Is plotted In Figure 5.1. Note that these relationships give the 
correct ratio of ultimate compression strength to ultimate tensile strength since they 
are based on measured values.    Also,   In the tension-tension quadrant the above relation- 
ship is one of very few theories that are more conservative than the maximum normal 
stress  theory. 

5.3.7 Ojtahedral Shear St'ess Theory 

This theory gives the same results as the maximum distortion energy theory and a 
typical  development Is given In Reference 5.19.The theory was developed for ductile 
materials and predicts yielding under combined stresses,  If only the unlaxlal tensile 
yield strength of the material is known.    It is limited to materials having similar 
strengths in tension and compression. 

For the case of biaxial stresses the resulting relationship takes the form: 
22 A 

(»1    +    »2    -    »1 »2)     -    «fc. 

Since it was developed for materials with equal tensile and compressive strengths 
it should not be directly applicable to brittle materials.    It has been used to represent 
the fracture of brittle cast iron,  however,  under biaxial tenrlon and compression stress 
combinations by applying a stress concentration factor to the tensile stress    *i. 
(References 5.25,   5.26).  This concept was derived particularly for cast iron' since 
this material contain" graphite platelets which are assumed to create crack-like shapes 
in the Iron matrix.    Stress concentrations exist at the tips of these cracks under ten- 
sion,  and the situation can be well  represented by introducing the appropriate stress 
concentration factor and assuming that the crack propagates to failure when the yield 
strength of the ductile matrix is exceeded locally.    Uhder compression stresses,  on the 
other hand,  it Is assumed that the graphite flakes transmit load and no strets concentra- 
tion is Involved. 

In view of the basis for the derivation of this failure theory,  it would be unwise 
to assume that It can be applied to any brittle material,  and nothing has been found in 
the literature to support such an assumption. 
5.3.8 Experimental Correlation of Failure Theories 

Experimental data upon which to base a material failure theory is very limited In 
the literature. Most investigators have conducted a small number of tests which generally 
substantiate the individual theories which are being proposed, and these test results 
can be found in the references given above. The total body of data, however, is still 
small.  This Is particularly true if data for nonmetallic materials is sought.  In 
Reference 5.22, for Instance, a considerable amount of data for the evaluation of various 
theories Is actually concerned with cast iron and brass. Probably the principal sources 
of experimental data for ceramic materials are References 5.27,5.21,5«17. In addition there 
is infomatlon on glass, but since this material is particularly sensitive to surface 
conditions care must be taken in applying the results to nonmetallic refractory materials. 

Another serious limitation of most available test data is that variability In the 
fracture strength of the materials is generally not considered.  The subject of material 
variability Is discussed elsewhere In this handbook. Although the causes of this vari- 
ability are not specifically known, there are many factors which can contribute and there 
Is ample evidence from unlaxlal tests that the variability exists. In Reference 5.22 
Babel Indicates that there are no biaxial test data which are based on both careful test 
technique, to minimize extraneous variables, and a sufficient number of specimens to 
obtain statistically reliable results. Without these considerations, it is not possible 
to distinguish between the various criteria. In his work Babel makes sonu allowance for 
variability by assuming standard deviations based on flexure tests, but there Is no 
assurance that this is an adequate treatment of the problem. 
5.3.9 Recommended Practice 

Reference has been made elsewhere in this handbook to a conference of specialists that 
was held in London In Sept. 1967 under AGARD sponsorship, (Ref. 5.28) with the objective of 
obtaining opinions from the specialists on a number of basic questions Involved In brittle 
material design technology.  In view of the many theories available to describe failure 
under biaxial stresses and the great difficulty in obtaining adequate experimental data 
as a basis for selecting a theory, the subject was discussed extensively at the London 
conference.  The only unanimous conclusion that could be obtained on this subject was an 
acceptance of the maximum stress theory in the tension-tension quadrant, since this 
conclusion represents the best opinion from a number of specialists, who were selected 
carefully in an attempt to obtain a viewpoint representative of essentially all Investi- 
gators in the technology, it Is offered as a basis for design practice. Some caution 
must be observed, however, since there is test data wnim shows oiaxlal stress levels 
In the tension-tension quadrant which are less than those given by the maximum stress 
theory. As already mentioned, however, it Is not clear whether this is the result of 
material variability or whether It truly represents an Inadequacy of the maximum stress 
theory. 

Cne other agreement which was achieved at the London meeting was that there are no 
shear failures In brittle materials of the class being considered here. However, this 
conclusion cannot be accepted without further consideration since it leaves experimentally 
observed compression failures unexplained. 
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From the above discussion the suggested design practice for establishing material 
failure properties under biaxial stresses Is as follows: 

(a^    In the tension-tension and compression-compression quadrants use maximum stress 
theory based on unlaxlal test data for the particular material of interest. 

(b^    In the tension-compression quadrant use a straight line connecting the unlaxlal 
tension test dcta to the unlaxlal compression test data.    So far as can be determined 
from the limited experimental data available this practice should be conservative,    it 
gives the same results as the Mohr criteria which in turn accepts the possibility of 
material failure in shear under combined tension and compression.    This recommendation 
is made,  however,  simply on the basis of drawing a conservative envelope around the test 
data with no implication of shear failure. 

(c)    The above procedure should be combined with the  statistical description of 
material strength.    The material failure diagram,   therefore, becomes a separate diagram 
for each level of failure probability.    No difficulty is involved if unlaxlal  testing 
is conducted as it should be,  with a sufficient number of specimens to provide  statistic- 
ally satisfactory data. 

5.4    MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION 

Typically,   In the 
material  character! 
tlons,  and he Is es 
similarity of prope 
reproduclbility of 
from a combination 
for the widely used 
property data,   and 
13 very Important 1 

design of metallic structures,   the designer is hardly concerned with 
zatlon.    He defines his material   requirements by referring to speclflca- 
sentlally assured of the structural properties of the material,   the 
rtles between laboratory samples  and finished hardware,   and  the 
properties over large numbers of components.    This situation results 
of refined process and fabrication control,  which has been developed 
metals,   together with extensive work on the generation of mechanical 

the  tolerance of metals  to minute defects.    This  latter characteristic 
n ensuring reproduclbility of mechanical properties. 

With ceramic materials,   at their present stage of use and development,   i.one of the above 
conditions hold,  and  in order to have control  over the mechanical  properties of his  struc- 
ture the designer must give considerable attention to material  characterization.    He must 
specify and control many material  characteristics  in addition to chemical  composition and 
mechanical properties,   if the material is to perform efficiently and  reliably,   and if 
the material in the  structural   component is  to perform similarly to the laboratory 
specimens from which his material design data were determined.    However,   it  Is  not suffi- 
cient to ensure  similarity of processing conditions  from laboratory specimens  to full  scale 
hardware,   or from one batch of components to another.    When all practical  precautions  are 
taken to control  processing there is no positive assurance  that the material  produced at 
various  times and in various sizes is  truly similar.     There have been many Instances where 
differences In material  are apparent despite  similarity of processing.    This  is  particularly 
true with ceramic materials where stringent process  controls are difficult to exercise and 
the effects of slight process variations not well  established.    For the same  reasons it is 
not possible,   except for very preliminary design,   to  select material properties  from a 
handbook and  expect, that  these will be experienced  in a structure. 

The precise description of an object as complex as a ceramic body is very difficult. 
There are various levels of characterization,   atomic,  micro and macro.    The aim is  to 
describe a material  by composition and microstructure so that its processing doeti not have 
to be described.    Total   characterization in this  sense Is not presently possible however, 
and may never be.    The   relationships between such characteristics as grain size and shape, 
surface  roughness,   etc.,   and  the mechanical  properties  and  their variability are not well 
understood,  and In many cases are not known.    The importance of many characteristics and 
the properties they Influence are not known,   and conversely It cannot be stated,   for a 
particular mechanical  property,   exactly which characteristics should be controlled.    Nor 
Is  the relationship between many of the processing parameters and  the  resulting mechanical 
properties well understood or,   in many cases,   Is It understood at all.    Accordingly,   a 
compromise is made with a description of the material,   in both its raw and finished  state, 
a description of its processing history,  and a description of Its mechanical  and physical 
properties. 

The problem is  further complicated by the difficulty of measuring some of the character- 
istics,  particularly in finished components,     drain boundary thickness is an example.    One 
other complication is   the fact  that some factors may obscure the  Influence of others at 
some times but not at others.    For example,   grain size is  imoortant to strength and 
strength variability,   but this effect may be entirely obscured by a rough surface.    As   the 
surface finish is Improved or the grain size Increased,however,   the grain size effect will 
eventually become apparent.     Thus before the emphasis of one factor Is Judged,   all  other 
potentially limiting factors must be specified. 

In the above situation a precise list of characteristics  and factors which should be 
specified  to control material  properties cannot be given.     Instead,   reliance must be placed 
on the opinions  and  Judgment of experienced  Individuals and  References 5.29 and  ^.28 give 
what are probably the best available opinions at  this  time.     Both are  the  results of 

■ommlttee activity involving groups of Individuals  selected  for their knowledge of eeraml'' 
materials,   Including specifically the  subject of material   characterization.     Reference 5«29 
presents an extensive list of characteristics which should  be identified  to ensure  repro- 
duclbility.    mis list,   which is  reproduced  in simplified  form,  in Figure 5.'*,   Lnclud«a 
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not only parameters known to be Important,  but also those which are suspected of having 
an effect on mechanical  and physical properties. 

The first two categories In Figure 'j.k provide processing data,   since at present an 
exact reproduction of the processing is necessary,   but not sufficient,   to obtain 
reproducibility.    The remaining categories cover composition,  grain structure,   flaws, 
and  surface condition,   all  presently considered important for    omplete characterization. 
Many of the factors  included  in  Figure 5»^ cannot be measured during a production run of 
material,  or in completed components,  hence the need  for oareful   process control.     They 
may be useful,  however,   in the early ptt*. "s of a program when the material processing is 
being established.     During this  period destructive inspection methods can be used  to 
chai-acteHze the material  fully,   and  the process can be adjusted until  all of  the desir- 
able characteristics are being obtained. 

Some clarification of  the  terms used  In Figure  '^.4 is necessary and  the lollowing is 
taken from Reference 5.29.    Grain boundaries are the Interfaces between g-ains or phases. 
They do not include the bulk of identifiable phases  segregated between grains.     Thickness 
of a grain boundary is  that region which differs  Jtructurally and Identlfiably from either 
bordering bulk phase. 

The Jlstrlbutlon of pores and microcracks,   the size and  size distribution,   and the 
snipes are all   imporant  to mechanical  properties.     T.-latlve orientation Is included  to 
indicate whether cracks  and pores  follow grain boundaries or are oriented along crystal- 
lographic planes  In grains. 

With  respect to surface  ohSiracterJzatlon,   topography Includes microfussures,   notches and 
blebs as well  as gross  jorners and curvatures,     f'hemistry of the  surface includes any 
deviations from bulk compositions  that may occur as  a result of volatilization,   contamina- 
tion or leaching during firing,   finishing or use.     Extrinsic defects include such factors 
as  blebs,   inclusions and  isolated massive grains. 

The approach to characterization which was adopted at the meeting reported in Refer- 
ence 5.28 was different from that described above.     The London meeting was arranged to 
examine a number of fundamental  questions relating to brittle material  design,   specific- 
ally as a basis for this handbook.     In approaching the subject of material  character!zaticn 
the objective was to establish,   as a guide to designers,   the minimum level of characteriza- 
tion necessary.    This  Is specified.   In Reference 5.28,   as  follows; 

Chemical  composition  (Including all impurities of 1^ concentration or greater). 
Sizes,   shapes and distribution of grains and pores. 
Identity of phases other thtn the principal  phase. 
Surface finish. 
Details of the processing method. 

Two other related points were established in the conclusions of Reference 5.28.     The first 
was  that considerable Improvement in material   reproducibility can be obtained by advising 
the material producer of the above characteristics and particularly bringing to his atten- 
tion any changes that occur in these characteristics.     The second point was the difficulty 
of making large components with exactly the same characteristics as small  test specimens 
and it was suggested  tha^  consideration should be given to obtaining the  small   test 
specimens  required  for material  property determination,   from large pieces of material. 

Neither of the above references Indicates a requirement for characterizing the starting 
powders  from which the ceramic materials are made although there are opinions  that this 
is important,   too.     Characterization should include chemistry,   including elemental 
composition,   impurities and trace elements,  particle  size distribution,   and particle 
shape.     Furthermore,   density is  not specifically mentioned in either reference,   except 
that it is related  to porosity,   but there is no doubt  that density and density distribu- 
tion are important parameters with respect to stiffness and  strength. 

mhe view of characterization presented above does not distinguish between the different 
functions of a)  establishing the material  composition and processing to develop  the 
required properties in laboratory specimens and  samples,   b)   scaling up  the processing 
technique so that the same material  characteristics and properties can be achieved in 
full   sized hardware of complex practical  shapes and  c)  ensuring that the characteristics 
and  properties are  reproduced  In each and every piece of hardware. 

Item a)  is limited by insufficient knowledge of the  relationships between material 
characteristics and  the  resulting material properties.    Much of the available infomation 
has  been presented in Section ^.2 and in view of its limitations it must be combined with 
considerable Judgment and  experience,  and trial  and  error experiii.antatlcn to establish 
the required characteristics.     Since destructive testing is possible,  however,   it is 
possible  to make measurements of most of the characteristics  specified in Figure  5.^ and 
hence  to verify that the  required values or ranges of values have been attained.  Methods 
of measuring these characteristics  are of interest to the designer chiefly with respect 
to  the accuracies obtainable,   since these control  the tolerance limits to be used  in the 
specification of values.     A good  summary of measurement and inspection methods  together 
with accuracy limits is g^ven in Reference 5.29,   and  further discussion of measurement 
methods  from the point of view of material  characterization,  is given in References 5-30 
and 5-31• 
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Sealing up of material processing to produce structural  components with the same 
characteristics and properties (recognizing the significance of increased volume on the 
variability of properties)  as were obtained in laboratory specimens,   ''item b)   is also 
very much a matter of experience and trial and error experimentatlov,  but again the 
resulting characteristics can be readily checked because deatructive inspection is 
possible.     The discussion above, with respect to item a,  applies. 

Ensuring that the required characteristics,  and hence properties are reproduced,  within 
specified limits,   in each structural  component is much more difficult because It must 
depend heavily on nondestructive inspection.    These techniques are quite limited, 
particularly with respect to the measurement of material structure and defects,  Important 
characteristics affecting strength. 

Three important nondestructive techniques for defect examination are ultrasonics.   X-ray, 
and dye penetrant. 

The detection of flaws by ultrasonics involves the propagation of acoustic energy within 
the material  and the detection of either the  reflected or attenuated wave after it has 
encountered material anomalies.    Fractures,  voids and cracks present solid to gas inter- 
faces with grossly different acoustic properties and acoustic energy impinging on such 
surfaces is  reflected almost entirely.     Similar effects occur at inclusions of foreign 
material.     Ultrasonic testing is a compromise,   based on the acoustic  properties of the 
material since although resolution Increases with acoustic frequency so also does the 
scatter and attenuation of the signal. 

There is very little data in  the literature to indicate  the type and  size of flaws  that 
can be detected  in ceramic materials.     Reference 5.32 is  concerned with graphite and 
Indicates  rather large discontinuities of 3/8 to 1/2 sq.  inches  in area,   as the limit of 
resolution.     Ultrasonic inspection of graphite and zirconium carbide is reported in 
Reference  5.29 but no indication is given of the ability of the techniques  to detect flaws. 

Radiographic  techniques including X-ray,   gamma-ray and neutron sources  can be used with 
radiation counters,   fluorescent screens  and photographic  film to examine the Internal 
features of ceramic materials.     Density variations can be detected  and voids as small  as 
1  to 2% of the product thickness  (Reference 5«29)  can be  seen.     Unfortunately,   the 
identification of cracks by radiographic  techniques is difficult.     If the X-ray beam 
passes across  the crack from one face  to the other,   there is virtually no attenuation 
of the beam intensity and therefore no indication.    If the beam is aligned perfectly 
parallel with the crack sides,   an indication Is possible but in most cases  cracks will 
be too tight for a very obvious indication.     In these cases the detection of cracks will 
require very careful  examination of X-rays  taken from many different angles and even then 
in most cases it will not be clear whether in fact the indications are cracks.    Nothing 
has been found In the literature to Indicate  the minimum size of cracks which it is 
possible to detect in ceramic materials,   with radiographic techniques. 

Another approach to the detection of defects  is  the use of liquid  penetrants employing 
visual dye,   fluorescent dye or filtered particles.    These techniques are generally good 
for high density materials,  porous materials producing indications which are difficult 
to interpret.     The techniques are quite  sensitive and cracks not otherwise detectable 
visually are made evident,  however these  techniques are restricted  to surface defects. 

These nondestructive Inspection techniques will not measure material   structure and will 
give only relatively gross Indications of defects.    Accordingly,   two other methods of 
assessing the  characteristics of the material  in finished products have been attempted. 
The first of these is reported in References 5.30 and 5.31  in which attempts were made 
to correlate mechanical properties with the results of ultrasonic  and  radiographic 
Inspection without specifically identifying defects or attempting to correlate defects 
with their effect on strength.     Radlographlcs were examined,   for Instance,   with respect 
to density variations.    The local density variations appeared to be related to the 
severity of internal microcracking which was controlling the strength of the material. 
The presence of the microcracks also tended to scatter ultrasonic energy thus providing 
a record which could be related to cLrength.     Some correlation was obtained,   by these 
methods,  between material  strength and  the ultrasonic and  radiographic  records,  but the 
correlation was not very strong and  there  is no indication that the procedure could be 
used effectively »fith every ceramic material. 

The second method,  which is  reported  in References 5.32 and 5.33 and described in 
References  5-29,   attempted to obtain direct correlation betw '   i modulus of elasticity 
and  strength,   and a number of nondestructive inspection observations.     The principal 
measurements were longitudinal wave velocity,   which was measured acoustically,  and 
electrical   resistivity.    Both measurements can be made nondestructively and  loyally at 
any point on a completed component.     The  references quoted  showed good  correlation 
between the measurements and modulus of elasticity,   density,   and  ultimate  tensile 
strength. 

None of the methods described above are particularly satisfactory for the purpose of 
ensuring that the mechanical  properties of ceramic materials are  consistently reproduced 
from ore component to the next and in all   . irts of each component.     However,   the desired 
results can be obtained  reasonably well  by   a combination of approaches.    Assuming that 
the material  can be well characterized and  the process well  defined during development, 
using destructive inspection methods where necessary,   the following procedure for ensur- 
ing reproducihillty of finished components is recommended: 
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a) Characterize starting powders. 

b) Control  the processing very closely. 

c) During the material and process development evolve characteristic NDT 
responces using radiographic and ultrasonic methods,  and do this for each 
major step  in the processing.    For instance,   typical  records should be 
obtained for Important regions of the component in the green state before 
firing,   after firing,   and after finish machining.    During development these 
responses can be correlated,  to some degree,  with the mechanical performance 
of the finished product.    To do this effectively,  however,  a sufficient 
number of components must be fabricated  that   "worst cases",  as determined by 
NDT,  can be selected for mechanical  testing. 

d) Use the  characteristic NDT responses  developed above in conjunction with NDT 
measurements made on each component at each stage of the process,  to  reject 
unacceptable components as early as possible before expensive subsequent 
processing steps are undertaken. 

e) Supplement  (d)  above with random sampling and destructive testing and 
characterization by destructive inspection methods. 

f) Use destructive Inspection methods and destructive testing under representative 
loading oonditions on samples selected from the finished components. 

g) Conduct proof tests on all finished parts.    Such proof tests need not precisely 
simulate the loading and stress distributions developed during operation since 
the methods given in Section 3 can be used to assess the reliability of a 
component under operating conditions from a proof test conducted under some 
convenient loading condition. 

To use all of the above methods in combination will frequently be expensive,  and 
sone trade-off will be required between a)  inspection costs,  proof testing costs and 
fabrication costs,   and b)  the weight benefits which will result from the increased 
working stress levels which can be reliably used as a more comprehensive Inspection 
Ls made. 

All of the abovd is given in general  terms with very little quantitative information 
to aid the practical  designer.    This situation reflects the current state of the art 
and the almost complete lack of experience with the production and use In quantity, 
of high strength ceramic  structural  components. 
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FIOURE 5.4  CHARACTERIZATION OF CERAMICS 

(Taken from Reference 5.29) 

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL 

SAMPLE HISTORY 

Nominal composition 

Method of preparation 

Potential sources of contamination 

Special treatment - thermal, chemical, etc, 

Shaping technique 

Specimen size and shape 

AVERAGE COMPOSITION 

GRAINS 
(Repeat for each phase) 

Phase Identification 
Quantity 
Size and size distribution 
Shape and  shape distribution 
Preferred orientation 
Internal strain 
Composition    - 

Dislocations 

Stolcheometry 
Impurity clustering 
Impurity concentration distribution 
Density 
Type 
Substructure 

GRAIN BOUNDARIKS 

PORES,  MICROCRACKS,   CRACKS 

Composition and composition distribution 
Structure 
Relative orientation of grains 
Grain boundary strain 

Quantity 
Distribution In structure 
Size and size  ^strlbutlon 
Shape and  shape distribution 
Relative orientation 
Gas composition 

SURFACES Topography 

State of stress 
Absorbed gases 
Chemistry 

EXTRINSIC DEFECTS Type 
Position 
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6.       DESION CRITERIA 

6.1     INTRODUCTION 

The term crlteila Is used with various meanings throughout the aerospace community so 
that some definition of the term,   as used In this Handbook,   lo  first neceusary.    It Is 
used here to Includu  (a) the specification of the cordltlot.s which must be ounsldered In 
the design of a structural component,   (bj  the required levels of  strength «id Htlffnesn 
under these conditions, and (c)  the requirements for demonstrating that the criteria 
have been met. 

Ideally it should be possible to limit criteria to only these considerations,  uo that 
the manner in which the structure  Is doslgned,   the methods used,   the sources of data, 
etc.,   should not be considered in the criteria.    In practice, however.  It is not economic- 
ally feasible,  with complex vehicles,   to wait until ground  and flight testing of the 
complete vehicle reveals poor design practice.    Everything must be done,  at the ocrlloot 
possible stage of design,  to ensure that the best current practice Is being followed. 
Accordingly,  it is quite common to Include in criteria those aspects of design philosophy 
which are  significant with respect to structural Integrity and In some cases to also 
specify dcjlgn practices and analysis methods.    For Instance,   the  level of factor of 
safety selected may be dependent on the methods of analysis used,   in which case the 
criteria must consider both.    The objective is usually to ensure that  the criteria 
reflects all previous experience with respect to the recognition of potential modes of 
failure,  and this frequently requires more than the Items mentioned in the first para- 
graph.    At the same time, designers should not be unnecessarily constrained and Innovation 
should not be stifled. 

It is necessary to consider the subject of design criteria in conjunction with brittle 
material design since there are some sl/^ilfläant changes necessary from alrframe and 
space vehicle criteria as typically developed for metallic structures.    The principal 
reason for this change Is the need  to recognize  the probabiliatic nature of material 
strength properties,  which makes It necessary to at least consider whether all of the 
criteria should be treated on a probabilistic basis. 

With the conventional approach to criteria, material variability Is,   In fact,  considered 
and  typically 99% failure probability levels are defined as a basis for selecting material 
allowables.    These allowables are then used with ultimate loads,  which are limit loads 
multiplied by a factor of safety.    Limit loads are the maximum loads expectea In service. 
Thus to some degree at least,  probabilistic methods are used in the conventional treatment 
of airframes and a finite probability of failure under ultimate loads Is accepted.    How- 
ever,   the characteristic strength distribution curve for metals is such that the prob- 
ability of material  failure under stresses from limit loads  is essentially zero.    The 
combination of this characteristic,  together with ground testing to verify the design, 
flight testing to verify loads and load distributions,  and operational  restrictions 
based on the demonstrated strength,   is intended to ensure a zero probability of failure, 
for the structure,  in service.    Only very infrequently, usually when some new vehicle 
characteristics lead to a new and unexpected  structural failure mode,  is this requirement 
not met. 

However,  if materials of wide strength variability,  such as ceramics,  are used with the 
conventional deturmlnlstic approach to criteria,   the structure may not have a zero prob- 
ability of failure under limit loads.    To many individuals,   and for some applications, 
this is not acceptable.    Where it is acceptable,  then the question of an acceptable value 
for failure probability arises,   since there is nothing in current practice to establish 
a precedent. 

Current criteria practice also begins to break down for vehicles where significant 
aerodynamic heating effects are present because it is no longer possible to define the 
alrframe strength with a single number such as a load factor.    Many parameters are 
Involved and rational combinations of these parameters are necessary to produce meaning- 
ful design conditions.    The Introduction of arbitrary factors of safety on some or all 
of these parameters leads to irrational and inconsistent situations; and again the answer 
lies,   ultimately,  in the direction of probabilistic methods.    While this is becoming a 
problem with all high speed vehicles,  it is particularly important when brittle ceramic 
materials are used since the applications for these materials will  almost always involve 
very high temperatures, with all of the associated effects.    For these reasons, therefore, 
consideration must be given to criteria in this Handbook. 

If the criteria is to be approached probabilistically,  it is desirable tc be able to 
specify the allowable overall failure probability of the structure,   considering all of 
the various loads and load repetitions and their probability of occurrence,  the associated 
temperature effects,   and the variable material and structural  response characteristics 
under the spatial and time varying stresses from these conditions.    In addition the 
reliability of analysis and test methods and of experimentally determined data should be 
Included and all of these considerations  should be combined into an overall probability 
of failure value. 

The ideal  situation is never attained in current practice.     The principal reason is 
the vast amount of statistical data and computational effort that would be required. 
This becomes economically impractical,  particularly since much of the data requires 
extensive full scale ground and flight testing.    Even if it were consioered worth the 
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cost,  the task cannot be completed until a number of vehicles have been flown extensively 
to gather data,  and obviously,  In this case,  the results are available too late to 
Influence the design. 

At best the probabilistic method Is apolled only to some elements of the total  assess- 
ment of structural Integrity.    Tue specification of material allowables, on this basic, 
has already been mentioned.    Probablllatlc loads are used for some of the environmental 
Induced condltlone for space vehicles.    Probabilistic  strength characteristics and prob- 
abilistic loads liwiJover,  are never combined in a statement of structural failure prob- 
ability,   and analy.ila and test data  (other than material properties)  is never treated 
statistically. 

Currently,   the loads arising from the various design conditions  are treated partly 
determlnlstlcally and partly probabilistically.    Deterministic methods were used In the 
early days of alrframe design when relatively simple descriptions of the overall loads 
and strength levels were s- fflclent.     They have been retained because they are simple to 
use, they are particularly convenient for initial design work when extensive knowledge 
of the structure and the vehicle are not available,  they provide a simple means for 
establishing contractual  requirements during procurement,  and they provide a simple 
framework for the establishment of operational limitations.    They also permit responsi- 
bility to be assigned in the event of a catastrophy,   since it can usually be established 
whether the alrframe failed to meet Its strength requirements (contractor responsibility) 
or whether It was operated beyond the established limits  (operator responsibility). 

Probabilistic methods of defining loads have none of these features.    Such loads cannot 
be determined until a large amount of information is available on the structure,   the 
vehicle and its mission.    Even thai the computational work is of enormous magnitude, 
furthermore,   it is impractical  to demonstrate the structural reliability by test,   or to 

"establish probabilistic loads by flight testing,  so that many of the features of the 
deterministic approach are lost. 

The deterministic approach currently predominates for conventional aircraft while 
probabilistic methods are more extensively used in space vehicle design.    However, 
deterministic methods become somewhat Inconsistent and arbitrary when the thermal  effects 
of high speed flight are important and no really good criteria have yet been evolved. 

Deteministlc methods of load specification also involve the use of safety factors,  and 
although these factors are arbitrary and are often used Inconsistently with respect to 
thermal  effects,  their use is part of the level of structural Integrity which experience 
has shown to be satisfactory.    Any proposed changes in criteria must therefore recognize 
existing safety factor practices.    Perhaps of most Importance with deterministic methods, 
however,  is  the large amount of successful experience which has been accumulated and the 
large numbers of structural  engineers who are thoroughly familiar with their use. 

In this Section the approach to be taken to criteria for structures or components 
fabricated from brittle materials is to emphasize probabilistic methods, but to continue 
with the separation of 1 aad and strength considerations. Any efforts to change existing 
load specification and diätermination practices is well beyond the scope of this Handbook 
although some discussion and description of these practices will be given since they are 
an Important part of structural  integrity. 

Emphasis will then be placed on the strength aspects of criteria,   such as the selection 
of material  allowablas,  factors of safety,  etc.,  and recommended criteria practices will 
be given.    The objfctlve will be to maintain the same strength and Integrity levels as 
have been shown satisfactory in the past.    In addition an attempt will be made to 
establish criteria with respect to thermal effects,  in view of their probable importance 
to "ceramic"  strvotures. 

It must be emphasized that this Section presents only suggestions and recommendations 
for criteria for structures fabricated from brittle materials.    There is currently a 
complete lack  of information,   in the literature,  which can be used  to verify or confirm 
these suggestions, nor was there any opportunity,  during the preparation of this material, 
to conduct verification experiments.     So far as possible the assumptions upon which the 
recommendations are based are clearly stated,  and their experimental verification Is  the 
first step  in establishing criteria. 

6.2     CURRENT  CRITERIA PRACTICE 

6.2.1      Design  Conditions 

a)     Manned Aircraft 

The principal  loading conditions which design the primary structure of 
conventional manned aircraft are maneuvers,  gust,  landing and take-off. 

In all currer.1; aircraft criteria (References 6.1,  6.2 and 6.3), maneuvering 
loal? are  treated as detenuinistlc by  specifying an envelope of lo.'J factor against 
velocity.     Where thf-y are not limited by vehicle performance capability these load  factor: 
arc,  in fact,   deteralned frcm statistical  data accumulated over many years of actual 
flight operations with vehicles,  not necessarily similar,   but performing similar missions. 
Thus the Jetermir.istic method  of load  specification han  Its roots In  statistics and, 
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although not stated explicitly,   a certain non-exceedence probability level 1B Implied. 
The specification of a load factor level instead of a non-exceedence probability level 
Is a very simplified approach in which the only parameter considered is the broad classi- 
fication of the airplane by its function,     for large complex vehicles a more rational 
examination of design load factors is frequently made at a later stage in the design by 
conducting simulator studies.    If the ]oad factors upon which the design was originally 
based  are found  to be too low,   the alrframe will necessarily be modified,   and quite 
frequently only localized detail  changes will  be found necessary.    If the original load 
factors are too large, howevar,   It will  rarely be convenient to benefit from the ponten- 
tial weight reductions because weight saving necessarily implies redesign over large 
areas of structure. 

Generally the important maneuver design conditions will involve transient 
effects  such as  the pitching and  rolling accelerations and velocities  required to achieve 
maneuver attitude and to recover from the maneuver.    Again the appropriate design para- 
meters are selected from past statistical  records,  with a great deal  of engineering 
judgment,  and a minimum consideration of the characteristics of the vehicle being designed. 

Permitting the pilot to fly to the boundary of the maneuver envelope implies 
a relatively high probability of limit load occurrence,  and although limit loads are 
usually intended  to be the maximum loads experienced in service this situation must be 
expected to lead  to a finite probability of limit load exceedence.    For example,  in 
fighter aircraft the pilot is not likely to be considering the alrframe Vn diagram during 
combat operations;   in training aircraft inadvertent exceedence is likely,   and in commer- 
cial  aircraft there may be rare emergency situations in which the pilot is not able to 
remain within the design boundaries.    These situations are covered,  quite unscientifically, 
by safety factors,   a subject to be discussed  later.    Safety factors,  however, may cover 
other considerations than limit load exceedence. 

For fatigue considerations the question of repeated maneuvers at different 
levels,  which again should be treated on a probability basis,  is reduced to a deterministic 
form by specifying  "blocks" of loads at various levels.    The number of load repetitions 
at various fractions of the design limit load factor, which is presently the way the 
repeated load criteria is formulated for military aircraft  (Reference 6.4),  is presumably 
based on statistical data.    However,  specifying the requirements as mentioned above and 
relating these requirements only to the class of aircraft,  again represents a very 
approximate method of determining the design loads from statistical data. 

For both military and  commercial  aircraft (Reference 6,2,  6.3),   gusts are 
treated determinlstlcally,  in tne establishment of limit loads,  by considering discrete 
sharp edged gusts,   with correction factors for aircraft response.    In addition. 
Reference 6.3 specifier gust shape.    Again,   the  specified gust velocities are selected 
from large amounts of statistical  data and there is implied a non-exceedence probability 
level,   although its value is not known.    For repeated loads and fatigue considerations 
military criteria require a probabilistic treatment of gusts by specifying a power spectral 
density.    This is in contrast with the treatment of repeated maneuver loads described 
above.     Commercial  aircraft criteria are not specific about the manner in which repeated 
gust loads should be treated,  but current practice,  for large vehicles,   Involves the 
probabiliEtic,  power spectral density methods. 

Landing loads are else probabilistic in nature,  particularly since the pilot 
has no direct measure of sink speed at the moment of touchdown,  but in current criteria 
the situation is  treated determinlstlcally by specifying maximum sink  speed.    Again these 
values have been determined from tti3 accumulation of statistical data on many different 
aircraft so that the current criteria again represent a simplified but convenient reduc- 
tion of probabilistic dpta to deteministic design conditions.    Again,  in many cases, 
simllator studies will be made when the design has proceeded sufficiently and again if 
the initial design values have proven unsatisfactory the costs of changes can be large. 

Take-off conditions are also treated determlnistioally, in current criteria, 
by specifying load factors but more recently the probabilistic treatment of the repeated 
loads produced by runway roughness has become the practice. The situation parallels the 
treatment of gusts where the repeated loads determined probabilistically are principally 
used for the fatigue analysis of the structure. 

For supersonic aircraft present criteria requirements with respect to heat- 
ing e.  *'.ots are quite general, with both military and commercial criteria requiring 
only that such effects be considered  (References 6.1, 6.10).    Revisions to the military 
specifications are under consideration,  and although these have not yet been published 
there are indications that discrete deterministic design conditions will be retained in 
order to utilize existing maneuver load and gust criteria.    Design trajectories will 
probably be used to establish discrete design conditions in which load and thermal 
effects are combined.    Trajectories most likely to result in  (a) material  strength 
reductions,   (b)  development of substantial thermal stresses and  (c)  development of 
substantial mechanical stresses will be required,  but it will be recognized that the 
maximums of each of these effects will not always occur along the same  trajectory and 
that the worst combination may be some other trajectory.    No consideration will be given 
to the probability of occurrence of these various design trajectories or to any of the 
important parameters which define these trajectories. 

For life detign conditions typical mission profiles will be used to establish 
thermal  effects  since it is recognized that every flight rfill not involve a critical 
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design trajectory.    No conditions are Imposed on the relationship between design tra- 
jectories and mission profiles,  but the need to consider the time Involved In each 
maneuver, because of the transient thermal effects.  Is recognized and quantitative data 
la given. 

b)    Space Vehicles 

For most spacj vehicles,  whether manned or unmanned,  launch and ascent provide 
the most Important structural design conditions.    While the heating effects during re- 
entry of recoverable vehicles may be critical also for the re-entry structure, neverthe- 
less the majority of the alrframe weight will be designed by launch and ascent.    During 
launch and ascent the Important loads arise from (a) environmental effects such as winds, 
atmospheric turbulence,  gusts,  wind shears,  etc.;   (b)    engine thrust loads including 
transients during engj ie start and cutoff and Including the load components resulting 
from engine gimballing for control purposes;  (c)  aerodynamic loads due to vehicle angle 
of attack and changes in angle of attack;  (d) loads produced by the relatively large 
volumej of liquid propellants.  Including both steady state inertial loads and dynamic 
loads due to fluid motion;   (e)  dynamic effects resulting from coupling and interactions 
between all of the above and the structure.    The probabilistic treatment of loads is used 
more extensively for space vehicles than for conventional  aircraft,  but at the present 
time the treatment is  still Incomplete and contains some inconsistencies. 

A large amount of statistical data has been gathered on the atmospheric 
environments at space vehicle launch sites.    Consequently,  winds,  gusts,  turbulence,  etc. 
are treated probabilistically to the extent that the environmental conditions are selected 
based on a specified non-exceedence probability level.    However,  having selected the 
individual wind, gust and turbulence conditions,  these are generally combined into a 
synthetic wind profile which is then used to determine specific critical load conditions 
in a deterministic manner. 

To determine aerodynamic loads, dispersed trajectories are used in which the 
dispersions reflect probable variations in guidance and control equipment and any other 
factors which control the trajectory.    Similarly,  performance variability is considered 
to a specified probability level  in determining engine thrust and the associated tran- 
sients,  load components,  etc.    When all of these loads are combined, however,  to determine 
the critical bending moments,  axial loads,  etc.  at each station,   they are generally treated 
determlnistlcally and combined by simple superposition. 

6.2.2    Design Methods 

In order to follow a structural  design procedure entirely based on the recognition of 
the statistical basis for all aspects of the design,  it is necessary to recognize also 
the  statistical nature of all of the design data which Is used to predict the structural 
response to the prescribed design loads.    Such data includes physical and mechanical 
material characteristics, aerodynamic characteristics for describing total aerodynamic 
forces and pressure distributions,  and all of the experimentally determined physical 
data Involved in predicting external and internal heat transfer and the resulting 
temperatures.    All of this data will normally show variability, either inherently in 
the properties being determined as In the case of the mechanical properties of materials, 
or as a result of variabilities in test technique,  instrumentation, test facilities 
performance,  etc. 

A similar variability is implied  in theoretical methods used to predict structural 
response,  to the extent that all  such methods have been verified by correlation with 
experimental data.    Since this experimental data Is statistical,   the accuracy of the 
analytical method'; is only known to a certain probability level.    Thus, all data used 
in predicting structural response  to a specified  system of loads is again statistical 
in nature,  and the contribution of this variability to the  overall probability of failure 
should be included. 

Here again current practice is Inconsistent.    The establishment of material properties 
is generally treated statistically and the allowable properties to be used for design are 
determined from experimental data by prescribing the acceptable level of probability that 
the properties will be exceeded in the actual structure.    There is also some recognition 
of this  situation with respect to the methods and data used to determine the effects of 
aerodynamic heating on high speed vehicles.    Various methods are in use for predicting 
external heat transfer characteristics,  and these methods show differences in results 
and variability in the correlation with experimental data.    As a consequence,  in the 
discussion of criteria for high temperature structures it is frequently proposed that 
factors of conpervatism be used on predicted heat transfer coefficients.    In this case, 
there is no real attempt to statistically examine the scatter in experimental data but 
only to apply a rather arbitrarily  selected factor to the predicted values. 

In all other areas of technology Involved in the prediction of structural reaponso to 
the design conditions,   there is no attempt in any structural design criteria to treat 
experimental data statistically,  or to consider the accuracy of prediction methods on a 
statistical  basis.    For instance,   statistical procedures are not generally followed in 
reducing aerodynamic data measured in wind tunnel  testing.    The usual practice is to leave 
the Interpretation of experimental  data,  and the conservatisms to be added to predicted 
values,   to the Judgnent of the  specialists in the various areas of technology.  The chance 
of this practice leading to an inadequate structure is not very great since the technical 
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specialists are generally conservative In assumptions,  methods and experimental data as 
used for strength predictions. 

Almost equally significant,  however,   In high perfLrmance weight critical vehicles Is 
the fact that these conservatisms may be excessive,  leading to overdeslgn.    The extent 
to which this situation exists In typical vehicle structures Is not generally known,   since 
many engineers are usually Involved In various parts of the design activity,  such as the 
determination of aerodynamic pressures,  the determination of heat transfer coefficients, 
stress analysis,  dynamic analysis,  etc.    Each applies his conservatisms which,  in the 
nature of a typical engineering organization,  are usually cumulative. 

This problem is not relieved by the practice of structural testing.    The testing of 
full scale  structures or structural components will reveal the weakest point and will 
show whether this point is strong enough to meet the design conditions,  but such tests 
will not generally show the level of excessive strength throughout the remainder of the 
structure.     Quite frequently ground testing will show that even at the weakest point the 
structure is much stronger than is necessary,  and frequently this is the result of the 
accumulation of conservatisms during the design.    Usually however,  at this stage the 
design work is complete,  tooling is finished and a number of production articles are being 
fabricated.     Consequently,  any large effort to reduce weight by a redesign to eliminate 
the excess strength is usually discouraged.    Some organizations anticipate this situation 
by prescribing artificially reduced loads for design purposes and though 'insclentific 
this procedure is usually satisfactory where there is considerable experience with similar 
structures in similar applications. 

In defense of the situation described above it is usual to argue that the structural 
criteria should not constrain the designer by prescribing particular methods of analysis 
or particular experimental data with associated factors of conservatism. This oncern is 
particularly valid In the case of general criteria, such as Reference 6.1, expecved to 
remain in use with the minimum of revision for many years. The problem is not so much 
one of prescribing methods of analysis, however, as it is one of properly reducing all 
experimental data to produce data for design purposes. 

5.2.3    Safety Factors 

Factors of safety are customarily used to establish an ultimate load fron limit load 
where the limit load is defined as the maximum load expected in service.    It is usual to 
require that the structure suffer no degradation with respect to its ability to perform 
its functions when subjected to limit loads and that it not collapse or rupture when 
subjected to ultimate load. 

The current values of factors of safety,   for example the 1.5 value specified in 
Reference 6.1,   are quite arbitrary and  a considerable amount of effort has been wasted 
in trying to rationalize these arbitrary factors.    They apparently evolved,  at least in 
the U.  S.,  by choosing values of safety factor and limit maneuver load so that previously 
satisfactory strength levels were retained.     (Reference 6.5).    Subsequently,  some reduc- 
tion in safety factor level has become acceptable practice in unmanned systems.    Higher 
risks are generally acceptable in unmanned  systems though whether the reduced factor of 
safety results in a higher failure probability depends on the extent to which the 
selection of limit load levels has been influenced by the single mission,  and the 
resulting lower probability of experiencing extreme operating conditions. 

Some organizations consider that the safety factor covers variations in the strength 
of the fabricated structures due to processinr variabilities,  residual stresses,  etc. 
others consider the factor of safety to cover possibility of exceeding limit load. 
In the past the factor of safety was often sui   < ^ed to have covered  the effect of repeated 
loads,  but the Importance of fatigue in most nu jem aerospace structures has required 
that this subject be properly analyzed rather than burled in a safety factor. 

When repeated loads are considered it is usual to apply the factor of safety not  to the 
load levels but to the number of load  repetitions.       USAF practice.   Reference 6.6,   applfea 
the factor of k to the number of load  repetitions,  whereas the U.  S.  Navy applies a factor 
of only 2 but uses a load  spectrum which emphasizes the high load levels.    This latter 
procedure is a concession to the practical  problem of fatigue  testing of complete air- 
frames.     It  recognizes the large cost  and  time involved in simulating a realistic load 
history and  repeating this a number of  times,   and  It attempte to produce an accelerated 
ground fatigue  test. 

Again,   there  is no clear rational basis  for applying a factor of safety to the number 
of load cycles.      With the exception of certain critical  components  such a:: helicopter 
blades,   it is not usual  to retire ar.  airplane from ßorvicu because its design life has 
been reached.     For vehicles from which a long service  life  Is expected  the use of  tough 
oonsstruction materials in conjunction with perlorJii;  inspection,   frequently Involving 
quite sophisticated methods,   and with  repair or rnplacement where cracks are detected, 
is the basis  for continued utilization of  the vehicle.    Retirement will  then result when 
the  rate of degradation is such that this procer.n becomes uneconomical. 

With respect to aerodynamic heating effect.", the question of factors of aafety arises 
because of  the precedence established by  the use of safety factors  on loads and life. 
Many parameters are involved in deterndning all of the  jffects which are present under 
aerodynamic heating conditions.     Since  these effects  act simultaneously consistent 
values of these parameters must be used  to avoid meaningless margin of safety assessments. 
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The Introduction of arbitrary factors of safety Into a complex and otherwise rational 
analysis produces difficulties,  and no generally acceptable approach has yet evolved.    It 
Is generally recognized,  however,  that factors applied to heat transfer coefficients or 
temperatures or thermal  stresses,  etc. will each have significantly different consequences 
and that the significance of such a factor will be quite different from applying the same 
factor to load.    There is  some agreement that factors of safety should not be applied to 
temperatures and that factored stresses due to load and unfactored stresses due to 
temperature gradients,   should be combined.    However,   the Fedoral Aviation Agency in 
Reference 6.10 requires a factor of I.25 on thermal  strains for supersonic commercial 
aircraft,  while some recent l'!AF considerations of criteria for high temperature airframe 
structures have seriously considered using a factor of 1.15 on velocity.    The latter is 
intended to produce a more rational design condition than the simple application of a 
factor to heat transfer coefficient or temperature,  and it has nome precedence in the 
treatment of factors on airframe stiffness  requiromento. 

Despite the cc ifused situation with respect to loads and safety factors,  it must be 
recognized that the practice has generally led to structures having satisfactory strength 
levels.    Where limit loads are prescribed probabillBtic-üly,  the usual values are 99% or 
99,9% which implies a relatively high probability of load occurrence.    Similarly with 
manned aircraft,  since the pilot is permitted to fly to the load factors which are used 
to establish limit conditions,  it can be assumed that those conditions arise relatively 
frequently.    On the other hand ultimate loads are permitted to develop stresses which 
have a 1$ chance of exceeding material allowables so that the chances of failure under 
ultimate loads are relatively high. 

Evidently,  therefore,   the typical 1.5 factor of safety has, in the past,  been sufficient 
to ensure either that ultima'te loads have an extremely low probability of occurrence or 
that the stress levels associated with limit loads result in an extremely low probability 
of material failure.    Effectively,  the factor of safety has made it unnecessary to seek 
the vast amount of statistical data,  on both loads and strength,   that would be necessary 
if the criteria were expressed as a total failure probability of extremely low value.    On 
the other hand the failure probability that is achieved with the factor of safety is not 
known until large numbers of vehicles have been In operational use for extended periods 
of time.    This may be unimportant when a new design Involves a small extrapolation of 
past experience but with a major change in vehicle configuration,  operating conditions, 
structural  concept,  or materials,  the situation may be quite different. 

6.2.4    Qualification Testing 

It is current practice to qualify any airframe by ground testing, in which all of the 
critical conditions are Imposed on a full size airframe,  in conjunction with flight 
testing to measure loads and load distributions and to demonstrate structural Integrity 
at critical design conditions.    Where this is not done,  usually for economic reasons 
when only very few vehicles are to be built, ulther higher factors of safety are used 
by restricting the flight envelope, or an increased risk is assumed.    The latter is often 
the case with research aircraft. 

The qualification test program is thus an Integral part of the assurance of structural 
integrity.    It Is an element in current practice which has contributed to the generally 
successful performance of alrfrajnes and it must,  as a consequence, be considered in any 
attempt to formulate new criteria. 

Qualification testing serves two purposes.    It verifies that the airframe has the 
predicted strength under the applied loads and environmental conditions,  and for the 
expected failure modes.    However, it also verifies that other critical loading conditions 
have not been neglected and that failure modes have not been missed.    Strength analysis 
of structures requires a prior knowledge of potential failure modes, it does not predict 
them.    Imagination,  coupled with experience,  can usually suggest what the failure modes 
will be, but there is no absolute proof except in test.    For this reason also,  full scale 
ground testing on the complete vehicle is invariably used for qualification purposes, 
since there can be no absolute proof that scaled models or partial structures are reveal- 
ing every failure mode. 

The typical ground test program will include two alrframesj one is exposed to each of 
the potentially critical discrete flight conditions,   the so-called  "static*  test,  while 
the other is subjected to  'life* testing.    Both test programs are conducted with discrete 
loading conditionsj  the  "static" test is exposed in turn to each of the critical limit 
load conditions;  life testing is conducted by exposing the airframe to loads of various 
levels and distributions,   representative of various flight conditions.    Specific numbers 
of load cycles at various levels of load intensity are applied to approximately represent 
the distribution of load levels expected in service,  and loads of various levels are 
intermixed in sequence,   since there may be sequence dependent fatigue failure modes. 
obviously the life testing is an approximation since load level distributions and load 
sequences are known only veiy approximately from statistical data on other,  and different, 
vehicles,    Also it is not practical to provide for a large number of different load 
distributions simultaneously,  in the loading rig,  and only the most critical  static 
conditions are usually represented. 

In the examination of current criteria practices,  it is Interesting to ask why two test 
articles,  or why separate  the discrete limit load testing from the repeated load tests 
since the latter should include the former.    One obvious reason is timing.    Full scale 
testing requires  a great deal  of time during which operational vehicles must be restricted 
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until It Is complete.    Static testing takes much less time than life testing and when It 
Is complete restrictions on the operation of the vehicle within the flight envelope can 
be removed.    Restrictions on vehicle life, while life tasting la being conducted,  are 
not significant since although the testing takes considerable time, nevertheless the 
number of cycles can usually be built up faster on the test specimens than on the vehicle 
In operational use.    Thus,  the practice is simply to ensure that the life test Is always 
ahead of actual usage In terms of the number of flight houra simulated. 

It Is also evident, however,  that the separation of static and life testing,  whether it 
Is conducted with two test specimens or one,  reflects again the concept of assessing 
alrframe strength in terms of discrete,  static load conditions.    There is some Justifica- 
tion for this,  with typical metal structures,   since the bulk of the structure in terms 
of weight of material and the type of construction used Is dictated by load level,  while 
repetitions of load control very local  (but nevertheless Important) elements of the 
structure,  such as Joints,  where stress concentrations predominate. 

It Is conceivable that,  with equipment available today, 
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An equally important part of structural qualification testing is the flight test program, 
which has two parts,  a flight load  survey and the structural testing in flight,  to limit 
conditions.    The flight load survey is a verification,  principally by the measurement of 
stresses,  in flight,  of the loads and load distributions used in the design and stress 
analysis.    In this  respect it parallels the "static"  test which Is a verification of the 
failure modes assumed and of the predicted strength levels in each failure mode.    The 
structural flight testing is a final verification In which the limitations in the ground 
test program,  such as the localized application of loads,  the use of an incomplete 
alrframe,  etc.,  are finally eliminated. 

Again,   it is clear that both aspects of structural   flight testing must be conducted on 
a detemlnistic basis.    Specific conditions must be established for the measurement of 
loads and for the demonstration of structural integrity and the aircraft must be 
deliberately flown to these conditions.    To conduct a flight test probabilistically 
implies flying until critical loads arise statistically,  obviously impractical since It 
may require all of the flying of all vehicles of the type. 

The flight testing of space vehicles for structural purposes Is far less common than the 
flight testing of conventional  airplanes.    Each flight requires a vehicle,  and for 
economic reasons each must be used to accomplish a mission or at least to accomplish a 
large number of system tests.    Possible compromise of the mission or systems test programs 
In order to apply critical  structural design conditions,  either for load measurement or 
to verify structural integrity,  will  rarely be tolerated.    Similarly,  the use of a vehicle 
specifically for these purposes can rarely be Justified economically. 

This situation Is perhaps tolerable with a space vehicle since a greater risk of failure 
is usually acceptable than is the case with a vehicle Intended for many thousands of hours 
of operation.    This is true even with manned space vehicles.    It Is a trade-off between 
the cost resulting from a vehicle failure and the cost of Increasing structural reliability 
by structural flight testing.    Such trade-offs are probably not made in fact,  but only 
as a Judgment by the program management. 

6.2.5    Changes to Current Practice 

From the above discussions it appears premature to propose,  as a basic criteria,  that 
an overall alrframe failure probability be specified,  since this would require major 
changes in the approach to load determination and to ground and flight testing concepts, 
particularly for manned aircraft.    Such a development Is beyond the scope of this 
Handbook,  which is concerned only with differences in design practice due to the use 
of brittle materials.    Broad use of the probabilistic method Is not peculiar to brittle 
material  structures but is desirable generally,  from an idealistic point of view,  to 
permit more rational design conditions. 

Furthermore,  a change of this type,  to be effective,  requires the concurrence of 
structural engineers,  airfrajne designers and the managers of major vehicle programs. 
If it is to be effective.    Such an activity requires committee type action,   so that all 
interested parties can be represented and so that economic and legal implications,  which 
are quite as significant as the technical,  can be given proper consideration. 

It is quite certain that the structural community is not at all  ready to consider 
departing from the well  established deterministic methods of establishing design conditions 
and the associated loads for conventional manned aircraft.     It is probable that they never 
will be,  because the probabilistic method is not convenient or even feasible for initial 
design,   only for subsequently checking a completed design.     Even for space vehicles. 
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where probabilistic concepts are used in the structural  criteria,   particularly for the 
important launch and ascent conditions,  it is usual to pick some specific determlnlatic 
conditions for design purposes,  and as already discussed,  the statistical wind and gust 
data is turned into a specific synthetic wind profile.    Thus the actual approach to 
design is the same as is used for aircraft;  the differences are only in the manner in 
which the  criteria is written. 

It must also be recognized that brittle ceramic structural parts are likely to be used 
only in very local  areas of the airframe.     It is unlikely that these materials will ever 
be competitive,  on a strength to weight basis,  with metals wherever the latter can be 
used.    Ceramics will be used where their special characteristics,  primarily their 
refractoriness,  are essential.  Consequently,  the majority of the airframe design will 
undoubtedly follow conventional practices,   and this will Include the loads analysis. 
Loads for those structural elements fabricated from brittle materials must be related 
to and developed from the load system for the entire vehicle so that to insist on a 
completely probabilistic approach for the brittle elements would  require  a complete 
duplication of a major section of the design activity. 

In view of these considerations it will be assumed here that conventional practices 
will be followed in the determination of design conditions and limit loads,  when brittle 
materials are used  in the airframe.    Differences in design procedure  required by these 
materials will be accommodated by changes  in the treatment of factors of safety and in 
the method of selecting allowable stresses.    Structural integrity assurance will also 
require  reconsideration of qualification testing and changes will be necessary in the 
ground testing phases. 

The flight test phase of qualification testing will be unchanged from present practices. 
Flight loads measurements are obviously related to the system of load determination so 
that If no changes are made in the latter,   the approach used for flight loads measurements 
will also be unchanged. 

6.3    SUGGESTED CRITERIA PRACTICE 

6.3.I    Discrete Load Conditions 

In the discussion of suggested criteria practice for structures  fabricated from brittle 
materials,   it Is appropriate to begin with the  consideration of discrete load conditions. 
Strictly speaking,  it should only be necessary to consider design for repeated loads using 
the spectrum of loading which will  include all of the loads expected to occur during the 
Hfe of the vehicle.    However,  the use of discrete load design conditions is well 
established practice,  it is particularly convenient for preliminary design and it provides 
the designer with a good appreciation of the capabilities of his  structure.    Furthermore, 
the lack of experimental data on the fatigue characteristics of typical brittle materials 
and  the lack of any significant experience with practical hardware design leaves us 
without knowledge of the relative significance of discrete maximum loads and ths whole 
spectrum of loads,   to the design.    Consequently,  it may only be necessary in many cases 
to consider designing for discrete loads with attendant Bimplification of the design 
process. 

It is suggested that current practice be followed as closely as possible with brittle 
materials In order to exploit as much as possible the generally successful experience 
with airframe structures.    Accordingly,  two discrete load conditions should be used 
corrssponding roughly to the limit and ultimate conditions of conventional metal airframe 
design.    Limit conditions should Include the maximum loads which are likely to occur in 
the life of the vehicle. 

For those aspects of the vehicle operation which are controlled by the pilot,  or in the 
case of missiles and space vehicles by an automatic flight control system,   the limits of 
the operating envelopes or the extremes of the programmed flight conditions should be 
used to define limit loads.    This applies to maneuvers,  and it Includes the forces 
introduced to maintain a vehicle on a programmed flight path.    It Includes also the 
dispersions caused by variability in the functioning of guidance and control systems, 
variations in the thrust performance of rocket engines,  tolerances in the gimballing 
of rocket engines,  etc.    Where variability in the performance of vehicle subsystems is 
Involved or where loads may fluctuate randomly or uniformly,  the objective should be to 
select levels such that the probability of occurrence of the combined system of loads is 
1% or less.    Stresses due to loads from various sources, both probatilistlc and deter- 
ministic,  can be combined as follows: 

'im +    »2m + »3m +-- n Vff] 'if ♦     "Qt + 
2 

*3f + 

'lm etc.  are the mean stresses from each Individual loading. 

ff^f is the r.m.s. value of the. fluctuating part of any random or uniformly varying load. 
(Note that   a if is  zero for a deterministic load) 

n is  selected  so that the probability of   <r   being exceeded is 1%,  or less. 

' 
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For those load sources which are not under the control of the pilot or an automatic 
flight control system and which Include principally natural phenomena such as winds, 
turbulence, gusts, etc., the limit conditions should be bused on a 1% probability of 
occurrence; that is, the condition selected should be sufficiently extreme that there 
Is only a 1^ probability of the combined loads being exceeded In the life of the vehicle. 
The relationship given above can again be used to combine loads or stresses. 

Associated thermal effects should also be based on extremes 
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If the above practice is followed in defining loads, the resulting critical discrete 
load levels will have a probability of occurrence of 1%  or less. This is a relatively 
high probability. In other words the resulting design loads are almost certain to occur. 
Accordingly, the probability of structural failure under the load condition defined above 
must be very small. In order to ensure this and also to avoid the problems discussed 
elsewhere of costly statistical programs to define material properties, it is recommended 
that the basic philosophy used for structural design be to conduct a proof test on each 
structure to the stress levels produced by the critical limit loads. This, in simple 
terms, will reduce the. structural failure probability to zero, and the result should be 
essentially the same level of structural integrity as is present in conventional metal 
structures. 

The use of a proof test to impose on each element of material the maximum stresses 
expected in service is an ideal situation which is not likely to be realized in practice. 
Most structures are designed by more than one loading condition and it is not likely to 
be economically practical to conduct a proof test on each component for each critical 
design condition.  Even if only one loading is important It is not likely that the proof 
test will be a precise simulation, again for economical reasons. As a result the proof 
test will subject some elements of the structure to stresses greater than those expected 
in service, and other elements to smaller stresses.  Nevertheless the benefits of the 
proof test in reducing the overall failure probability are retained as will be evident 
from the analytical relationships given in Section 3.  In Section i  equations are given 
from which the effect of the proof test in reducing the probability of failure for any 
given load condition can be obtained by a summation over all elements of the complete 
structure, Since negative values, such as might be produced by compresslve stresses or 
by elements in which the proof stress is greater than the applied stress, are not included 
in this summation. The only way to make the result :',ero is to ensure that the proof 
stress exceeds the maximum operational stress from any condition at every point throughout 
the structure. This may well result in the imposition of relatively high and damaging 
proof stresses over some elements of the structure for the sake of exceeding operating 
stresses in a few other locations. Consequently, it is much more practical to assign a 
finite but nevertheless small probability of failure value to the structure under limit 
loadp rather than to expect the value to be zero.  Probability of failure values of the 
order of 10"" or 10-7 are suggested and should generally be readily obtainable with a 
well chosen proof test. 

It should be noted that in order to meet such a requirement it is not necessary that 
the proof test simulate any of the design conditions, and this point should be exploited 
to make the proof test as cheap and economical as possible. On the other hand a proof 
test which deviates too far from the simulation of the critical stress distribution and 
from reproduction of the maximum stresses will not establish confidence in the structural 
integrity. This situation should be automatically taken care of however by the methods 
presented in Section 3.  If there is an element of the structure where the operating 
stresses are large and the proof stresses are small the probability of failure, even if 
only a few elements are involved, will be large and it will not be possible to meet the 
proposed criv,3ria.  This point is Illustrated in Section 7 where very small volumes of 
highly stressed material in stress concentration areas such as fillets, are shown to 
contribute significantly to the overall structural failure probability. 
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where a Is nia>imum flaw size In sample  (g^l       Is flaw growth rate under application of 

proof stress.    The derivation of this relationship  is given later,  in conjunction with a 
fracture mechanics approach to the establishment of criteria for the design of brittle 
material  structures  to sustain  repeated loads. 

Any criteria philosophy which requires a proof test of each article may be imposing 
significant cost considerations.     Certainly to proof test a complete alrframe would be 
a very serious consideration which would severely limit the interest in materials of this 
class.    In the nature of nonmetallic  refractory materials however,  the manner in which 
they are fabricated and  the structural weight penalties that will 1e Imposed by their 
use is  expected to limit  this use,   for aerospace applications,   to those areas where high 
temperature;', make metallic materials impractical.    Such areas are expected to be limited 
In size and because of the requirementc for hot pressing,   sintering,  diamond grinding, 
etc., in their fabrication,  it is expected that these materials will always be used to 
make relatively small parts.     Ac a result it is not expected  that a requirement for proof 
testing of each part will impose a serious restriction on the use of these materials,  or 
introduce i large cost Increment. 

Tt is believed that If the approach described above is followed with respect to discrete 
load condltlonn, the result will not be completely acceptable to the alrframe designer and 
user because the question of safety factors has not been Introduced.    The procedure will 
lead to a structure which has a factor of safety,  because larger loads than those described 
above as limit loads could ho sustained lith an increased probability of failure.    Never- 
theless,   the level  of thli  factor of safety is not defined and  it is not related to past 
and current oxparlutioo li   the aanoenment of alrframe Integrity.    Furthermore,  the factor 
of safety implied In the mutorlal  strength capability will be a function of the variability 
in i'iatorJ al  properties and may therefore vary from one structure to another depending on 
material   characterlotics, 

For the reasonn given above it is considered desirable to also continue the practice 
of designing the ütrueturo for factored loads,  but rather than continuing with a completely 
arbitrary  altuutlon a more rational  basis for the factor of safety can be outablished by 
accepting an Increaaed probability of failure over that existing under limit conditions. 

Tt is  considered that factors of safety applied to loads  should rationally reflect only 
uncertainties In those loads.     Currently,   there are many who consider that the factor of 
cafcty covers Inadequacies In stress  analysis,   uncertainties  in material properties or 
variability In strength of  the complete structure as  a consequence of variables In the 
manufacturing process.     Evidently,  however.  If  there  are uncertainties in these areas, 
they i5houl(i be accommodated by Introducing appropriate factors or conservatisms or 
margins into the stress analysis or  the material properties or the structural  strength 
assessment as appropriate.     It is certainly no rational  to accommodate uncertainties in 
material   strength prediction by an increase In the applied loads.    In the case of brittle 
materials many of the uncertainties mentioned are necessarily considered with the more 
sophisticated design and  analysis procedures that are  required.     As is Indicated in other 
sections of this Handbook the stress analysis must reflect local  concentrations,  built 
in fabrication stresses,  deformation constraints,   etc.,   and  the material properties used 
for the strength assessment must reflect variability caused by processing variables 
throughout the manufacturing activity from the starting powders  to the finished component. 

It Is  also Jlear that  there la no significant question of yielding with brittle 
materials,   which is  another Justification with metallic  structures for considering two 
distinct design conditions.    This la not to dismiss the possibility of creep deformations 
In high temperature ceramic  structures nor does It imply that deflection limitations may 
not be a design criteria,  but clearly these latter considerations again do not Justify 
arbitrary  factors on design loads.     Similarly it Is very unlikely that buckling considera- 
tions will  ever arise in a ceramic structure because the length to thickness ratios of 
the various elements of each component are likely to be very small.    As a result the 
uncertainties with respect to stralghtness and flatness,  which are Important In thin 
.äheetmetal   structures because of  their effect on buckling,  will not be of concern with 
u-eramlc structures. 

Returning to the consideration of safety factors on loads,   there appear to be two 
considerations which may Justify factors of safety.    The first  situation arises when the 
maneuver onveloper and  the  r-inge of flight trajectories including the effect of dispersion 
and  variability in guidance equipment,   censors,   etc.   are exceeded,   either by emergencies 
In  the case of manned vehicles or by  system failures in unmanned vehicles.    Again,   these 
r.ltuations   should  be  examined  rationally and  appropriate design  limit loads  developed, 
but it is easy to argue that every possible emergency or malfunction can never be 
anticipated;  thus,  an  arbitrary factor of safety on "hose load  conditions produced by 
pilot initiated maneuvers or by  the  functions prograinmed into guidance and control equip- 
ment may be Justified.    At the •wte time since these are unpredictable emergency condi- 
tions with a very low probability of occurrence it is  reasonable  to accept a higher 
probability of structural   failure.     It seems reasonable to take advantage of past 
experience  and retain factors, of  safety between 1.'» and  1.5 for manned vehicles and 1.2 
to 1,3 for unmanned systems.    In conjunction with these factors of safety the probability 
of structural  failure can be raised to 1;" or l0mZ,    This is consistent with the use of 
"A" values  from Mil-HDK-5  for the design of metal   structures. 

J 
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Where brittle materials are used In high temperature alrframe  structures,  which will 
generally be the case,   the question of factors on temperatures and temperature gradients 
arises.    If the principal reason for using factored loads is to cover emergency or mal- 
function conditions,   it is reasonable to expect that  these emergencies will  also cause 
flight path deviations,   taking the vehicle beyond  the band of dispersed  trajectories and 
flight paths within which it is  supposed  to operate.    Hence more  severe heating than that 
produced during limit load conditions  can be expected.    Unfortunately,   there  is no sig- 
nificant background of experience from which arbitrary factors on temperatures and 
temperature gradients can be based and  there is certainly no justification for using the 
same factor on temperatures as is used on loads.     The anplication of a factor to heat 
transfer coefficients for a certain period  of time might be more reasonable.     It would 
properly reflect the dependence of radiant heat dissipation on the fourth power of the 
temperature and it would properly relate the increase in temperature with a change in 
temperature gradient and the associated thermal  stresses.    No reasonable  suggestions can 
be made,  however,   about the magnitude of this  factor since it is likely to vary consider- 
ably from one vehicle to another.    It,   therefore,  becomes necessary in each application 
to make some studies of the effect of omergencies  and malfunctions on vehicle trajectories 
in order to make a judgment of the factor to apply to heating effects. 

The other Justification for a factor of safety applies to those design loads which 
result from the effect of statistically defined natural environments  such as winds and 
gusts.     If the limit loads are derived  from environmental conditions which have a prob- 
ability of occurrence of the order of 1%,  it Is reasonable to be concerned about the 
very slight possibility that much more severe conditions might be encountered.    Again, 
it would be more rational to Impose a specific probability level,   for instance,  to specify 
gusts which have a  .01^ probability of occurrence but generally to do this with any 
accuracy would require far more statistical dita about the natural environments than is 
presently available or than is likely to become available for many years.    Consequently, 
it is Justified to apply an arbitrary factor to those loads produced by winds,   gusts 
and other natural environments,  but again to use a higher failure probability in selecting 
material and  structural strength properties.    The factors mentioned above are  appropriate 
since they reflect past experience and again it is considered appropriate to use IJG 
failure probability levels in selecting material properties.    Generally,   the question of 
factors on temperatures and temperature gradients,   and hence thermal  stresses will not 
arise in this  situation since significant changes in velocity and  altitude are not likely 
to occur nor is the vehicle likely to be disturbed in its attitude for any significant 
length of time. 

6.3.2    Repeated Loads 

In considering 
of loads and the 
to discrete load 
Jectories and as 
as limit values, 
sloshing forces 
is not a subject 
used for metalli 
space company or 

the question of criteria for repeated load conditions the  specification 
rmal  effects follows directly from the previous discussions with respect 
s.    Load spectra should be generated to include all of the loads,  tra- 
sociated thermal effects  to the levels which have been defined  in 6.3.1 

How this is to be done in the case of gusts,   random vibration,  propellant 
and many other sources of loads which are statistical  and  random in nature 
for this handbook since the methods will be the same as those currently 

c  structures.    These will generally be routine procedures in any aero- 
alrframe research organization. 

The question of safety factors on loads,   temperatures and temperature gradients to be 
used in the  repeated load analysis does not arise  if the reasoning given previosly is 
used.     With a concept that factored loads arise from emergencies,  malfunctions or extrc^fily 
rare environmental conditions, only a single occurrence of such loads should be anticipated 
and this will be covered in the discrete load analysis.    Typically,  however.  In the design 
of metal  structures,  factors are applied to the number of load cycles.    In other words, 
having developed a spectrum of loads representative of the complete life of the vehicle, 
the designer assumes this spectrum to be repeated a number of times,   typical factors 
ranging from 2 to 4.    Again,  these are arbitrary factors variously considered to cover 
inadequacies  in the prediction of fatigue strength of the structure and its materials, 
the lack of precise knowledge of the number of repetitions of some of the loads and the 
desire to have some life left in the structure at the time when it would be retired from 
service. 

It does not seem rational to use a factor on life to cover any inadequacies in knowledge 
of the properties of the  structure and  its materials under repeated stresses.     Such 
inadequacies  should be covered by appropriate factors and conservatisms in selecting 
allowable stress levels.    On the other hand,   in the prediction of the load spectra 
uncertainties may exist in both the number of cycles of any particular load level or in 
the sequence of loads.    This is particularly true for all of the various load  sources 
which are probabilistic in nature  since levels,  numbers of cycles and sequences are all 
statistical.    In general,  however,   statistical knowledge of load frequencies and sequence 
is much less developed than statistical knowledge of load intensities.    In fact,  the 
significance of load sequence in the fatigue of metal structures has only recently been 
recognized and  there are no available methods  for discussing the probability of any 
particular sequence. 

The requirement  for a reserve in structural  life  so that It is not at the point of 
failure during the last moments of operational use is realistic,  but whether in the case 
of brittle materials  this  requires a factor on the design life may depend on the methods 
used to predict the life under repeated loads. 
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If these methods invol~ e probabilistic values of material properties then the reserve 
may be inherent in the material allowable values used. At the present time, however, the 
available knowledge about the response of brittle materials and structures fabri cated f rom 
brittle materials to repeated l oads i £ so small that at least a factor of ignorance is 
justified. 

On the basis of the above discussion it is considered that for the design of brittle 
material structures under repeated loads , a f actor on life should be used and values 
between 2 and 4 which have been commonly used for metallic structures seem appropriate. 

In discussing the problem of predicting material and structure life under repeated 
loads, as a basis for establishing appropriate design criteria, we begin with essentially 
no data in the literature except a few isolated examples (Reference 6.7 ) which are suffi 
cient to show that the flaws and microcracks inherent in most of the material s considered 
in this Handbook do, in fact, grow with stress repetition. As a consequence what f ollows 
is speculative and would require ubstantial experimental verificat i on bef ore appl i cati on 
to the design of flight hardware. 

There are at present two methods used by structural designers for describing t he behavior 
of materials under repeated stresses, and it is r easonable to attempt to extend thP same 
method F to brittle materials . The firs t of these involves a generation by experimental 
means of data descn.bing the number of cycles to failure for a material under r epeat ed 
stresses of a parti~ular level. Information is presented as a plot of stresses vs number 
of cycles, the typical s-n curve . Most material s a re sensitive not onl y to the peak 
stress but to the range of stress imposed during stress cycl ing so t hat S- n r.urves a r e 
usually presented for various values of the factor R which define s the r a t i o of maxi mum 
stress during each cycle to mean s tress . Obviously al so the respon t~e of mat erial s t o 
repeated stresses is a function of temperature so that t he tes t data mus t be r epea t ed 
for each temperature of interes t . 

In almos t all structural applications successive s tress es applied to an el ement of t he 
structure will vary in intensity, frequently in a random manner. Since i t i s no!; practical 
to conduct fatigue test s in which all possible sequences of s tres s level s a r e exaMined, 
methods have been developed for assecsing the materi al damage accumula t ed by t he numbe r 
of cycles of stress at each l evel. Mi n er s rule i s generally used and i s given bel ow. 

nl n2 n3 
11Tl+ N2 + 'N3 + = 1 

In thi s r el ationship N1 r ep resent s t he number of cycl es to failure a t a pnl·t i cul ar s tre s 
level al. The da t a i s obtained from the S-n curve. n1 i s t he number of cycl es ac tual l y 
applind a t t hi s stre s s l e:vel and i t i s assumed t·hat the r atio n1 i s the ft•ac t i on of 

Nl 
mat er ial life us ed by t he stre sses of a l evel a 1 • I t ~ri ll be evident t ha t thi s rule 
attribut es no signi f i cance to the sequence of s t r ess es , whi ch i s i nconsi s t ent wit h 
obs ervation . 

If t hi s met hod i s applied to brittle mat e ri al, it will be necessary f or e ach mat e r i al 
and each t emperature , t o generate Weibul l curves f or mat eri al subject ed to various cycl es 
a t the parti cular s tress l evel . Wha t i s r equired i s shown i n Figure 6-1 wher e a point 
such as A shows the probability t hat the mat eria l wi ll fai l when subject ed t o 10, 000 cycles 
of t he s tres s a4. 

When the f a t igue t es t s a r e conduc t ed it will not eene r al l y be possibl e t o selec t a 
s tres s l evel such tha t failure oc('urs pr eci sel y a t the r equi red number of cycles , 
particul arly s i nce t he s tress l evel will var y from sampl e t o sample i n a s t a t i s tical 
manner . Accordi:~gly, the t est s mus t be conducted a t pre selec ted s tre sses , t he number of 
cycl es to f ailure obs erved and extrspol r ti on used t o obtai n t he s t r ess level a t which t he 
particula r piece of mat e rial 1'/0Uld have : ailed for a part i cular number of' cyc l es . Thi s 
extrapol a t ion should be done using an S-n curve but i t is not possi ble t o obtain such a 
curve for a si ngl e piece of material . 1\ccordi ngl y, 1 t i s nece s sar y t o plot al l of t he 
tes t data on an S-n plot , to dr aw a rep r e sent ative line through t hese poi nt s , and t hen 
ext rapol a t e each t es t point t o the r equire d numb~r of cycl es by extrapolating parallel 
to the averaee -n curve . This procedure i s illu~trated i n Figure 6- 2 . Havi ng obtained 
a s eri es of fai l ure stres ses f or a give•, numbe r of cycl es the procedure desc ribed i n 
Sec t ion 3 f or de t e rmini ng the appropr i ate Hei bul 1 curve i s then f ollowed . As wi t h metals 
t he p rocess r equi r es va ri at i on not only of peak s t ress i n each cycle but mean s t res s . 

urves such as Figure 6- l can t hen be us ed to det c nnine the pe rmi ssi bl e s tre s s 1 evel 
f or a gi ven number of cycles i f a specj f i ed pr obability of fail ur e is t o be achieved . 
~"h e procedure can be extended to a cumul ative damage summation where t he appl t ed s tl 'C"Z~s 
va ry , by a ain us i ng Mine r :> r ule and whe re the number of cycles to f ail ure ( Nj ) are 
de termined f or the various s tres s l evel s a t a paJ·t icula r f ailur e probabi l j ty level . I!' \ 
t he sununa tion gives the value l t hen t he r'ai l ure probabili ty of t he s truct ure j he 
val ue used t o de t e rmine the value s N. I f the swnmation give:> a value l e~s h:m 1 the 
probahi lity of f ailur e i s l es s tl an that a s sumed or alternativ~ly all tresn level :; ~!ln ~ 
be i nc reased . 

Ir it i s intended t o pr oof t est t he s truc t ure i t may be possible to ar :1l y i ~'lll:i 
t r u!'lcat e t he ctuves of !"igure 6- 1 s i milar t o t he ·, ej bull expre szi on U!'etl t o ·,l'',t' .<.:::l t e 
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the curve for a single cycle of stress.    It Is not evident at this time how this might 
be done,  however,  and the alternate Is to subject each specimen to the proof test before 
conducting the fatigue tests. 

The consequence of the above procedure Is as follows: 

a) Miners rule needs verification for brittle materials. 

b) The suggested method of extrapolating test points to obtain the probable failure 
stress for a particular test specimen and for a specific number of cycles may be consider- 
ably In error.    The accuracy will depend primarily on how closely the number of cycles to 
failure for a particular specimen agrees with the selected cycle value.    This In turn 
depends on the stress level  selected for each particular test specimen,  but In view of 
the variability of the material and the Impossibility of determining before testing what 
the strength level is anci there Is no evident method of exercising control. 

c) The need for statistical data,  which has already been dlecusse'. with respect to the 
generation of Welbull curves for a single stress cycle,  is now extended to cover such 
additional parameters as number of cycles,   ratio ol' peak stress to mean stress and proof 
stress.    Thus,  in most cases to conduct such programs may be economically impractical. 

Assuming however that this procedure can be followed,   the only criteria statement 
required Is the specification of acceptable failure probability under the complete 
spectrum of stresses.    A value of lO-o or 10-7 is suggested since the spectrum will 
Include stresses  (limit values) with a relatively high probability of occurrence. 

In all of the above discussions it is assumed that appropriate conservatisms will be 
Introduced into the selected stress levels to cover the uncertainties already described 
in the method and also to reflect the statistical significance of the number of test 
points used  to generate each curve. 

The second method in current use for the determination of the life of metallic structures 
involves the use of fracture mechanics principles and again it is reasonable to pursue 
the same ideas in the design of brittle material structures as used in the design of metal 
structures.     The stress level which will  cause a crack to propagate catastrophlcally to a 
complete failure is proportional  to a critical stress intensity factor,   and to the crack 
size,  and to a function of the geometry of the structure.    The critical stress intensity 
factor is a material property which can be measured in tests utilizing simple specimens, 
and the results can be used to predict the onset of failure in a complex structure with 
a complex stress distribution.    Since the initial crack size must be known it is usual 
to apply this technique to determine allowable stresses,   and it is assumed that the 
material contains a flaw which is as large as the minimum size detectable by whatever 
Inspection techniques are used. 

In its current state of development fracture mechanics is limited to relatively simple 
structures and flaw configurations by the difficulties of analytically determining stress 
intensity factors for structures of complex geometry and such complex flaw shapes as a 
partially through-crack. 

In extending fracture mechanics principles to the prediction of structural performance 
under repeated loads,  it is necessary to determine experimentally,   crack growth data as 
a function of stress level,   temperature,   etc.    With this informatio i predictions can be 
made of the growth of an initial flaw as a result of the various stresses applied during 
the life of the structure,  and the requirement is to determine whether the critical size 

(flaw is reached for the maximum stress level during this life. 

In metallic  structures the question of crack initiation also arises and experimental 
data is generally needed on the combination of stress and numbers of cycles required to 
initiate a crack in an otherwise homogeneous piece of material.    This complication, 
however,  is not likely to arise with ceramics since these materials are assumed to contain 
large numbers of flaws Initially. 

At this point virtually nothing has been dene to study fracture mechanics as applied to 
ceramic materials.    Reference 6.6 indicates tests to measure critical  stress intensity 
factors on a number of materials such as aluminum oxide and silicon carbide, but there 
is no evidence in the literature of efforts to measure crack growth rates, and it la not 
known at this  time whether it is practical to make such measurements. 

If we assume that critical stress intensity factors and crack growth rates can be 
measured for brittle materials,  it is reasonable to assume that these characteristics 
are not statistical in nature.    The cause of the variability in the mechanical properties 
of ceramics is assumed to be the flaws and defects which are the result of processing, 
together with the sensitivity of the material to the stress concentrations produced by 
the flaws.    The variability is not. In other words,  inherent in the material itself.    If 
we consider the growth of a flaw where the crack is propagating through homogeneous 
material,  this crack growth should be reproducible,  as a function of the applied stresses, 
from any material sample.    Since a typical ceramic material is likely to contain large 
numbers of flaws,  crack growth characteristics might be affected by the propagation of 
the crack from one flaw to the next,   and in this respect the size and  shape distribution 
of flaws may influence crack growth characteristics.    However,  the volume of material 
affected by a growing crack is very small,   particularly since critical flaw sizes In 
ceramics at the stress levels of interest will be only a few thousandths of an Inch. 
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In using the fracture mechanics principles with ceramic materials we begin with the 
aaaumption that failure is produced by propagation of a flaw of critical  size and that 
the variability in strength properties is the result of variability in the size and 
distribution of flaws.    Thus,   the Welbull  strength also gives the probability of a flaw 
of a certain size in any individual  sample.    Conversely,  if a probability level is given 
the corresponding maximum flaw size can be determined.    The two relationships necessary 
to do this are as fol1

JWS: 

m"   -    (^l * (1) 

lic 

MS) 
(?) 

Where 

m 
a 

ffu and or0 ar--' Welbull  constants.      (See Section 3) 
specimen x'ailure  stress 

»p ■ proof test stress level 
V    ■ specimen volume 
S specimn failure probability associated with stress   a   . 
a    = maximum flaw size in specimen that fails under stress   a    . 

Kic • stress intensity factor 
w    ■ width of tensile specimen 

ff^j  = geometric factor 

With the Welbull parameters deteinined by strength tests,   the first equation ctn be used 
to determine the failure stress   f'or any given probability level  and the second equation 
will  determine the maximum flaw size in the test piece that falls at that stress level, 
assuming that the critical stress Intensity factor Kic has been measured in separate tests. 
Note that the effect of uroo'' testing the material  can be easily Included.    The proof test 
eliminates material  containing flaw^ greater than the critical  size associated with the 
proof stress,   but In so doing it dev-reases the probability value associated with a flaw 
of any size. 

In order to determine flaw size information from the Welbull  cruve,  it is necessary 
to know the value of tne geometric factor in Equation 1 for the configuration of the test 
specimens used to conduct the strength tests.    This will usually consist of either a 
square cross-section bend specimen or a round bar tensile specimen.    In either case we 
require the geometric factor for an essentially Infinite volume of material with a small 
crack  In  the surface.    Geometric  factors for this crack configuration are available in 
the literature Reference 6.9.    From the above procedure,  if the allowable material failure 
probability under repeated loads is specified,   a maximum  "allowable'1 flaw size can be 
determined.    The flaw size will  depend on the proof stress level  so that in a complete 
structural  component the allowable flaw size will vary throughout the component as the 
stress produced in the proof test varies.    Having determined allowable flaw sizes through- 
out the component,  the flaw growth at each point is calculated from flaw growth data, 
which will  be given as a function of stress level and temperature,  and from the spectrum 
of streppes an-' temperatures expected throughout the component life.    When the maximum 
size  flaw at the end of the structural  life has been determined  for each element of the 
component  In this manner,  a check can be made to determine whether the critical flaw size 
has been reached at any point for the maximum stress to be experienced at each point. 
If the  critical size is Just reached in some location,   the probability value used  to 
determine the initial flaw sizes  is the probability of failure of the component.    If a 
critical  flaw size is not reached,   either a margin of safety is indicated or the stress 
levels throughout the component life can be raised by .-educing material thicknesses,  etc. 

This method of determining the effect of repeated loads on a brittle material structure 
offers  the promise that no additional  statistical  data other than that required  to develop 
the Welbull curve is needed.    It does,   however,   involve numerous  assumptions wMch,  with 
the present limited knowledge and  experience,  still  require verification.    These Include, 
(1)   flaw growth data and critical   stress intensity factors are not statistical;   (2)   that 
It is practical to determine flaw growth data and critical  stress intensity factors for 
brittle materials;   (3)  that flaw growth data can be applied without regard for the sequence 
of stresses.    This is not a good  assumption for metallic structures because plasticity 
effects at the crack  tip;, change  the crack  shape as a function of stress--such effects 
are likely to be absent or very much reduced with brittle materials;   [k) that geometric 
factors can be determined for all   structural and flaw configurations of interest.    This 
has not presently been done because of mathematical complications  for metallic  .-.tiuctures 
although there Is considerable activity involving various methods  of attack,   and there 
Is no  reason to doubt that the necessary information will eventually become available. 
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Again, the only criteria statement requi~ed is the specification of acceptable failure 
probability under the complete spectrum of s tresses and environments . If the suggestions 
of this section have been followed and the s pectrum includes s tresses associated with 
loads up t o limit level, then a failure probability of 10-o or l0- 7 is sugges t ed . I n 
addition, however, app1•opriate conservati sms must be introduced to cover the uncertain ties 
indicated above in the method and particularly the uncertainties in c r ack growth and 
critical stress intensity factor data . These conservati sms ~1ill depend on the stat e o f 
knowledge and the amount of tes t data available at the time t he analyses a re onducted . 
It is not presently feas ible to offer any sugges tions in this r espec t s ince the avai labl e 
data base is zero. 

Returning to the di s cussions earl ier in thi s section on fac to r s of safety for disc r e te 
loads, the ques tion ari s es whether provi s ion should be made to accommodate these fac tored 
loads at the end of the vehicle life , after the s tructure has been exposed t o the f ul l 
spectrum of repeated loads. If , a s s ugge sted, a fac tor of safety i s u sed to cover 
unpredictable emergenc '.es or s eve re envi ronmen tal c onditions which availabl-; s tati stical 
data is inadequate to predic t, then t he probability of these oc ::u rrences diminishe s as 
the vehicle life proceeds . Sinc e t he factors are a r bitr ary, however, there i s l it tle 
purpose in trying to add the refin ement of r educing t he fac tors a s the life of the struc
ture is used. Consequently, it seems mos t prac tical to require that the s truc t ure su s tain 
one cycle of factored loads at .);he end of the s tructural life . Ho~1ever, t he probability 
of failure can be raised to 10·2 which i ndicat es that the predi cted flaw growth will be 
applied to a smaller initial fl aw size if "ulti mate" loa ds are t o be sus tained. 

Previous ly in thi s section the sub ject of mat erial damage due to proof te s ting has been 
raised and an express ion was given f rom whic h the proof s t ress level which would not 
cause significant material damage co uld be detern1ined . This relationship can now be 
derived by application of t"le fracture mechanic c prin ci ples described above , bu t i t also 
involves the assumptions and l j mi tations which have been desc ribed . It i s determined by 
equating two v alues for the expre •· :.ion of the c r i ti cal s tres s intensity fac tor; the one 
containing the initial flaw s i ze befor e proof tes tlng , and the o t her including the gro•,;th 
in flaw size due to the pr oof s tr·e:· s . This development is presented below. 

Assume that f l aw g rowth rate under proof s t r ess i s given by (£N~ then t he critical 
Kic P s tress of materi al before proof t esting i s given by cr 1 ~ ~-_:.--.,... 

s tress of material after proof t es ting i s given by cr 
2 

f( eomet r y) J'a 

Kic 

Critical 

If material i s not to be damaged s i gnificantly by pJ·oof tes ting, then cr 2 must be clos e 
t o cr 1 . Say cr 2 i!: 9 cr 1 

Then ~~1~---

J=+(fm)crp 
l ~ 0 . . or 

6 . 3 . 3 Qualifi ation Test:t ng 

In the discussion:; of .2 1 t wa s s tated that qualifi cation testing incl ud es flight 
t est ing to measure loads and verify s tructural lntegri ty, and gruund t e s ting to verify 
t he assumed failur e modes and the predic t ed s trength under these f.<1.1l ure modes . It was 
shown that flight tes ting mus . r emain unchanged when brittle mater i a l s a r e used since 
f l ight t esting t o achieve c r itica l load on a probabili s t ic b s i s is impracti ~al . Ground 
t es ting , however, r·equi r es furthe r di scussion . 

If a typical ~ stattc • t e s t is conduc t ed on an airfr·ame containing elemen t s fabr i cate 
from brittle mater ial s , a f ailu r·e in one of the se e l ement s will be a test r e s ul t that i s 
ot l ittle value, \-lhe t h e r the r an u r-e oc cur s aJovo or ueloH the de:Ji gn "ul imate" 1 oa::l , 
~. t ~~i+l not gl:mei·a.1ly be poasi blt! to tl e<! ide ''ll' .. the l' O J ' no t the J e.Jign •,;as a ti s f ac to1·y . 
A f ailure above :11 t:lmate may be dUe Lo t he c a nb i a i on o f an inadequa t e de sign \•Ji th a 
material s trength on t he high enJ or the .,ca te r ba d , or conve r sely a p rema ure f~il ure 
may be due eit..her to "1o~l'1 s t r ength noa e r·i a l oc ar l n aduqua t e esi g . 

Some design ve rification i s possible , in thiR :;i ua tion , by us ing s trailo gage bu t i l' 
some failure mode or some hi gh lo o.l o trecs has be()n n egle ·tc cl the ~ rai n ~~ageo a r r- no t 
l ik ely to be located in th e prope1· loc a tion . \·lith br t 1e mater·i al " the f ailure i nitia 
tion poin t 1·1:t ll p1·oba b y o t oe c tc~t ·J.ble u.l' te r ~he f•t l u re ha., or.c urred ~jnce the part 
·.-~i l l gene I' lly break. into mo.ny pi ece.; . 1'on s-:quen ly , j t 1·1ill no be po."sible o loca'te 
s train gages at th e fai l ut·c :11 iati cl poin L ~· a cecon t e.-t ..;pcci mel •. 

bvious ly , wha s neces:ntry is a .,t::.. ti :·t.lca.l.{ .;igr.il'ic-:.r. t. .·a:np1e "i ·e . ':ni h: t-IL· i 
completely imp r actical wl.th c<.-mnle e a rl' l 'an.e~ i ·. i <:>xpec:.ea , 'i:; io:>.:: b~'"l· dt·;u ~e l 
elsewhe re in chi s Handbook , t ha tJ l'lt 1 ~ mat t::t' al.· 'IT 11 t~ u::P. l · •. r·el~:~civuly .·u,all 
s truc ural elements e ach rnoun e · n 'lJ. 111 ·on.~trai:,a·l . :.onn: ur.ri:J.nt manner ··,·or .he rirna t y 
.· t rue ure . rt thu~ bc..:omes . t" !'co..:ll>l_ o -::on luc ~.he qu:>.llf c:>.tlon •,e,o t:; 01. 
i n i vi ua1 e. emen t 1·: t h. li t le: cot. ;e r \, wu t. ;'~j 1 ur •J n.o-z .G ·:~ 11 oe rni ~'sc becau,;e o f !.he 
a sen e o f tne co~1ple t <:> '3.irf r :une . A1 t c r •.a .:vely . :•l'lY be ro,·.·iblc to te:c r.Uiltrou-
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brittle elements using a single metallic primary structure with the loads t.djusted 
slightly to ensure failure first in the brittle element. 

Thus, It Is feasible to consider a statistically significant sample If only a relatively 
small brittle element Is destroyed each time.   However, a statistically significant 
sample size may still involve a large number of samples, particularly if proof testing is 
not used. Fortunately, however, the problem is now the reverse of trying to determine 
a Weibull ^urve sufficiently accurately to predict the failure stress for a very low 
probability of failure. Now we are given an accurate Weibull curve and the problem is 
to determine the probable response of a small number of speciinens. Since the results 
of say three or four tests should lie near the mean strength level, where the Weibull 
curve is most accurate, there should be Uttle difficulty. 

In order to put this concept into practice we first determine, for the structural 
element to be tested, a curve of failure probability against some reference stress ax    . 
Stresses at all other points throughout the element are expressed as a ratio of the 
stress ax   at the reference point. The equation for determining failure probability is; 

•D (3) 

where 
a  m 
ff m o Sv- 

where m, <ru and a0 are Weibull constants,  explained in Sectijpn 3. 

-5—     is the ratio of the stress in any element V,  for the design condition 
*       of Interest,   to the corresponding stress at the reference point. 

frp      is the proof stress in any elemental volume V. 

Note that the exponential form of the equation is used  sir.ce we will be concerned with 
a small number of test results  and relatively high failure probabilities. 

The summation is extended over all  elemental volumes V,   in the structural element. 

Values of S are calculated for various assumed values of <TX  and the result is plotted 
as  shown in Figure 6-3. 

Now suppose that three test specimens are used and they fail at three different values 
of ffx   .    The results are  ranked,   the lowest representing a failure probability of O.25, 
the next an S value of 0.5 and the highest a value of 0.75.     These results are plotted, 
as shown in Figure 6-3 at the appropriate failure probability levels.    By comparing the 
resulting curve with the predicted curve,  observations can be made about both the element 
design,   and also about the  similarity of the material in th°  structural  element to  the 
material of the specimens used  to determine the Weibull  cor; *'!•..'. 

If the experimental curve parallels the Weibull curve but is displaced,  the material  is 
material is satisfactory but the design is  either better or worse than predicted depending 
whether the experimental values of 9X  ,  for a given failure probability,  are greater or 
less  than the predicted values. 

If  the experimental  curve passes through the predicted curve at S   ■ 0.5,  but does not 
parallel  the predicted curve,  the design is as predicted but the material characteristics 
differ fron the material defined by the Weibull parameters.     Combinations in which both 
the design and the matsrial  differ from prediction are also,   of course,  possible and 
likely,   but those results can be broken down into the  two cases given above.    Figure 6-3 
explains this procedure diagrammatically. 

It should also be possible to follow a similar procedure for repeated load testing by 
combining the above with the previously described method for predicting failure prob- 
ability under repeated loads.    This suggestion is offered very tentatively,  however,   in 
view of the fact that so many of  the previously described  steps are presently unverified 
by experiment.    The procedure would be as follows; 

a) For each elemental volume in the structural  element ur.der consideration,   establish 
the stresc clue to the proof test. 

b) Jelect a p.-obabllity of failure value and from Equations 1  and 2 of this Section 
iletermine the corresponding probable failure stress and hence the probabla maximum flaw 
■Ize,   in each elemental  volume of  the  component. 

For the oequem e of repeated loads,   and associated  stresses,   detennine the growth 
01   Lnese flaws.    Detemine the number of load sequences  required until,   at some point in 
the  structure,   a n aw reaches critical  size. 

e) 
of the 

1)  Repeat (b) and (.•) for other probability valuea and plot the result;, 
failure probability versus number of load sequences to produce failure. 

a curve of 
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e) Conduct repeated load tests on a small number of specimens,  applying a sufficient 
number of load sequences to each specimen to produce failure. 

f) Present and use the results as  shown in Figure 6-3 except that the parameter (rx 
is replaced by number of loading sequences. 
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7.       DESIGN TECHNIQUES 

7.1     BRITTLE MATERIAL APPLICATIONS 

Brittle materials find many engineering application- where particular  jharacterlctlcs 
such as electrical Insulating qualities,   refractoriness or low cost are necessary.    Such 
applications include furnace linings,  electrical insulators,   etc.,  where the limitations 
of weight and the requirements for high structural  reliability,  which are typical of 
"jrospace applications,   do not apply.    The discussions of this chapter,  however,   will  be 
limited  to aopllcations where tne material must be used in an efficient structural manner, 
and  consid  ration will  be limited  to very high  speed  airframe components  and  components 
of rocket onglneb and gas  turbines. 

In aerospace applications it can be expected that ductility is a  jharacteristic that 
will   always be desired by designers and one for which some compromise of the structure 
in other respects,   such as weight,   will be made.    None of the minor advantages of 
refractory,  nonmetallic materials  such as low cost,   high stiffness to weight,   etc.,   are 
likely to pursuade  a designer to sacrifice ductility,     consequent]y,   applications  for 
brittle refractories will   almost  certainly be limited  to those whore  temperatures,   and 
the environments in which they occur,   exceed the capabilities of metallic materials. 

Mithin the above limitations  the possible aerospace  applications for refractory non- 
metallic materials Include small   lifting surfaces,   lifting surface leading edges,   engine 
inlet leading edges,  heat shield elements,  insulative  surface elements and nose caps,   all 
for lifting re-entry and hypersonic cruise applications,    nonmetallic refractory materials 
may also be used as primary structure for radomes and  antennas and small very high speed 
missile bodies. 

In addition to the above airframe applications these materials have four.d and  will 
continue to find use as  rocket nozzle Inserts  and possibly for the construction of 
complete nozzles and  thrust  chambers.    Many element:; of gas  turbines and other types of 
air breathing engines may also use nonmetallic refractory tmterials where freedom from 
Impact loadings can be assured.     The use of these materials in compressor and turbine 
blades of conver tional gas  turbines has been quite unsuccessful due  to Impact from ingested 
material,  but auvanced  applications can be vlsuall/.cd where tho high temperature require- 
ments are so severe that special  provisions to eliminate ingestt. .i material on or near 
the ground are Justified. 

All  of the above applications are expected to involve  relatively snail parts.    Further- 
more,   parts made from nonmetallic  refractory materials are generally produced from powder 
by hot pressing,  pressing and  sintering or slip casting and sintering techniques  so that 
geometrically complex shapes are relatively easy to produce.    Generally,   therefore,  non- 
metallic refractory components will be designed with integral   stiffening and internal 
structure in which case the only detail design consideration is the method of attaching 
nonmeL- elements to internal metallic structure.     All  of the applications mentioned 
offer ti       ,'portunlty for the use of one-piece nonmetallic parts from the highest 
temperature regions of the  application to some point where the Internal environment is 
cool   enough for a metallic  primary structure.    Thus,   a discussion of detail  ensign practice 
reduces primarily to a discussion of Joining methods  for attaching nonmetallic elements 
to supporting metallic  structure. 

The present early development stage of brittle material design technology is mentlonel 
elsewhere in this handbook.    Methods of Joining are even less advanced than the tech- 
nology generally.    No more than half a dozen unclassified  U.S.  publications exist at 
present which describe original work on Joining,   and  all  of the work reported to date 
is dependent on the use of metallic elements within the Joint.    Methods for Joining 
ceramic  to ceramic where high structural strength at high  temperature is required have 
seen little development,   with the exception of one British program,   described in 
Section J.6.    This situation emphasizes the need for one-piece elements to the point 
where the environment permits metallic materials to be used In the Joint.    Furthermore, 
because of the very limited  experience with the Joining of brittle materials,  it is not 
possible to present in this  chapter well  substantiated design rules or even ei.plrlcal 
methods.    Accordingly,   the chapter will present concepts  and principles and a suggested 
design practice which it is believed will  lead  to satisfactory Joints.    Whether the degree 
of design refinement suggested is  sufficient or necessary can only be determined by 
experience. 

The chapter is supplemented by design charts which are  chiefly concerned with the 
application of statistical  methods  to failure prediction  for the particular design  situa- 
tions encountered in Joints.     Again the lack of experience makes  It difficult to assess 
the  significance of the absolute values giver, by these   .'harts.,   but the relative values 
are extremely useful in choosing the best design configurations  for particular Joints. 

f.2    JOINT DESIGN PRINCIPLES 

The important principles which should be applied in  thr. design of Joints in brittle 
materials were mentioned briefly in Section 2.3.    This  Tectlcn reviews these principles 
in more detail  as a basis for the discussion of their applicatlur1  In Joining concepts. 

Typically,  In metallic construction,   balanced  internal   load syst'.-ms o;   relatively low 
stress level  can be accepted.     Such load systems arise from dofomatlon.- under load  of 
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the supporting structure,   from assembly whtn the parts do not fit accurately and from 
modest temperature gradients.    When these built-in ntresses  are combined with stresses 
due to the external loads applied to the element,  a local yielding or buckling may occur 
where  the material yield strength is exceedHd.    This will generally  relax the internal 
load  system and not materially affect the ability of the element to carry the externally 
applied loads.     The same  situation is not  true with brittle materials where yielding and 
general buckling is not possible.    Thus,   any built-in stress  system must be known and 
must be Included in the assessment of the total  stress picture.    An important principle 
in Joint design,   therefore,   is to attempt  to arrance the Joints  so that  such Internal 
load systems are eliminated.    This  requires  that an element be supported  so that it is 
constrained  against motion only in three mutually perpendicular directions and against 
rotation about three mutually perpendicular axes.    Note,  however,   that  this  can be 
accomplished with a single attachment.    Any other constraints than these will introduce 
internal  stress  systems which are not statically determinate.    When  this principle is 
applied  rigorously,   it will frequently indicate the n>jed for some  type of spherical 
bearing within a Joint to eliminate rotational  constraint about all  axes.    A typical pin 
Joint for instance,   which la commonly used  to attach metallic substructures  to the 
primary structure,  provides rotational  freedom about one axis only.     A three-point 
attachment for a nonmetalllc leading edge will   require three spherical  bearirgs to avoid 
all local   rotational  constraints and  two of the three bearings must also be free to 
translate along one axis. 

The concept of using a statically determinate support arrangement for any  "brittle" 
structural  element would appear to uliminat*   the possibility of redundancy in the struc- 
ture,   whereas  the characteristics of these materials makes redundancy even more desirable 
thatn it is with a metallic structure.     Again,   this is a subject for which practical 
experience Is  completely lacking.    Conservatism then requires that if  a redundancy in 
attachments is included,   the part should  be checked for the various statically determinate 
attachment load  systems which are possible when varlouw attachments  are assumed ineffective. 

Nonmetalllc  refractory materials can generally be used to much higher stresses In 
cornpres:1on than In tenrlon,  with the MB« degrue of reliability.     Thus,   If only compres- 
:;lve stresses can be produced by internal  load  systems these may be beneficial.    To effect 
thin benefit the balancing tension loads must be reacted in the metallic  primary structure. 
This can frequently be done quit"  conveniently where the principal   source of stress Is 
due to temperature gradients.    Since the nonmetalllc element will  be located to accept 
thi   highest temperatures.   It will normally expand  relative to any supporting metallic 
structure.    Restraints of this expansion may Introduce beneficial  thermal   stresses,  and 
this  restraint must be built Into the Joints  between the nonmetalllc  and metallic 
components.     This  technique must be used very cautiously,  however,   since  the use of 
refractory materials implies very high temperatures such as 3000oF to A000oF' which in 
turn ..uggests large  temperature gradients.     Under such circumstances  themal  stresses in 
the high modulus refractories can quickly become very large notwithstanding the very high 
•ompresslon  strength of most of these materials. 

The considerations mentioned above with respect to the Joints between metallic and non- 
metalllc  components  apply similarly within the Joint Itself.    Any  type of multiple 
connection Implies an unknown load distribution since In a material  lacking yielding the 
load distribution will  depend on the tolerances and degree of fit at each attachment 
point,   on the smoothness of the  surfaces  in contact,   and on the deformations in the sur- 
rounding material,   in which a very complex stress system will generally exist.    These 
conditions  are generally too complex for a practical  analysis of elastic deformation and 
consequent load distribution to be made.     Thus,   if multiple connections are used conserva- 
tism requires  that various  possible load  paths be examinad with only  the minimum 
statically detennlnatc number of connections  effective in each. 

Another principle which must be followed in the design of Joints in brittle materials 
is attention to stress concentrations,   a consideration which has been emphasized repeatedly 
in this handbook.    In a typical  structural  component the consideration of stress concen- 
trations will  usually imply concentrations due to changes in the geometry of the structure 
and the  absence of constant cross  sections.     In the case of Joints  and  attachments,  how- 
ever,   there  Is another important source of stress concentration and  this  results from 
dimensional   tolerances in the detail parts.    For instance.   If a bolted connection Is used 
In a meta'llc  structure,  bearing pressures between the bolt and  the  surrounding material 
are computed on  the basis of a uniform distribution across the bolt diajneter.    Experience 
shows that this  assumption predicts the ultimate strength of connections  satisfactorily. 
Presumably whatever the initial  form of the  distribution of bearing pressure it becomes 
uniform as a result of local yielding before the ultimate strength of the connection is 
reached.    When this yielding capability is  absent,   the fact that bolt  and hole diameters 
will never match precisely results in the  concentration of load along a line. 

The consideration described above 
as a result of manufacturing toleran 
coincide directlonally with the axis 
Figure 7.1). Again, as a result and 
concentration of load at a point at 
attaching a ceramic part this concen 
and in general there has been insuff 
necessary to consider all such possi 
are intended only to illustrite poss 
pursued in a particular applKition, 
a Joint configuration in which monuf 

can be carried further because  in general,   and again 
ces,   the axis of a hole in a structural  part will not 
of a bolt or pin which fits into the hole  (see 
in the  absence of yielding,   this  could lead to the 

one edge of the hole.    In the case of a metal  pin, 
tration may be modified by local  yielding of the pin, 
icient experience to know to what extent 1t Is 
ble  tolerance effects.    The examples mentioned here 
Ible problem areas.    If these considerations are 
they will  probably lead either to the selection of 

acturin; tolerances are not important or it will  be 
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necessary to assume that some degree of stress  concentration can be accepted by the 
material and to confirm thin assumption experimentally.    Experimental confirmation of an 
assumption Is not easy,  however,  because the concern is not with a failure level but 
rather with probability of failure,  which Implies a sample size sufficiently large to 
have statistical  significance,  which in turn impllea a costly experimental program. 

7.3    DESIGN CONCEPTS 

It would be desirable,  in order to assist designers concerned with the application of 
brittle materials,   to present examples of Joining and attachment methods which Incorporate 
the principles that have been presented and which have been extensively developed and 
verified with actual  hardware.    At the present time this is not possible because new 
Joining concepts particularly appropriate to brittle materials have not been evolved,  even 
on paper,  and  the limited amount of Joining that has been done has been based  on adapta- 
tions of metallic Joints.    It is believed,   therefore,  that Joining of brittle materials 
will begin with the application of Joint configurations and Joining concepts which have 
been used successfully with metallic materials and   that new configurations will evolve 
as experience is gained. 

There are two considerations which can be expected to provide the basis for the evolution 
of new Joint configurations for brittle materials,  both of which result from attention to 
stress concentrations.     In any component fabricated with a material having no yielding 
capacity,   stress concentratlonr will  be significant  since they will force orjly a small 
part of the total material  available to work at stress levels for which the material  is 
capable,  while most of the material contributing to the weight of the  structure will  be 
working at very low stresses.    This problem is made much more severe when variability of 
material properties is considered.    The effect is illustrated by Figure 7.5 which is a 
simple tension member of thickness t subjected  to a stress   v   with a change in cross 
section Involving a fillet of radius r.      The figure  shows tht ratio of allowable stress 
with the stress concentration effects considered,   to the allowaMe stress if the stress 
concentration is zero,   for any probability of failure and  for a ran^ of values of fillet 
radius.    The effect of the material  constant m is included and  two combinations of proof 
testing and zero probability of failure stress,   ( ffu)  are considered.    An increase in the 
fillet radius from 0.2 t to 1.0 t can increase the permissible applied stres .  for a given 
failure probability by a factor which can be as high as  2 .    Joint configurations are 
expected to evolve from studies of this type,  and as this example Illustrates the method 
will Involve either reducing stress concentrations by careful selection of local geometry, 
such as fillet radii,  or removing material which would otherwise be operating at low 
stresses,  which means  reducing the thickness t. 

The type of design study work Just mentioned has not been attempted at this time so that 
it is not possible to project even approximately the configurations that well  developed 
brittle material Joints will take.    Consequently,  examples to be presented in this section 
will be confined to typical metallic connections. 

Another approach to stress  concentration reduction is applicable to concentrations which 
arise in mechanical  connections involving a pin or a bolt through a hole.     In this situa- 
tion the combination of manufacturing tolerances  and  the inability to yield  result in a 
line contact between the pin and the plate,   which again leads to a severe  stress  concentra- 
tion.    A possible approach to stress reduction in this situation is the introduction of a 
thin ductile metallic  liner between the pin and  the hole in order to provide yielding 
capability and load distribution.    Although in general nonmetalllc refractory materials 
will be used only where temperatures prevent the use of metals,   the choice is primarily 
one of economics,   since  there are precious metals having good oxidation resistance at 

(very high temperatures.     While It is not economically feasible to use these materials  for 
structural elements,   or even their attachments,   it is possible to use them in very small 
quantities for applications such as that mentioned.     This concept has beei   tried experi- 
mentally,  however,   with little success.    More details  are given in 7.6 which  summarizes 
current experience in brittle material Joining. 

Some typical  Joints which might be used for brittle  structures are Illustrated in 
FlgureB7.1 through 7.^.     As explained these are similar in principle to conventional 
metallic connections and  they all anticipate,   for reasons already mentioned,   that all 
Joints will Involve connection of nonmetalllc components to metallic components.    The 
figures illustrate some of the  features of the various Joints,   and they show the possible 
stress concentration arear which must be considered  In properly refining the configuration. 

Figure 7.1  is a standard  shear lug connection which is useful  for Joining major struc- 
tural  components where  subsequent disassembly la  anticipated,   or where freedom for 
component deformation is  required.    The Joint provides rotatlorial freedom about the pin 
ixic. and translatior.al  froedom along the pin axis.     This latter is accomplished by bending 
the metallic support bracktt.    A metallic  spherical  bearing can also be Incorporated to 
provide rotational freedom about each of the two axes which are perpendicular to the bolt 
axis.    The Joint will  then provide four degrees of freedom and two degrees of cor.straint. 

The connection shown in  Figure 7.1  contains many sources of stress concentration which 
must be considered in the  stress analysis.    There are  stress concentrations around the 
hole and stress concentrations  at  the fillets where  the lug becomes an Integral  part of 
the nonmetalllc component.     Concentrations arise at the contact between  the  lug and the 
pin an a result of dimensional  tolerances on diameter,   pin bending which will  tend  to 
concentrate the load at the edges of the hole,   and eccentricities in the direction of 
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loading due to tolerances In the location of the two parts of the  attachment.    There !■ 
not presently sufficient experimental evidence to Indicate whether It Is indeed necessary 
to consider all of these effects,   but It seems reasonable  to minimise them by appropriate 
Joint configuration design and  then establish the absolute size optimistically and to 
verify the Joint integrity experimentally. 

Where significant temperatures arise and a close tolerance metal pin Is used in a non- 
metallic lug it may be necessary  to make some provision for the thermal expansion 
differences between the pin and  the hole.    The proper use of a tapered pin and a tapered 
hole  accomplishes this and is based on  the fact that although dimensional changes  result- 
ing from temperature are different from materials with different thermal expansion 
coefficients,   angles remain unchanged.     Thus,  If the mating surfaces are tapered  so that 
the  projections of these  surfaces meet  at a  single  point,   then  the   tolerances between  the 
pin and  the hole will  not be  changed with temperature. 

Figure 7«2  shows a number of tension attachments between nonmetallic and metallic 
components,    nd they include versions which are useful for connecting cylindrical  sections 
such as  rad     ^s or small   missile  body sections.    This  type of Joint provides no accommoda- 
tion for relative motion betwe^ n the nonmetalli,' and metallic  components such as may be 
caused by deformations under load  or temperature gradients.     Accordingly,   arrangements 
for avoiding restraints on the deformation of the nonmetallic  component must be made by 
building flexibility into the metallic  supporting structure. 

Figure J,Z shows the principal  stress concentrations which can arise in tension attach- 
ments and which must be minimized by  the proper selection of  fillet  size and the proper 
selection of thickness and thickness taper in the various elements  of the Joint.    Other 
stress  concentrations arise at  the  point of contact of the bolt head  and the surface of 
the nonmetallic material.     These  concentrations might be minimized by soft metal  Inserts 
or by using spherical  contact surfaces to allow for bolt misalignment,   etc.    Accurate 
pretensioning of the bolts may be necessary in a multiple bolt connection to ensure that 
each bolt takes its share of the load. 

Figure 7«3 shows some typical    hear Joints which are useful  for transmitting tension, 
compression,   shear or a moment in the plane of the spl1ce plates.     Symmetrical  construc- 
tion is  shown to minimize  stress  concentrations from eccentric  loadings and tapered Joint 
elements can be anticipated to minimize the stress concentrations at the ends of the splloe 
elements.    So far as possible  the proper choice of stiffness  characteristics and  thickness 
of the bond material  should also be made with stress concentration reduction as the 
objective. 

It  should be noted that most of the literature which Is  concerned with stress distribu- 
tions in Joints such as those  shown in Figure 7.3 emphasize the  stresses in the bonding 
material.    For present considerations where the bond will  generally be a metallic braze, 
the  Important stress concentration is that which occurs in the nonmetallic plate elements. 

Figure 7.^ is a typical mechanical   splice again using double  splice plates to avoid 
eccentricities.    This type of Joint is unlikely to be  successful  unless some type  of 
yielding insert material   can be used between the bolts and  the holes in the splice plates, 
or alternatively if the bolts  are  of  soft material or have plated  surfaces or are hollow 
or Include some other device to provide a slight amount of local deformation.    If this  is 
not done  the load distribution between the bolts Is extremely dependent on manufacturing 
tolerances,   surface finish,   etc.,   which,   even if  these characteristics are controlled, 
cannot be included in the load  distribution analysis. 

7.^     SUGGESTED DESIGN PRACTICE 

7.^.1     Selection of Material 

For a structural  component to be  fabricated from brittle nonmetallic  refractory materials 
the  selection of materials will Involve the usual  considerations of temperature capability, 
oxidation resistance,   availability,   fabrication considerations,   cost,   etc.,  and since 
these topics are not particularly unique  to brittle materials they will not be discussed 
here.     With respect to mechanical  properties,  however,   the basis for the selection of 
material  is quite different from that used with metallic materials where yield strength 
and  ultimate strength and  possibly fatigue characteristics are  the primary considerations. 

The Important mechanical  property considerations in material  selection when brittle 
•i.aturials are Involved are the average strength of the material  eid  the  shape of  the 
strength cHstribution curve    These  considerations are described by the three Weibull 
parameters m,   ffp and   ffu.     Furthermore,   the significance of these parameters is dependent 
on the acceptable failure probability level  and also on the structural  configuration. 
Thus,   these parameters will  have  a different significance with respect to material 
selection at a Joint with its usual  preponderance of stress concentrations than In 
regions of the structure where the  structural cross sections do not change. 

In Section 7-5 which follows, analytical relationships are developed to determine the 
probability of failure for an element of structure containing a stress concentrations, 
and these relationships can be rearranged to describe the permissible stress in regions 
away from the concentration for a specifird probability of failure. Such relationships 
."how that, for ver^ low failure probabilities, the allowable stress is directly propor- 
tional  to the Weibull material   parameter    <r0.    Thus,   the  significance of this parameter 



In selecting materials li  straightforward,   the greater the value,   all  other material 
parameters remaining constant,   the greater is  the allowable stress. 

The material  parameter m Is b ) most Important consideration in material 
selection,   however,   arid using ,lonships given In 7.5 numerical   studies have been 
made for a fillet at a change 1  section for a range of values of both geometric 
and Weibull  parameters.    The SL ...V  shews  that approximately    9m. . ^        , 

v        ""vT   ~ 
where Sis the allowable failure probability and mi  and m^ art  the values of m for two 
different materials which are being compared and ffmi and WftS are  the corresponding 
allowable  stresses.     The studies  show that  the geometric characteristics of the stress 
concentration have little affect on this  relationship.    If a typical   failure probability 
of 10-6 ig  assumed and mi   = 9 and m^   -   3 which covers  the range of values of m which are 
likely to be specified,   then the above relationship shows that the  allowable  stress can 
be Increased by a factor of  20 ir a material  with m value of 9 ca^  be used rather than 
an m value of 3.     These effects are Increased as  the stress concentration is Increased 
and as the proof stress and the zero probability of failure stresses are  reduced.    For 
a proof stress and  zero probability of failure stress of zero,   and  a fillet with an r/t 
of 0.? the above effect can be doubled. 

While m Is possibly a material characteristic it is certainly also affected by the 
material processing since well  controlled  processing with the minimum of variations from 
batch to batch will minimize variability in the  resulting material.     Since the value of 
m is so significant in determining the allowable  stress and hence weight,  it is important 
to impose rigid  controls on the material  processing after having first  selected a material 
with an inherently high value of m.    More discussion of this  topic is given in Section 5. 

The  third material parameter Is    <rUl   the zero probability of failure  stress.    Figure 7.6 
shows  the significance of this parameter to the  allowable stress for a typicl   stress 
concentration effect of a fillet at a change of cross section.    The curves snow the effect 
en allowable stress of both   ffu and the proof test and curves are given for two extreme 
values of fillet radius. 

From an examination of Figure 7.6,   it  is  evident  that the effectiveness of   <ru Increases 
as the  stress concentration decreases and as  the proof test level  increases. 

From the above discussion It will  be evident that of the material  parameters which 
describe mechanical  characteristics m is  by far the most significant  'ind  considerable 
efforts  should be made  to obtain and use materials with high m value.-,,      a0 is next in 
importance with allowable stresses and hence weight being directly related,   and    »u is 
of least significance  since it is useful  only If the stress concentration effects are not 
severe and  in the absence of a proof test. 

7.4.2     Selection  of Proof T»it 

Figure 7.7 shows  the  results of studies conducted to determine the  significance of proof 
test level   in Joint areas.  Again the example consists of a change of cross section Includ- 
ing a fillet and   two fillet radii  are considered.     The allowable stress  in terms of the 
allowable stress with zero proof test is presented as a function of proof stress level. 
Clearly,   from these results,  the proof test can be  significant with materials of low ra 
value but is of little use for m values around 9.     Even with low m values the proof stress 
needs  to be it least {)0f of the applied  stress  to produce significant benefits. 

It should  ue tioted that these conclusions are derived by studying a structural  element 
containing a stress, concentration which is,  typical  of a Joint.    The  results for both a 
proof test and    ou are  related to the fact that the proof test bears  the same relationship 
to th'   local   stress  at every point In the  element.     Thus,   its benefits are approximately 
Independent of geometry.      <ru on the other hand may be a large proportion of  the applied 
stress   a,   but it  does not change with local   stress.    Thus,   its benefits  in the areas of 
high stress which control   the design are small  to a degree which Is  dependent on the 
severity of  the  stress  concentration. 

It  should  also  be noted  that  the considerations   above,   with  respect  to  the  significance 
Of the proof  test,   assume that the Weibull  curve for the material   Is known equally well, 
whether or not a proof  test !■  to be conducted.     The Improvements noted  from proof testing 
result from truncation of the strength distribution curve,  not from Improvements in Its 
accuracy.     The  proof  test also has  benefits,   however,   either In  the  reliability of the 
Weibull   curvo  for  a given number of material   test  samples,   or,   conversely,   in  the number 
ot' samples required  to achieve a distribution curve of specified accuracy. 

Unpublished   studies  of  this  aspect of  proof  testing have been made  by establishing a 
comnuter program to generate 10,000 random numbers  ranging from 0 to 1  and using these 
numbers  to represent to tho  results, of 10,000 hypothetical material   tests.    This repre- 
sents essentially an infinite population so that the corresponding Weibull   curve can be 
accurately defined.     The program also permitted any number of these hypothetlcally test 
points  to be  selected  ran lomly and  the corresponding Weibull  curve generated.     Thus, 
allowable  stresses   for  a given failure probability  could  be determined   from  the   "exact" 
Weibull    lurve  and   from  the Weibull   curve  determined  from a limited  number of  test points. 
By this method the effect of the number of test points on the accuracy of the allowable 
stress  was  examined. 
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An  additlort]   rel'lnement wa?;  the  repeated  selection of a cpcoif'lc number of ter.t point;;. 
BO that for "^h number the mean valuer,   irsandard deviation:-  and conftdtnci limit-  of  tha 
W«:,lbu]l   i'ün:;tantc were determined.     MnaJTy,   the method  permitted an txftcl   daternlnatlon 
of the effect of proof ntrer.ü on  the numoer of toat and  speclmenf. needed  to achluve  an 
allowable Btresss of specified  accuracy. 

The number of BMiplas  required to dettrmlne allowable  streaa within 25?S of the true 
value,   with yO't confidence,   when a proof test Ifi not used,   la  .suminarl 'ed below aa  ü 
function of m. 

Failure Probability 

No,  of  sompleE  for m 

No.  of camplea  for m 

No,  01' samples  for m ?0 

10 - 

350-40u 

5-10 

10 J 

500 

60-100 

<' 

7 

>500 

►500 

65 

When a proof strei 
to predict allowabli 

is Introducad Into the  above  study  the  number of aamplea   required 
streases within 2$% of the true values is  reduced to between ti and 

J0 apecimena dapsndlng on the value of rn,  the level   of proof atraaai  etc    "uch valuet? 
are much more practical,   particularly  for very low values  Of  failure  probability.     How- 
ever,   tha rtudy alao confirmed that for very low values of failure m-ohnhi iitv.   eav io-7. 
the  dlfl'orence between  the   allowable  stress  and  the  proof  stress   1 
significance of this  fact on  structural, design criteria is covered 

probab.I llty. 
: negligible. 
In Section 6. 

jay 10- 
Tha 

7-5 ES10N CHARTS 

In other parts of this handbook the Importance of conducting a stress analysis suffi- 
ciently refined to  reveal   local   stress ooncentrationa has been emphasized.    The  require- 
ment for predicting  failure probability based on a statistical distribution of material 
strength characteristic.-  has  also been indicated.     When  this  design procedure  is applied 
to a typical joint the resulting analytical work  is  laborious for a number of reasons. 
The geometry of a Joint is  typically complex,  introducing numerous stress concentrations 
and   requiring an elaborate  stress,  analysis  to obtain   reasonably  correct  stress  predictions 
The typical   engineering theory will not produce even crude approximations,  to the  stress 
distribution in many typical   Joints,   and finite element methods  (see Section k)  applied 
with a very refined  element  breakdown are necessary to obtain good stress predictions, 
Kurthermoro,  the prediction of failure probability is  laborious  as a direct consequence 
of the  rapid variations of rtreae that occur throughout  a Joint,   again requiring a very 
fine  element  breakdown  If   the methods  of Section  3  are  to be applied. 

The complexity described  above  applies when it is necessary to analyze a Joint  that Is 
already designed.     The problem is  significantly more difficult when it is necessary to 
carry out the design process,   since this usually involves a number of analyses of 
different Joint arrangements  until  a design which meets  all of the requirements  is 
established,     l-'ur the more,   experience  in designing when  failure probability,   rather   than 
strength limitations,   becomes,  the basis for an acceptable design is virtually nonexistent 
so that the establishment of a satisfactory design will  probably require many more  trials 
than is usual   In designing Joints  in metal  structures. 

This section is intended   to relieve this  situation by providing design charts which 
ihOUld  facilitate the design of attachments in brittle materials.    Some approximations 
have been made in the  interests of facilitating the  rapid analysis of Joint designs, 
since,   where necessary,   H   refined  analysis can always be made using the methods presented 
In Sections 3 and 't after the preliminary design work has been completed.    The approach 
used  to Joint analysis in this  section is as follows; 

a) A number of typical Joints and attachments have been examinod and a small number of 
typical stress concentration problems have been selected as representative of most of the 
stress concentration effects  to be found in actual  Joints. 

b) The failure probability  theory has been linearized  for small valuac of failure 
probabilit'' and  this permits  the  total failure probability of a structural element to 
be determined by summating contributions from various effects. 

c) The various stress  conoentration problems mentioned under a) above have been studied 
parbmetrlcally to determine  the resulting stress distributions,   and also to assess  the 
increment of failure probability due to the stress concentration for a range of values 
of the Welbull material parameters. 

d) r'hart.J are presented  in  this section to give the incrament of failure probability 
for various stress  concentration effects In terms of the geometric parameters  ascoclated 
with  the stress concentration  and  the Welbull material  parameters. 

The  procedure in using this  section to analyze a typical  Joint iu therefore  as follows! 
Mrst,   ■ simple stress analysis of the Joint is made neglecting stress concentration 
effects.,   and  the failure probability of the Joint  is  assesaed on the basis  of  this  simple 
stress  analysis.    Next,   each of the stress concentration effects present in the Joint is 
examined and an Incremenc of failure probability is  determined for each,   using the charts 
presented in this section,     Finally,   there incrrnents of failure probability are added  to 

I 
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the failure probability determined from the slmpli stress analysis,   to obtain the prob- 
ability of failure for the Joint. 

The generalized stress concentration problems which are believed typical of those 
experienced in Joint design are summarized In Figure 7.8. The fillet is considered 
typical   of most changes in cross  section which occur within a Joint, 

The typical hole shown in Figure 7.8 is self-explanatory except for the fact that  the 
design  charts to be presented  cover only the case of a uniaxlal   stress  since,  as will   be 
shown presently,   the problem of failure probability prediction has  been reduced to a 
linear solution and the principle of superposition can again be used for any complex 
stress  state. 

The third  concentration problem Is  the pin In a hole,   which If considered particularly 
significant in brittle material  Joints since the lack of yielding can lead  to line contact 
with very high local  stresses.     In this latter case consideration is given to both a 
metallic  pin in a nonmetallic plate and also the case whore both the pit. and the plate 
are nonmetallic. 

In all   of these examples of  stress  concentrations,  geometric  boundaries have been 
eliminated where possible in ortier to minimise  the number of peomttrlc parameters  to be 
considered,    üenerally speaking,   this can be done quite  tTfoctively  slnco stress concen- 
trations  are local effects.    The assumption is even more valid when a failure probability 
is being determined since the exponent in the Welbull distribution function greafy 
emphasizes the significance of  the peak stresses,  which of course are extremely localized. 

Consider an element of structure in the  region of a stress concentration,   and denote 
by    ffy    the maximum principal   stress at any given location in the element.    Then the 
r-robaBnity of failure of the entire element,  using the linearized form of the failure 
probability expression given by equation 21 of Section 3,   and  including only the maxlmLun 
principal   stress  at any point is: 

s    •■   IV [NT- Mj 
Assume  that at a remote distance from the  stress concentration the  r.tres.s is e 

define a  stress concentration factor: 
Then 

And define a proof test factor: 

U 

v%   ^ 9 
****> Hif »»{(«i- ^ - i*!*.- *y 

This  expression assumes that  the  proof load  produces the sane stress distribution as  the 
operating stress,   which will  usually be valid  for a local   concentration. 

Now if the stress concentration is neglected,  by using some simplified analytical 
approach,   we have; 

H      f-fc)     i* (i- M K -) 

The Increment of failure probability Sc,   due  to the stress   .-on cent ration,   is  therefore: 

Sc   -  S!  -   S2 (4j)       IV K-   5»)   -C («i- T±  £) + (i-£) K      a 

- K, (1- 
1       au 

KT   T -) a > 

In  general If V is the volume of any element of mat3rlal   and  the results are to be 
expressed  in terms of the fillet or hole radius,  and the structural  thickness,   then V 
BUflt  he numerically evaluated for the case of unit radius  (r)  pnd unit  thickness (w) 
and  wlth this understanding 

•• - ■■ (4-J" »v ( (K, - ^f - c ( K, . ,1 ^f + (, - so". c(i -4 ^ 
In  c-.rder to evaluate this expression,   finite element analyses of the various  stress 

concentrations nave been made,   to dotermlte Ki   for each element.     Then  the  term   m 
/                1      au \tl                                                                                                                                            ,   1   »m (K;   - y-    — J      Is  summated over all  elements for various values  of m andlr, —)   , 
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The  remaining terms In the expression for Sc are constants for particular values of 
/ 1 ffbt" i 9n\m 

»u,  K0 and m.    In the evaluation of Sc,  (Xi • «• j )    and    (Ki - ■—)      is not inciudnti 
if the value,   for a particular element,   is  aero or negative. 

Flcures 7.9 through 7.12 give the increment of failure probability Sc due to the •trail 
concentration effects at a fillet in a brittle materia]   element.    The data is expreased 
In terms of element width,  w,  and fillet radius r,  and the Weibull material purameters m 
and    »p.    The constant is included to facilitate plotting of Sc on a logarithmic scale. 
Note that the geometric parameters in these figures must be in inch units. 

The increment of failure probability Sc Is to be added to the failure probability 
determined by neglecting the stress concentration.    Beferring to Figure 7.8 this simple 
stress distribution involves the stress   o ,  in the portion of the element of thinknecc 2t| 
and It is assumed that this stress changec abruptly,  at the change of cross section,   to 
a uniform value determined by the increased  section depth. 

In Figures 7.9 through 7-12 K0 defines  the proof test level  and la  equal to --t where 
»p  is the  stress produced by the proof  test,   in the element of thickness t.    The  ratio 

ffu expresses  the ratio of the material   "zero probability   of failure  strepi" to the applied 
T 
stress. 

Figure 7.13 gives increment of failure probability due  to  the stress  roncentratlon 
produced by a hole of unit radius in oa Infinite plate of unit thickness under a uniaxial 
stress    ff  . 

The stress concentration condition illustrated by item 3 of Figure 7.8 requires a 
different treatment since no tension stresses are produced locally as  a result of the 
contact between  the pin and the hole.     Since the Weibull  approach to  the determination 
of failure probability assumes that compreLsion and shear stresses do not contribute, 
the   stress concentration effect  shown does not increase failure probability.    However,   it 
is not certain,   at this time,  that compression and shear do not contribute to failure 
frobability so that some information on the effect of this type of stress concentration 
is desirable for the designer. 

In Section 5 of this handbook the  subject of material failure under compression strossei 
is discussed and will be evident that the compression strength of nonmetallic refractories 
does have a limiting value.    Since this is many times the  tensile strength it is not 
normally critical but in the situation Illustrated by Figure 7.8/3 the compression stresses 
can be so large  that some check must be made.    Accordingly,   Figure 7.14 gives data on  the 
maxlmui". stresses. 

7.6     EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A review of the literature shows that very little work has been done to Join ceramic 
materials to each other in a manner which would permit the high temperature capabilities 
of the materia1. to be fully exploited.    One outstanding exception to this statement ia 
work on sill cone nitride.   Jet engine combustor cans by the British Navy.     Typically, 
these cans are a complex sheetmetal  part,   and  the work  referred to has  reproduced these 
in silicone nitride by cementing many complex pieces of mrtorlal  together. 

In Reference 7.1  a number of bolted Joints in graphite and alumina were evaluated. 
These were  tensile specimens containing a single bolt.    Teusile control   specimens were 
used  to determine the material  strengths  and Joint efficiencies were quoted based on tht; 
gross cross  sectional area with no provision for the ntreas  concentration effect of tho 
hole.     The Joint efficiencloi? obtained during these studies  'ire low,   but unfortunately 
since a stress analysis of the Joints Is not given the effectiveness of  the design tech- 
nique j. used cannot be assessed. 

Some of the alumina test Jointr included copper and ApOCMt inserts around the pin. The 
copper insert Joint was no better than the plain pin Joint, but the use of Apocast inserts 
resulted in  the  highest Joint  efficiencies. 

Reference 7»2  investigated Joining .-nethoda for attaching alumina  to  a metallic structure. 
Two  types of bolted Joints were evaluated:     (1)  bolted Joints with nominal holes,   and   (2) 
.sleeved or potted  bolts  using  copper and   brass   sleeves,   Salrset cement,   Fresstite,   and 
silver braze potting.    The spe.'imens were a simple rectangular shape,   concentrically 
loaded.    Before  conducting tensile tests with the above specimens,   the  authors conducted 
torque-down tests with countersunk and hexhead  fasteners in 1.4-inch thick alumina plate. 
A1!   of the specimens ccntnlning countersunk  fasteners failed during torquing,  presumably 
due  to the wedging action of the countersunk  head,  although the authors  Indicate the 
mismatch of the bolt head and hole taper to be the cause.     For the hexhead torque-down 
tests,  either the nut was stripped or the bolt broke.    The  tensile tests  show large 
scatter In the  results from simple bolted  Joints,significant benefit from metallic sleeves 
(by a factor of at least 2.0),   but  surprisingly poor results  from the use of silver braze. 
Potting with  cements produced various results;   Presstite,   for instance,   produced  sig- 
nificant improvements,  but Salrset cement did not.    The tensile strength of all the Joint, 
specimens,  however,  was substantially less  than would be predicted by taking the net 
section strength  {0«10 to 0.20 times the net area strength!. 

■ 
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Two types of boltod uttuchmentti  In ATJ grnphlte wuru i<valuttted in Reference 7»3«    Host 
tMtl were ir.ade with u ;;ttttiduiJ bolt In a ;'triiidard holi.,   but jome arc made with   ipeclmenc 
auch as Figure 7,1  which Include i u npherlcal  metnl   bonrlna OH a t'ipered bolt.     The bolt 
taper mateo with a nlmllarly tapered wiphite Hurface  uuch that the  thermal  expansion 
dlfftrtROtl  are  accommodated. 

riin filnglc point attaclment Involvou a cormcotlot. betwoeri metal  plates and a graphite 
block ttiing two metallic bolta.    Dlfforontlal axial growth between  the bolt holes In 
both Mttbtri of  the Joint ll  comperu'.atod by Plotting one of the bolt holes In the metallic 
member of the Joint.     Du  Joint:' were teotod in ten.Ucn,   cuid (h« rer.ults wore) compared 
with the prodlctod failure  loads for both attachmuntn  based on (a)   the ATJ ßraphlVi 
.".t.rength for one  1'allure  In one hundred,   and   ^b)   the moan strength of the ATJ graphite. 
In Addition  to Baking predictlonc ba.ied on two material   atrength levels,   two analysis 
mothoda wore  ml ao uaod  to predict the failure loads for the standard lug.    The first 
method oonaldorod  the  lug  as  n plate loaded  through a hole with a atreas-concentration 
factor for tin: '.M'l'uct of  the hole,  while the  second method employed  the theory of 
olastiüity.     ;;tre;.'a.concentration factor:; only were used for the  single point attachment 
street, analyeec. 

Two standard lugs were loaded to deatructlon in   tension «id,  In bath cases,  the failure 
load was 1H(   ,   lb.    One of the lug specimens had a prior loading history.     This lug was 
subjected  to  'JP0 repeated  load cycles which varied  from 7,ero to 1200  to ■   lb.     Evidpr.tly, 
this prior loading history  did not cause material   damage.  An Additional   standard  lug, 
which had been coated with  an oxidatl on-resistant coating,  failed  at SjO lb.     It was noted 
fi'om t,h'.' material  test bars,   however,   that the coating Jowered the  strength of the ATJ 
graphite,  because the  coating contained mjcrocracks  duo to the dlfferantial   expansion of 
the coating and  the graphite substrate. 

A comparison of the two methods of analyais  indicated the failure load predlctad  by the 
theory of elasticity method   (6W lb.  for one  failure It: one hundred  strength and  1050 lb. 
based on the mean :-trength')  and the loads predicted by the stress-concentration method 
for one failure in one hundred  (700 lb.)  were conservative.    The mean strength and the 
strees-concantration method gave good predictions   (13^0 lb.)  for the uncoated lug;   for a 
small sample  size,   the mean  strength should,   therefore,   be realized.     However,   the mean 
strength and  the stress-concontration method were unconservatlve for the prediction of 
the coated lug failure load   (1240 lb.),   even though the  strength data were obtained from 
coated bars.     It is believed  that these latter results  are quite questionable due to the 
cracks in the coating. 

live  "single point"  attdchments were subjected  to  tension loads,   and five  specimens were 
loaded by differential   shear loads by a loading bar.     Kour of the  tension specimens were 
loaded by one bolt,   and one  specimen was loaded through two bolts.     The predicted failure 
load for one failure in one hundred was 'i\h lb.,  while the mean strength prediction was 
1550 lb.    The test failure  loads  ranged from l6*0 to cJ380 lb.    Evidently,   predictions 
including stresa-concentration effects and  the use of  the mean strength,   since only a 
few seuiiples were involved,   gave very satisfactory results.    The highest failure load 
(238O lb.)  was obtained by  the specimen loaded  through two toltsj   this would be expected, 
since the stress-concentration factor for a multiple connection is lower.    This  effect was 
not incluled  In the predictions.    The predicted  failure loads for the single point attach- 
ments loaded by differential  shear loads were 340  and 5B0 ]b.,  based on the one failure 
In one hundred  strength and the mean strength,   respectively.    These are the  predicted 
loads which,   when applied  to the loading bar 5.5 Inches from the outboard hole,   would 
cause failure.    The actual  failure loads ranged from 39^ to 4li5 lb.     In this case,   the 
prediction using stress-concentration factors and  the material mean strength is a little 
unconservatlve but still  in remarkably good agreement. 

Another series of tests were conducted by Anthony,   Reference 7.3»   to obtain experimental 
Indications of the effect of lug proportions on load  carrying capability.    These  specimens 
were essentially with lugs machined n.t the  end of  the  specimen.    There were four types of 
lugs: 

a' 0.25ü-inch hole dia., J .2^-inch lug dla., O.SOO-iaok thick. 
b) C.50.;-lnch hole dla., l.'jC-lach lug dla., 0.500-Inch thick. 
c) l.CO'-inch hole dla., .?.000-inch lug dla., O.^üO-inch thick. 
d) 0.5'X-lnch hole dla., 1,500-Inch lug dia., 1.000-inch thick. 

All  the lugs were designed with equal  oross-sectloi al  areas except  type d,  which had a 
-ross-aeetional  area twice   that of the otherc.     hqual  areas eliminated the effect of size 
between specimens a,   b,   and  c.    That is,   the failure load should be identical  for types a, 
b,   ani Q if concentration  factors and material variability could be i^glected.    With 
specimen d having the   same  geometry as  specimen  b,   but  twice  the  crosa-aectlonal   area, 
3  direct  Indication of  the  effect of  size waa obtained.     If there were  no size  effect, 
type d  should  have had   twice  the load  carryirit1- capability  of type  b. 

I-redicted  failure  loads  were  calculated,   both on  one   failure  in  one hundred  strength 
and on the mean  strength,   by lua of the stress-concentration factor method for a flat plale 
leaded through a pin,   -and  five lugs of each type were tested in tension.     Both  sets of 
prediction;;  and  the test results are  shown in the following table.     The predicted  failure 
loads based on the one failure In one hundred  strength  tended to be conservative.     The 
predicted  failure loads with the use of the mean strength .howed excellent agreement, 
except for lug type d.      Thic  dlacrepancy may have been  a  slae effejt  of  the ATJ graphite, 
which was not used in the pradlctad fsdlure   load. 
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TEST RESULTS OF LUO FAILURE LOAD 

No. 

Predicted failure load, (lb) 

Lug type 
1 failure In 
IOO strength 

Mean 
Strength 

Average failure 
load ilb) 

A 5 Conservative 350 434 
B 5 Conservative 520 1381 

C 5 Conservative 730 732 
D 5 Conservative 10^0 813 

Since the cross sectional 
able  (other than the varlabl 
to the geometry of the lug. 
stress-concentration factor 
lugs,  which had the smallest 
failure loud, whllT typp c 1 
the highest average failure 
siderable confidence in the 
in designing reliable brlttl 

area of specimen type a,  b,  and c wert equal,   the only vari- 
11ty of the material)  wan the stress-concentration factor due 

As  the hole-dlameter-to-lug-diameter ratio increasej,   the 
Is reduced.    The test results also incidate this.    Typ^ a 
ratio of hole-to-lug diameters,  had the lowest avurage 

ugs,  with the highest ratio of hole-to-lug diameters,  had 
load.    The results from this series of tetts provide con- 
approach of Including the effects of stress concentrations 
o material  Joints. 

Reference 7.2 also reports Investigations of bonded Joints with a bond in shear and 
the results are promising but the testing limited.    Each specimen consisted essentially 
of an alumina plate bonded  to a metal  plate and loaded In tension.    rü( alumina plate 
ends were either parallel or modified by macliining a shoulder or a taper.    Bonding was 
supplemented in the Joints by uje of a bolt or clamping.    The test failures for the 
clamped-and-bonded shoulder ond  and  the clamped-and-bondud  tapered end specimens did 
not occur in the bonded area but at pointr of ctreas concentrations that were intro- 
duced  into the alumina element of the  specimens by  the machining of the filleted 
shoulder or the taper.    The bonded-and-bolted parallel end  specimens with no bolt load 
attained the highest Joint  strength.     In fact,  a load capability approaching that which 
would be predicted from the net area strength through the bolt hole was achieved.    The 
results from this series of tests again suggest that adhfäBively bonded Joints designed 
with stress-concentration factors in mind may be satisfactory.    Also,  as would be 
expected,   there is no benefit to be gained by combining bolts with a bonded Joint. 

Clamped Joints were also  studied by Hofer (Reference 7.4).     Specimens were fabricated 
in Marblette,  a brittle organic substance,  and also in Hydrootone plaster.    The 
specimens were bars which had a  "necked down" region at each end  to receive the 
clamps.    Approximately 100 Joints in each material were tested In tension.    The Joint 
efficiencies ranged from 13.3 to 26.5^ for the Hydrostone specimens,  and from 18.3 to 
38.195 for the Marblette specimens,  baned on the gross cross-sectional area.    The speci- 
mens failed in the necked down area,   the point of maximum stress concentration,   and 
minimum cross-sectional area. 

Frye and Oken  (Reference 7.2)  conducted evaluations of three clamped Joints in alumina. 
The test Joints were somewhat different from Hofer1s Joints in that the alumina had a 
filleted shoulder machined at each end,  and the metallic clamps butted against these 
shoulders.    The test Joint efficiencies were 14.6,  14,9 and 14.5^. 

Unfortunately,   these two investigations presented test results as Joint efficiencies, 
and it Is not possible to assess the effectiveness of the clamp Joints,  since a stress 
analysis 6f the Joints Is not given. 

Attachments for Joining cylindrical  shells by internal flanges were studied in 
Reference 7.4.    The test specimens,   which simulated one-half of the Joint,  were cylinders 
4 inches high, with an outside diameter of 4 inches and a wall thickness of 1/4 inch, 
cast in Hydrostone plaster.     The specimens were cast in  three internal flange thick- 
nesses:     1/4,   3/4,  and li inches.     The  test specimens were mounted by cementing the 
unflanged end of the cylinder to a plate and applying an axial  tension load to the 
cylinder by loading the internal  flange  through a loading disk.     The results of these 
studies were presented as Joint efficiencies,  that Is,  the failure load was  compared 
to the load  carrying capacity of a homogeneous nonollthic cylinder.     Based on the mean 
strength,   the Joint efficiencies ranged from 5.7 to 14.9^ and from 13.3 to 25.2^,   for 
the 1/4-  and  3/4-Inch Internal  flanged  cylinders,   respectively.    When the specimens 
with th'3 l^-lnch flange were  tested in  the same manner,   failure of the adhesive bond 
at the unflanged end of the  cylinder occurred.    Therefore,   the remaining cylinders 
were tested as cantilever cylindrical   shells,  mounted at the  flanged end.    Joint 
efficiencies were calculated on the basis of the theoretical bending stress present 
in a cantilever beam of the  name length.    Twenty-five specimens were tested with the 
resulting Joint efficiencies  ranging from 42.9 to 75.3%,   be 
the Hydrostone plaster. 

iased on  the mean strength of 

The results from the internal  flanged  cylinders with an axial  tension verified 
analytical   studies of thif  Joint by Hofer,   in  that increasing the  flange thickness 
resulted In a  substantial  Increase in  the load carrying capajity of the .'olnt.    The 
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higher Joint efficiencies obtained for the joint,  i    hernltng may have been a result of 
lower Btresa-concentratlon factors for biiruiln«( mln Iv« U> -iHlai   load,  as Wuil as a 
smaller volume of material subjected to the peak li»n<Urig «Iruxnes. 

In summary,  the experimental evaluation« of Joltit« «re very llmltud end have numerous 
shortcomings.    Adequate support with stresn analyae« Is gurierally nut available, but, 
In the few cases where consideration of stress üonaetitnulonn has bean made and where 
adequate predlctlonr are available for comparlAon with test results,   there are remarkably 
good correlations. 
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Fig.7.8     Generalized »tress-coticentration problems in Joint design 
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Fig.T.^fa)     Increment of failure probability for fillets in brittle materials  K0 ■ 0 
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Fig.7.9(b)    Increment of failure probability for fillets in brittle materials  K,, = 0 
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Fig.7.10(a)    Increment of failure probability for fillets in brittle materials K0 ■ Oh 
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lig.7.10(h)    Increment of failure probability for fillets in brittle materials K0 ■ 0.6 
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h'ig.7.1 |(a)    ItKivim'tit of luilure probability tor fillets in brittle materials  K,, ■ O.K 
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Fig.7.1 Kb)    Increment of failure probability for fillets in brittle materials  K0 ■ 0.8 
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Fig.7.12(a)    Increment of failure probability for fillets in brittle materials K0 - 0.95 
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Fig.7.l2(b)   Increment of failure probability for fillets in brittle materials K0 - 0.9S 
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Fig.7.13(a)    Increment of failure probability for a hole in brittle material plates 
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Fig.7.13(b)   Increment of failure probability for a hole in brittle material plates 
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Fig.?. 14   Stress concentration effects for a pin in a hole in brittle material plates 
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8.       MECHANICAL PROPERTY TESTING OF BRITTLE MATERIALS 

8.1     STATUS OF BRITTLE MATERIAL  TESTING 

When attempts  are made to determine the basic mechanical propertleu of brittle materials, 
such as tensile strength,   shear strength,   etc.,  using the methods which have been exten- 
sively developed  for ductile metallic materials.   It  Is  a matter of experience  that the 
repults are quite unsatisfactory.    The  principal   source of dissatisfaction  Is  a wide 
scatter In results when apparently Identical  tests are conducted on Identical  specimens 
of the  same matarlal.     Some of this variability Is believed due  to an actual variability 
In the properties of the material, which Is a result of the sensitivity of the material 
to local  stress concentratlonfi,   caused In turn by flaws, voids, mlcrocracks,   Inclusions 
and other defects  In the material.    This  subject Is covered extensively In Section 3 since 
It leads to a statistical description of material  strength. Part of the variability,  how- 
ever,  is due to test technique which assumes much more Importance than It does with 
ductile materials  for the same reason,   that Is,   the sensitivity of brittle materials to 
Toe*]  stress  concentrations. 

Typically,   In the mechanical property  testing of materials,  there are very many effects 
which lead to disturbances either In what would otherwise be a uniform or at least a 
simple distribution of stress across the  test  section of the material  test specimen,  or 
In the magnitude of the loads actually applied  to the test section.    These sources of 
stress variations are summarized In Figure 8.1  under a number of classifications.    They 
all  result from the Inability to carry out every step of the test perfectly and from the 
practical requirement that tolerances must be applied  to every test specimen,   every piece 
of test equipment and every activity connected  tith the test.    Some of these variations 
are very evident,   such as the difficulty of aligning the applied load perfectly through 
the centrold of the cross section of the test  specimen,  or the difficulty of completely 
eliminating friction at hinged Joints In the load train,  or the difficulty of configuring 
i specimen  such that external loads can be applied without local   stress  concentrations. 
Some of      - effects are lesn obvious such as density variations In the test specimen, 
which pn mce an effective change in the position of  the centrold of the critical  section. 
All of these effects,  however,  lead to localized stresses which are different from the 
nominal stresses determined from the load at failure,   the geometry of the failed cross 
section,  the specimen geometry,  and asaumptions of a uniform homogeneous material having 
simple elastic  sti-ens-strain properties.     Since the material is brittle it will  fall 
when the peak  stress reaches the limiting strength of the material at some particular 
location,   regardless of how localized this region of high stress might be.    A ductile 
metallic material,   on the other hand will yield locally and will fall only when the 
average stress over a significant portion of the cross sactlon reaches the limiting 
strength of the material. 

There have been two broad approaches taken in th>3 attempts to resolve this difficulty. 
The first method Is to use the type of test specimen that will produce simple stress 
distributions which can be readily and accurately determined from the measured loads 
and geometry,   and to concentrate on refinement of test technique,   test apparatus and test 
specimen configuration In order to eliminate or minimize the effects  summarized in 
Figure 8.1.    This method leads to relatively expensive testing,  with specimens that are 
expensive to fabricate because of the close tolennces required.    Such methods are of 
Interest when accurate material property data Is .squired or when the number of specimens 
is small or the cost of conducting the test is not of major concern.    Such conditions 
might arise,   for Instance,   If the Information Is to be used for basic material fracture 
and failure research, material composition and alloy development,   studies of the effect 
of stress state on fracture,  and studies of test methods where an accurate reference 
point will usually be required. 

The second method is to select the test technique for its relative simplicity and to 
accept a complex stress distribution within the specimen.    Rellancs la then placed on 
refined stress analysis to determine maximum stresses and hence material  strength from 
the measured loads at failure.    This approach may or may not be low In cost depending on 
the specimen configuration which Is used.    Frequently a complex specimen,   such as the 
Theta specimen,  which will generate areas of uniform stress, is used to minimize the 
stress analysis problem by substituting specimens which are expensive to fabricate, 
although the test technique is simple.    Alternatively,   simple low cost specimens may be 
used with complete dependence on stress analysis to determine maximum stresses.    The 
latter is frequently useful for comparative data such as receiving Inspection, where 
large numbers of samples may be tested over a period of time by relatively unskilled 
technicians.     In addition to Its dependence on stress analysis this second approach 
usually involves a stress gradient or a complex stress  state at the location of a frac- 
ture,  so that a simple unlaxlal strength is rarely determined. 

Numerous methods have been evolved,  on the basis of these two approt.-hes,   for conducting 
tensile tests on brittle materials,  and most of these are briefly summarized in Figure 8.2. 
However,  at the present time the development of test methods for brittle materials has 
not reached the  stage where completely satisfactory methods can be defined for the 
development engineer,  the structural designer or laboratory technician to follow.    Much 
difference of opinion exists on the respective value of the two approaches mentioned, 
on the suitability of various test specimen configurations,  on the dependability of 
stress analysis for predicting maximum stresses,  etc.    A meeting was held in London in 
September 1)07 under the sponsorship of AGARD to discuss a number of questions relating 
to brittle material design,   and much of the available experience within the NATO countries 
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was represented by a number of carefully selectad individuals.    The question of brittle 
material  testing was  among the topics discussed  and in particular the moat basic piece of 
material  data,   the tensile strength at room temperature,   was selected as  the object of 
the discussion.    As  a result of this meeting the current position with respect to testing 
can be  summarised  as  follows: 

a) There is general  agreement that a limited number of simple stress-state teat methods 
are available to provide accurate tensile data.     The two methods which currently liave the 
widest acceptance  are the gas bearing test and  the pressurized  ring test. 

b) Stress analysis methods for determining maximum stresses are generally acceptable. 

c) Recognizing the economic necessity for a simple low cost test for some applicatior.;:., 
the three and four point bend tests  are generally acceptable as  test methods involving 
simple technique.     The acceptance is based primarily on the  simplicity of  the test method 
rather than reliability of results,   since stress gradients and complex stress  states of 
unknown significance  are present.     There is disagreement about the usefulness of any otter 
indirect test method. 

Based on this opinion the remainder of this section will be devoted to the presentation 
of information which will assist in the conduct of material  property testing by the four 
methods mentioned.     Information will  be presented,   where appropriate,  on test  specimen 
details,   tot apparatus and test technique.     The objective is to present as much quanti- 
tative Information as possible which will help  in the design,   preparation and  conduct of 
material  property  tenting.    Information In the  form of rigid  specification?  has been 
avoided because the present state of testing development does not Justify such restriction. 
However,   the usefulness of material  property data is greatly Increased if it can be 
compared with similar data from other sources  and making such a comparison possible 
requires  standardization of testing.     For this  reason the Information presented has been 
reviewed by a number of Individuals  to ensure  that the recommendations made  are generally 
acceptable. 

The information to  be presented is  limited  to tests to determine tensile properties 
partly because this  is the most important and most basic data,   and partly because agree- 
ment on acceptable  test methods is even more difficult to obtain for other properties, 
than it is for tensile strength.    Methods for generating and measuring elevated test 
temperatures and methods of strain measurement are not discussed since these are not 
changed as a result of the brittleness of the test material. 

8.2    TEST METHODS  USING SIMPLE STRESS STATES 

a)    Gas Bearing Test 

This  section presents information on specimen and test fixture details  to permit 
the determination of  tensile strength properties for brittle materials using the gas 
bearing test apparatus.    The specimen and fixture designs have been taken from Reference 
8.1  and  small modifications have been made to facilitate accurate alignment of the load 
train.    The consistency and accuracy of test results produced with this apparatus has 
been confirmed by actual practice,  and the dimensions and tolerances shown will permit 
stresses determined by dividing the failure load by the nominal cross section area of the 
test specimen to be within 5?C and 11^ above true values.    Specifically,  this error 
considers the specified tolerances on load train alignment and concentricity,  alignment 
of the load train with the geometric center of the gas bearing,  alignment of the specimen 
with the load train,   concentricity between the  specimen test section and grip section, 
and finally the small   stress concentration due  to changes in specimen oross  section.    The 
error does not consider the material  effects given in Figure 8.1  or errors in the load 
mcusurlng device. 

The Information to be presented on fixture and  specimen details is not complete,  but 
critical   dimensions and tolerances are given from which any competent test agency can 
design and  construct  the apparatus. 

Hgure 8.3 shows the general layout of the spherical gas bearing and the tensile load 
train.     The irrangement shown is duplicated on the other side of the test specimen except 
that only one load  cell  is required.     Each bearing has a diameter of 9 inches end Is 
supplied with nitrogen gas at approximately 900 psi.    Pressure gradients develop In the 
contact area so that  the average effective pressure between the bearing surfaces is 
300 psi,   which is  sufficient to provide a load capacity of 15,000 lbs.    This  capacity 
Is substantially greater than is necessary for the tensile specimens which will be showr, 
but the si-'e Is dictated by the necessity for using an available and well  qualified 
design. 

A simple manual  control of the pressurising gas is used.    Some  arrangements of the gas 
bearing apparatus have incorporated electronic  devices to control  the gas  flow as a 
function of load by  sensing film thickness.     Satisfactory experience has apparently been 
ottained without this  refinement however so that its use is not  recommended  unless the 
quantity of gas used  is  a problem. 

The critical  aspects of the load  train are the  concentricity of the pull   rods,   the 
alignment of the center of the pull  rod with the  center of the  spherical   radius,   and 
concentricity between  the bore of the collet and  the centerllne of the pull   rod.    All  of 
these tolerances  should be held tc  .0005 in. total Jndijator reading which is within the 
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capabilities of a good machine  shop.    It will probably be necessary to issemble one side 
of the load train with the load cell  before the final machining cuts are made so that 
misalignments within the load cell  can be properly accommodated. 

During assembly of the apparatus it Is necessary to achieve the close tolerance shown 
between the centerllne of the pull  rod and the center of rotation of the bearing.    Since 
It Is not practical  to locate the bearing center accurately after the part Is removed from 
the lathe on which It Is made,   accuracy In assembly Is provided by accurately machining 
the pull rod bore,  at the same time that the spherical surface Is machined.    Maintenance 
of the close tolerances shown on the pull rod bore and the pull  rod diameter will ensure 
accurate assembly. 

The precision collet used In each end of the load train is  shown In Figure 8.4.    Accurate 
alignment of the specimen with the pull rod and hence with the spherical bearing.  Is 
maintained by holding close tolerances on the concentricity between the pull  rod bore and 
the pull rod centerllne,  on the pull  rod bore and compression nut diameters,  and on 
concentricity between the pull  rod bore and the collet bore.     Dimensions of the three- 
piece  split collet are given before splitting,   since accurate measurements of the collet 
bore afterwards are not practical. 

Clearance is provided in the bore of the compression nut  so that load transfer is 
affected through the three-piece  split ring.    A.-curacy in the surface at the end of the 
pull  rod bore Is required to assist in installation of the  specimens. 

The tensile specimen Is shown in Figure 8.5.    For most nonmetallic refractory materials 
diamond cutting tools will be necessary to obtain the required surface finish and close 
tolerance dimensions.    Notice that the gage section contains  a slightly reduced portion 
to ensure that the failures occur away from the transition to the grip diameter.    The 
reduced section of the gage length contains no constant diameter portion since failures 
would  still  occur at  the end ."uill.    However,  the small stress concentration caused by 
the one-inch radii  shown has Dcjn considered in describing the accuracy of the test 
results.    Slight corrections wi^l  be necessary,  because of  this local diameter reduction, 
if this specimen is used with an exteneometer across the gage length to mfiasure strain. 

b)     Pressurized Ring Test 

Figure 8.6 shows the arrangement of the pressurized ring test unit together with 
critical dimensions and tolerances.    From this Information a suitable apparatus can be 
designed and built by a competent labcratory.    Information Is taken primarily from 
Reference 8.2.    The specimen holder consists of two round steel plates containing cavities 
which are machined and aligned to the close tolerances shown.    Accurately sized alignment 
pins  and holes are necessary to maintain the cavity alignment.    Hydraulic pressure Is 
applied radially to the ring specimen from the inside through a flexible rubber bulb. 
The conical plug in the lower steel plate seals the bulb and provides entrance for the 
owrklng fluid.    Spacer blocks are provided to separate the  steel plates,  and tolerances 
on the spacer block height and  the  specimen length are arranged so that there is a minimum 
total  clearance between the ring and the specimen plates of  .001 in.,  to avoid constrain- 
ing ring displacement,  and a maximum total clearance of  .004 In.,  to prevent extrusion 
of the  rubber bulb between the  ring and the fixture, 

Details of the test specimen are shown in Figure 8.7 which gives also the dimensional 
tolerances which are necessary so that the failure stress can  ue calculated within ±li^ 
accuracy from the nominal specimen dimensions and the hydrostatic pressure at failure. 
The expression for making this failure stress calculation Is given below.    Accurate 
pressure gages are needed since errors in pressure readings  represent one of the major 
sources of error in the measurement of tensile strength.    Pressure gage error is not 
included in the values mentioned  since the specific gage which will be used in a 
particular installation is not known.    Also,  tne material effects mentioned in Figure 8.1 
are not Included in the specified error. 

No particular precision in technique is necessary with this apparatus apart from deter- 
mining the failure pressure accurately. The method however is limited since it cannot be 
used  at elevated temperatures,   and rate of loading is difficult to control. 

Strain oata can be obtained only with strain gages,  which is an accurate method,  but 
relatively expensive for large numbers of tests.    Furthermore,  the strain gages must be 
placed on the outside diameter,   which is not the region of maximum stress. 

The tensile stress in a cylinder wall corresponding to an internal hydrostatic pressure 
is computed from the formula 

p    2 2 

re    -  ri2 

Where      P ■ hydrostatic pressure in psi 
r^ Internal  radius in in. 
r0 ^ external  radius in in. 
r ■ radius at which the  stress is determined 
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From this formula the maximum stress will occur at the Inside radius.  Inserting the 
nominal specimen dimensions into this expression gives the failure stress as lü.524 x 
the failure pressure. 

8.3    LOW COST TEST METHODS 

a^     Three and Four-Point Bend Tests 

This section presents specimen and test fixture details for conducting three and four- 
point bend tests on brittle materials.    The  specimen and fixture designs have been evolved 
from a very careful consideration of the many sources of parasitic stresses which are 
important in testing brittle materials,  but at the same time consideration has been given 
to the economics of specimen fabrication,   test fixture fabrication and  the cost of conduct- 
ing the tests in terms of complexity of test technique.    The objective of bend testing 
is to obtain relatively low cost data with the understanding that neglect of such effects 
as stress gradients is the price to be paid. 

In evolving the proposed designs the dimensional tolerances for both the test specimen 
and the test fixture,  and other sources of parasitic stress such as frlctional effects, 
have been controlled so that using nominal specimen and fixture dimensions,  the stress 
calculated from the measured failure load is within ±5^ of the true value.    This does not 
Include tolerances on load measurement since the mean:; for making this measurement are 
not specified.     It also assumes that the material of the test specimens is homogeneous 
with respect to elastic properties.    In particular,  it is assumed that  the elastic modulus 
of the test bars in the longitudinal direction is constant across the  specimen cross- 
section and along its length. 

The test apparatus for conducting bend tests is based on existing apparatus which has 
seen considerable use.    Some changes have been me<\e, however,  in the overall dimensions 
and in the required tolerances,   but these are not considered Bignificant enough to 
invalidate the previous satisfactory experience with this type of apparatus. 

Suggested specimen details for three and four-point bend tests are shown in Figure 8.8. 
Two sizes of specimen are shown.    The smaller size has been selected  to mlr.imize the 
quantity of material and hence minimize cost.    The minimum dimensions have been established 
from the minimum size test fixture which could provide all of the required degrees of 
freedom and accomplish this using commerclalj.y available parts.    The larger size specimen 
is included in recognition of the fact that it is frequently necessary to examine the 
effect of specimen size in testing brittle materials.    The ratio of specimen volumes 
between the large and small sizes shown iü approximately 4,   but the true value of this 
ratio depends on the significance which is attached to the nonuniformlty of stresses 
throughout the test bars. 

The dimensional  tolerances shown in Figure 8.8 have been established recognizing their 
contribution to the overall error in stress as determined from nominal dimensions. 
Grinding of the  specimen surface has been specified to reduce frlctional effects at the 
loading points.     For many of the harder brittle materials this will  require diamond grind- 
ing.    The cost of such finishing methods has been examined and is considered acceptable 
by individuals who have carried out extensive tasting of brittle materials. 

Figure 8.9 shows a test fixture for four-point tests,  and dimensions are given so that 
fixtures can be constructed for both the  small and large size specimens.    Rollers are 
provided at all load points except one,  in order to minimize friction due to longitudinal 
motion of the specimen as it bends.    These rollers are supported on needle roller bearings. 
Freedom of rotation about an axis parallel  to the longitudinal axis of the specimen is 
also provided  so that twist in the specimen and the fixture,   and rotational misalignment 
between the upper and lower parts of the fixture can be accommodated.    To minimize cost, 
all of the bearings used are  commercially available. 

Arrangements are made to accurately locate the specimen relative to the rotational axes 
of the fixture.     For the small  size specimen this is achieved by locating the specimen 
in grooves machined in the reaction rollers.     For the large specimen the specimen face is 
aligned with one face of the reaction rollers.    The upper and lower parts of the fixture 
are not located relatively in the longitudinal direction but alignment pins are provided 
so that when the fixture and specimen are Installed in the test machine,   the distance 
between one loading point and one reaction point can be accurately measured.    This 
measurement is made along a slope,   and must be corrected for specimen thickness to obtain 
the projected distance between load and reaction points. 

The failure stresses should be calculated from the measured failure load,   the measured 
specimen and fixture geometry,   and simple bending theory.    Corrections must be applied 
to allow for the  so-called  "wedging" effect which is the effect on the simple bending 
stresses of the load concentration at the applied load points.    From simple bending 
theory the maximum tension stresses occur under the applied loads and at the face of 
the  specimen opposite from the face on which the load is applied.    The local stresses 
due to load concentration produce a compression stress Immediately beneath the load, 
which is therefore subtractive,  but this becomes a tension stress,  which is therefore 
additive,  a short distance away from the load.  For the four-point test the maximum stress 
occurs a short distance away from the load  and is greater than that given by simple bend- 
ing theory.    The maximum stress occurs at   .25 x test specimen thickness  from the load 
point and the Increment of stress to be added  to that calculated from simple bend theory 
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la 0.868 pc whore P Is  total   load applied  to the test specimen and  c Is one-hall' 
sppclmen    thlckneiu;. 

Figure 8.10 shows  a tost fixture  for three-point tests,   again designed  to accommodate 
two Q1:'.(!E of apeclmon.    The throu-polnt fixture design follows closely the  four point, 
except that the  single load application roller Is  fixed rotatlonally,  while both reaction 
rollers are free  to  rotate to accommodate specimen twist and  fixture rotational 
misalignment. 

For the three-point test the correction to the maximum stress calculated by simple 
bending theory,   to account for thi' wedging effect.  Is given by -.1332 Pc where P Is total 
load applied to the  test specimen and  c Is one-half the spHclmen thickness.    In this case 
the maximum total  stress occurs under the applied load and Is less than the value given 
by simple bending theory. 
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KKIURE H.I     SnllHi'K.'l  ,)}.'  KRHuR   IN  DETERMINATION OF FAILURE 
MTKKM.MKS   IN MATKHIA1.  I'RnpERTY TESTS 

MATERIAL  EFKKCTS 

1. Elastic  i ropcrtles Nut Uniform throughout Specimen 
?. Elastic Propertlei'. Ulfforent in Tension and Compression 
3. Skin or Oxide Layer of Different Modulus  to Eody of Specimen 
4. Material  Stress-Strain i'urve not Linear 
ij.    Variations in material   density throughout  the specimen 

SPECIMEN OE0METRY  EFFECTS 

1. Tolerances In Specimen Cross-Sectional   Dimensions 
2. Specimen  Twist 
3. Eccentricity of Grip and  Test Sections of Specimen 
4. Lack of Parallelism Between Grip and  Test Sections 
5. Eccentricity of Inner and Outer DI-jmetors Ping Specimen 

FIXTURE GEOMETRY EFFECTS 

1. Eccentricities,   Symmetrical  and  Unsymmetrical,  in Load Train 
2. Tolerances in Position of Load Application Points 
3. Angular Misalignment of Load Application Direction 
h.    Edge Moments Due to Gap Between Specimen and Fixture        -        Ring Test 

CONSTRAINT EFFECTS 

1 .    Moments Due  to Friction at .'lingts in Load  Train 
2. Frlctlonal   Effects at Load Application Points 
3. Defomatlon Constraints Due to Friction 

STRESS DISTRIBUTI  N EFFECTS 

• 

"Wedging"  Effect Under Externally Applied Loads 
Stress Concentration at Changea In Specimen Cross-Section 
L'ige Moments  -  Ring Tost 



STRESS TYPE 
AND 

TEST 
MAJOR SOURCES OP 

ERROR LIMITATIONS 

Direct Tension Eccentric loading 

* 

* 

a) Gas Bearing 
b) Adjustable 

grips 

c) Cemented 
Headu 

indirect 
Tension 

Axlality of loading 
can only be ade- 
quately verified 
at moderate temps; 
complex & costly 
to conduct 
properly 

Pressurized 
ring 

Restraint at ends; 
biaxial effects & 
gradients If thick 
walled 

Applicable only at 
moderate tempera- 
tures 

Tneta Test Errors m 
geometry 

Dirncuity ana cost 
Involved In obtaln- 

Trussed Beam Errors in geometry, 
plus those associated 
with bend testing 

Specimen fabrication 

T 
Bend Test: 

Three-point 
loading 

Wedging;  friction 
at supports; 
twisting 

Relatively small 
portion of specimen 
reaches high stress 
at fracture 

Fig.8.2    Summary of tensile test methods. (Taken from material p 
on Brittle Material!, London, Sef 
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[TATIONS 
STRESS TYPE 
AND TEST 

MAJOR SOURCES 
OF ERROR LIMITATIONS 

of loading- 
be ade- 
'erlfled 
,te temps; 
s costly 
t 

Four-point 
loading 

i—r 

Friction at 
supports; incor- 
rect spacing of 
supports; un- 
balanced loads; 
twisting 

Remarks similar to 
those for three- 
point loading per- 
tain (though to 
lesser extent) 

e only at 
tempera- 

Cantilever 
loading 

Wedging at 
support 

Difficulties in 
supporting fixed 
end; max. stress 
(at support) may 
be poorly defined 

}  and cost 
.n obtain- 

Torslon Bending; axial 
loading 

abrication 

C=D) 
Diametral-  """ 
Compression of 
solla cylinder 

Nonuniform 
loading along 
length 

Varying biaxial   " 
stress component; 
poorly defined 
stress state at 
ends of loaded dia. 

small 
specimen 

;h  stress 

Diametral 
Compression 
of Ring 

Nonuniform loading 
along length; 
plastic flow at 
peak-stress 
position 

High Stress gradient 
in region of max. 
tensile stress may 
affect significance 
of results if speci- 
mens of various 
grain sizes are to 
be studied; only a 
small proportion of 
the total specimen 
is tested. 

4». (Taken from material presented at the AGARD Specialist Meeting 
ittie Materials, London, September 4, 1967) 

% 



ISI 

Bore Concentric with Spherical 
Radius Center Within  .0005 TIR 

T^M la» 

Cross-Head 
Adapter 

60 Gas Orifices 
(.020" Dla.) 

*—Oas inlet Valve 
(900 psl Supply Pressure) 

•300 psl Effective 
Oas Pressure Within 

Contact Area 

Load Cell 

Pull Rod Assembly ft Pull Rod 
Bore Concentric within   .0005 TIR 

Test 
Specimen 

Precision 
Collet 

Fig.8.3    General layout of spherical gas bearing tensile test rig 



is: 

Mating Surface Flat and, 
Perpendicular to 0.000 

Pull Rod 

Concentric and Parallel with Compression 
Nut Outside Diameter to 0.0005" TIR 

Tensile Specimen 

502 t.OOl«     Ror» Dia. 

3-Plece Split 
Ring Bore of collet before 

splitting 

Fig.8.4    Precision collet grip for tensile specimens 

Both Ends Flat 
and Perpendicular 
to 0.0005": 

,250 ±.001 Mln.Dia. 
on 1" Rad. 

1/2" R I   0.272 t.001 Dla.        0.500 Z\QO2 Dla. 
(TVP.) 

.453 t.001 D 
Length 

.516 

.) 

NOTES: 1. All diameters true and concentric to 0.0005" T.I.R. 
2. Surface finish is 50 RMS 

Fig.8.5     Dimensions of tensile test specimen for gas bearing test 



1S3 

Upper and Lower Cavities 
Concentric Within ±0.0005" 

Upper 
Plate 

Test 
Specimen 

Bottom 
Plate 

WM I 

Natural Rubber 
Bulb 

Spacer Blocks 

•Conical Plug 

Hydrostatic 
"Pressure Inlet 

Spacer Block Dimensions 

Size HeiKht 

A 

B 

C 

•252  -.000 

■no +-001 
•502  ..000 

••oo2!:§8o 

Fig.8.6    Pressurized ring test unit 

100  ±.001 

Table of Dimensions 

Size L 

A .250 +.001 

B .50    +.001 

C 1.00     +.001 

Fig.8.7    Dimensions of test specimens for pressure ring test 
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k 
Tabla  of Dlmanalona 

KM A ma ■ 
Length, L 

Sides, h 
3.500 ±.005 
0.25    ±.002 

4.000 ±.005 
0.50    t.002 

NOTE:    Finish is 50 RMS 

Fig.8.8    Dimensions of test specimens for 3- and 4-point bending test 

KP^9B Bearing 
.500 ± .001 —^   to- (Kaydon) 

YCR-12 Bearings 
(Torrlngton) 

Centerlines Aligned 
Within 0.005" 

Access Hole 
For 

Deflection Probe 

270 - •000 
•Z70 +.001 

+ .ooi^rrf4 
.005 * .001 

Oroves in Reaction Rollers 

Fig.8.9    4-point bend test apparatus 



IS5 

KP49B Bearing 
(Kaydon) 

270 ■•000 

•Z70 +.001 

.005 *   .001 
Grooves in Reaction Roller« 

Centerllnee Aliened 
Within ±.005 

Aooen Hole for Deflection Probe 

2.000 ±  .005 

Alignment Pine 

Flf.8.10   3-point bend test apparatut 


